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Abstract 
The study of emotional language use and production within UK adolescent therapeutic 
populations has received relatively little attention compared to other client-, process- and 
outcome factor research.  In recent years, novel and distinct methods of delivering therapy 
that rely on the production and interpretation of language are increasing in popularity, 
compared to traditional therapeutic models that use non-verbal aspects of communication in 
the therapeutic process. 
In order to explore how aspects of emotional language production may inform clinicians 
about therapeutic interventions with a UK adolescent population, two studies were designed 
to analyse how adolescents use written emotional language to indicate their psychological 
wellbeing, identity and agency development through receipt of psychological intervention. 
A quantitative study was designed to measure therapeutic and non-therapeutic adolescents’ 
production of positive and negative emotional word frequency through free-response 
narratives.  Positive and negative emotional word frequencies were assessed for relationships 
with measures of trait emotional intelligence (TEIQue-ASF; Petrides et al., 2006) and 
psychological wellbeing (18-item PWBS; Clarke et al., 2001).  Multiple regression analyses 
determined that trait emotional intelligence significantly predicted psychological wellbeing, 
but positive and negative emotional word production and therapeutic experience did not.  
A qualitative study using Parker’s (2005) methods of narrative analysis of limited narratives 
focused on exploring how adolescents who have experienced therapy construct narratives.  
The analysis illustrated the construction of agency in developing adolescent identities and 
accounts of helpful and unhelpful events in therapeutic interventions, which became the 
primary narrative genres.  Emotional contexts were highlighted in exploring the functions of 
emotional language in constructing stories of adolescent agency and identity in therapy.   
The results of both studies, their contributions to, and implications for clinical practice and 
counselling psychology are discussed in relation to novel or modern methods of delivering 
therapeutic interventions tailored to this developmental population, and in the wider socio-
political context. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Origins of this Research Story 
“The phenomenon of the ignorance of emotion, and the unpopularity of this subject, is 
worthy of its own study” Boler (1997, p.203) 
The research project contained within this thesis arose from clinical practice, theory and 
literature regarding what counselling psychologists presently know regarding the tentative 
links between production of emotional words, psychological wellbeing (PWB) and health, 
and the narrative contexts in which emotional words are produced by young people who have 
experienced therapeutic intervention, in the pursuit of a psychologically healthy adulthood. 
In the UK, there is a requirement for improvement in the provision of counselling and 
therapeutic interventions to support the healthy PWB of adolescents and young people, which 
has been highlighted through government policy (Parkin, 2016).  Despite a high volume of 
process factor research exploring mediators and moderators of positive therapeutic outcomes, 
and subsequent randomised controlled trials (RCTs) to evaluate the efficacy of these factors 
in the delivery of effective psychological therapies, the myriad mechanisms and contexts 
through which psychological interventions with young people are developed, delivered and 
communicated are not necessarily understood (Kennedy, 2015).  It is not the aim of this 
thesis to suggest that all therapeutic process factors can be fully understood.  However, 
addressing research questions in this area has been in consideration of the argument that 
developing awareness of less studied client-, process-, and outcome-factors, incorporating 
inter-disciplinary or inter-methodological psychological thought may lead to new insights in 
providing psychological interventions to young people that are accessible and appropriate. 
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Adolescence is a period of the life span that spurs discussion and debate in how to define it 
for research inquiry.  Its varying definitions and argued brevity as a developmental period are 
reasons why some believe it is less studied compared to other lifespan developmental periods 
(Coleman & Roker, 1998; Collins, 1991).  It could be defined chronologically, as a period of 
time where certain physiological and psychological changes are taking place.  An alternative 
construction may view adolescence as a period within life span development that is primarily 
concerned with the formation and development of identity where typically, individuals 
become distinct and separate from family members, caregivers and sometimes their peers in 
the approach to emerging adulthood, (Côté, 2000; Waterman, 1982).  One of the important 
aspects of this period of development in the context of counselling psychology is the potential 
for young people to engage in therapeutic intervention when experiencing difficulties that 
affect PWB.  If not already developed through childhood, a skill to be developed during 
adolescence may be the ability to resolve or manage difficulties impacting on PWB, in the 
pursuit of a healthy and agentic adulthood.  The use of emotional language to communicate 
these difficulties, emotional regulation and the development of personal agency are argued to 
be components of this ability. 
Language is a reliable communication system by which to translate embodied physical and 
automatic sensations and otherwise abstract ideas about emotions into a sense of structured 
meaning (Pennebaker & Chung, 2007; Pennebaker & Francis, 1996; Şimşek & Ҫerҫi, 2013).  
One of the processes contributing towards emotional regulation is in making sense of 
physical responses, assigning meaning to them and managing the expression of these 
responses in accordance with previous experiences and current context (Garnefski, Kraaj & 
van Etten, 2005; O’Kearney & Dadds, 2004; Safran & Greenberg, 1982; Thompson, 1991).  
The process of emotional exploration in therapy involves semantically linguistic interactions 
to express and clarify previously inhibited emotional experiences (Southam-Gerow & 
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Kendall, 2000; Whelton, 2004).  In the development and understanding of emotional or 
affective states, adolescents require knowledge of expressive emotional language to 
communicate them.  Şimşek and Ҫerҫi, (2013) argued this to be a contributory process of 
emotional regulation.  Results from Şimşek and Ҫerҫi’s (2013) research into the relationship 
between language and emotion supported the idea that the gap (between experience and 
language) and depression is mediated by emotional regulation and adjustment.  At the time of 
writing, only Şimşek (2013a; 2013b) has cited this model in further empirical work.  
Research continuing to examine the importance of understanding relationships between 
language, emotional regulation and mental health in adolescents has not received the 
attention it might deserve in the context of more linguistically dependent counselling and 
therapeutic interventions (for reviews see Aboujaoude & Salame, 2016; Gibson & 
Cartwright, 2014b).   
Questions about how language and PWB may be related can be posed through consideration 
of adolescents in receipt of therapy.  One of the common factors of ‘helpful’ therapy is the 
ability of the individual to engage in a therapeutic relationship with a practitioner (Messer & 
Wampold, 2002), to work together towards the goal of alleviating emotional distress and 
subsequently improve PWB through a variety of different methods or approaches (Curry, 
2014).  This idea rests on the assumption that converting embodied distress into recognisable 
linguistic terms and emotional schemas enable individuals to recognise, clarify and repair 
emotional states (Pennebaker, 1993, 1997; Pennebaker & Francis, 1996; Salovey & Mayer, 
1990). 
The project developed through a focus on lesser studied therapeutic processes or factors that 
moderate or mediate efficacious therapeutic interventions.  This focus was in response to 
ongoing critique of child and adolescent therapy research, which suggests a lack of sufficient 
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evidence to support what are considered effective interventions for preventing and treating 
mental health difficulties in these populations (Cox et al., 2014; Fonagy et al., 2015; Kazdin, 
2003; Kennedy, 2015; Merry et al., 2012).  This critique persists in spite of Randomised 
Controlled Trials (RCTs) using therapy outcome measure to support the function of 
therapeutic interventions or approaches in alleviating mental health distress and emotional 
difficulties (Cooper et al., 2010), or studies that have focussed on process factors such as 
helpful and unhelpful events during therapy (Dunne, Thompson & Leitch, 2000; Gibson & 
Cartwright, 2014a).   
The communication of therapeutic interventions via verbal and written means could be 
considered a process factor or outcome of therapeutic intervention.  As a process factor, 
linguistic interactions between therapist and client may equip the client with previously 
unknown ways of expressing their affective state.  Previous research has supported young 
people’s preference for emotional exploration over problem-solving strategies (Dunne et al., 
2000; Lynass, Pykhtina & Cooper, 2012).  As a therapeutic outcome, engagement with 
therapy may impact how young people subsequently use language to describe their affective 
states, either by an increase or decrease in the production of emotional terms or words, or by 
the way in which emotional language is produced in the context of sentences or narratives of 
experience.  However, only a relatively small amount of research has acknowledged 
functions of language during therapeutic interventions, such as McQueen and Henwood’s 
(2002) qualitative inquiry of adolescent males’ experiences and accounts of distress while 
undergoing interventions in tertiary mental health services.  One study implicitly 
acknowledged the importance of linguistic communication as one of a number of helpful 
events in therapy, after therapy was completed (Paulson & Everall, 2003).  Although 
O’Kearney and Dadds’ (2005) study of emotional language use and internal/externalising 
disorders drew their clinical sample from adolescents attending forms of psychological 
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intervention, their selection criteria were based on specific mental health difficulties.  Few 
studies have focused on how therapeutic intervention may affect the ways in which 
adolescents from a heterogeneous population produce emotional language.  
As demonstrated through the literature review, not only is there scope to explore the 
quantitative and qualitative aspects of linguistic representations of emotional language in 
relation to therapeutic intervention and PWB, but there is a need to concentrate research 
efforts on how counselling psychology can benefit the improvement of therapeutic 
interventions for this psychosocial developmental group.  In developing research questions 
relevant to written emotional language and adolescent therapeutic experience, methodology 
will arguably employ distinct epistemological positions that explore different perspectives in 
this area of research.  The first part of the project concerns the production of emotional 
content words as a potential outcome of therapeutic intervention, by comparing written 
emotional word production in young people who have received therapeutic intervention and 
those who have not.  This area of literature and resulting research questions are supported by 
a review in Chapter 2 (sections 2.5 and 2.6), where debate led to questions about whether the 
production of affective categories of emotional words have a significant relationship to PWB.  
Therefore, attention on emotional word production focused on written production of positive 
and negative emotional words as potential predictor variables of PWB.   
With acknowledgement that the relationship between emotional language and PWB is more 
complex than an association between the frequency of affective word production and a 
quantitative measure of PWB, a qualitative study was designed to analyse the narrative 
context in which emotional words or phrases are used.  The formation of this research 
question originated from several sources, such as Edwards’ (1999) discussion and analysis of 
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emotion in discourse and Ellis and Tucker’s (2015) critique of discursive analysis of written 
emotional narratives. 
As a result of identity formation being stereotypically attributed to adolescence and a 
continual process linking the adolescent developmental period as a whole, issues of identity 
provide a background for introducing concepts of emotional language and PWB and warrant 
attention in adolescent research.  It is in part for this reason that narrative analysis was 
selected as a way to explore emotional linguistic context and honour participants’ accounts of 
experience.  Narrative inquiry also provided opportunity to highlight additional factors that 
may impact on narrative accounts of individuals who have experienced distress sought 
engagement with psychological intervention.   
1.2 Epistemological Considerations 
To study distinct aspects of emotional language and develop a robust rationale for this 
research, a consideration of methodology (philosophies underpinning methodological 
choices) is required.  Empirical research is informed by ontology (the nature of reality) and 
epistemology (how our understanding of reality is studied; Ponterotto, 2005).  Epistemologies 
provide the rationale for empirical study and the limitations of what that study may explain 
about the world (Hall, 2012).  Epistemological positions are illustrated through the use of 
research paradigms, defined as “shared beliefs about the nature of questions and answers in a 
research field” (Morgan, 2007, p.51).  Using this definition, it can be argued that quantitative 
and qualitative designs are paradigmatically at odds with one another as a result of 
originating from distinct epistemological stances.  Therefore, employment of research 
paradigms that are arguably distinct in their epistemology require consideration and critique 
that is beyond the scope of each individual study, but necessary for this project to be 
understood in the context of its meta-narrative (Chapter 6.2). 
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A positivist paradigm influenced data collection and analysis in assessing relationships 
between measured variables such as emotional word frequency and measures of emotional 
intelligence (EI) and PWB.  Positivism is based on the epistemological assumption that 
phenomena can be subjected to objective observation and value-free measurement, using the 
principles of falsification (Popper, 1968) and deduction (Howe, 1988; Lakatos, 1970) to 
statistically analyse probabilistic and generalizable laws or patterns that emanate a sense of 
objective truth about the nature of those phenomena (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004; 
Ponterotto, 2005).  However, the analysis of adolescents’ written emotional language in a 
narrative context fulfilled a social constructivist paradigm, ascribing to the principle that 
phenomena are socially constructed through shared meaning and not independent of 
observation and interpretation (Guba & Lincoln, 1988; Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  Rather than 
objectively measuring variables and deducing statistically significant relationships between 
them, the researcher’s investigation of phenomena is idiographic and value-laden.  Although 
social constructivist researchers may identify, explore and provide empirical interpretations 
of meaning, they are acutely aware of their subjectivity in demonstrating their theses 
(Ponterotto, 2005).   
1.2.1 Pragmatism and Critical Realism  
The postmodern paradigm of pragmatism sanctions the development of methodological 
rationales that are not held to epistemological account by the inferred obligation to determine 
valid and generalisable, or provide trustworthy and meaningful research (Hall, 2012; 
Onwuegbuzie & Leech, 2005; Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2003).  The pragmatic approach is 
sometimes simplistically described as “what works” (Hall, 2012, p.4; Hanson, Plano Clark, 
Petska, Creswell, & Creswell, 2005).  Proponents of the pragmatic paradigm counter that 
describing the approach as ‘what works’, detracts from the strengths of combining 
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philosophically opposing methodologies that lack a traditional epistemological foundation 
but provide dialectic hermeneutics to explore complex social or psychological phenomena, 
which can be applied to real world situations (Feilzer, 2010; Morgan, 2007).  One may 
employ quantitative approaches to measure data, seeking statistical relationships to support 
the possibility of variables being interrelated or linked.  Qualitative analyses can then be 
employed to explore detailed accounts of the same data; enhancing interpretations or 
confirmatory evidence of the meaning constructed around these relationships (Hanson et al., 
2005; Onwuegbuzie & Leech, 2005; Onwuegbuzie & Teddlie, 2003).   Under the paradigm 
of pragmatism, methodologically pluralistic analyses of the data need not be dismissed 
because of a positivistic epistemological argument that if measurements are not objective, 
they are invalid (Greenfield, 2013; Ponterotto, 2005). 
A limitation of pragmatism is that there are few definitions of ‘what works’ that provide 
clarity in utilising this alternative paradigm compared to qualitatively or quantitatively pure 
paradigms supported by established epistemologies (Hall, 2012).  Hall (2012) and Sayer 
(2000) argued that critical realism may be an ontological position that supports the pragmatic 
paradigm of mixed methods.  Realism, or naïve realism informs the positivist side of the 
epistemological debate when considering methodology, suggesting that what is real and 
empirical is only that which is observable and measurable (Sayer, 2000).  Sayer (2000) 
proposed critical realism as a conflation of two distinct, one-dimensional ontologies 
(positivism and social constructionism) – he argued that within the social sciences, the 
concept of discovering causation or relationships between variables is lacking without 
appreciation of the contexts or conditions in which these relationships occur. 
Critical realism provides epistemological rationale for the use of mixed methods in research 
as it addresses the complexity of social and psychological phenomena and critique of how 
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realist and interpretivist single method approaches lack in providing a comprehensive picture 
of psychological and societal structures (Parker, 2002; 2005).  Paradigms informed by critical 
realism that subsequently inform methodology pragmatically consider the validity of 
nomothetic and idiographic data.  This combination enhances the ability for research to 
provide meaningful and valid data that can be interpreted and applied to a shared world view 
(Hall, 2012). 
Despite applied psychologists historically basing empirical integrity within positivist 
paradigms (Gergen, 2001), counselling and clinical psychology have been argued as 
requiring reconsideration of how methodological pluralism can enrich research processes and 
outcomes, particularly in their application to clinical practice environments (Hanson et al., 
2005; Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004; Onwuegbuzie & Leech, 2005; Ponterotto, 2005). 
Leech and Onwuegbuzie (2010) and Hanson et al., (2005) have specifically encouraged 
pluralistic developments within counselling psychology research as pragmatic approaches 
enrich research outcomes and impact positively on their application to clinical practice (Frost 
& Bowen, 2012) 
Onwuegbuzie and Leech’s (2005) statement, “research methodologies are merely tools that 
are designed to aid our understanding of the world” (p.377) accommodates the argument for 
investigating emotionality in written language using different paradigms due to the ephemeral 
and abstract nature of studying affectivity (Locke, 2005).  Quantitative measures and analyses 
of the relationship between emotional intelligence, language and adolescents’ PWB arguably 
fall within the realm of positivist inspired paradigms.  Yet the purpose of the project is to 
further understanding of how emotional words are employed by adolescents in constructing 
narratives of experience, and how therapeutic engagement may influence these constructions, 
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which is why a study of the narrative data elicited from adolescents was included.  The 
rationale for these studies is therefore support by a critical realist philosophy.  
1.2.2 Mixed methods in counselling psychology research 
There are arguably few guidelines for conducting and reporting mixed methods in 
counselling psychology research (Hanson et al., 2005; Leech & Onwuegbuzie, 2010).  
However, counselling researchers have often conducted qualitative research by adjusting and 
justifying modifications of modes of inquiry to provide the most suitable method for 
analysing data to pursue therapy-related meaning (Ponterotto, 2005). 
Creswell (2009), Hanson et al. (2005), and Johnson and Onwuegbuzie (2004) suggested that 
mixed-methods researchers must consider the possibility of whether their data collection and 
analytical method will be conducted in a sequential or concurrent process in the pursuit of 
specific research questions.  This depends on whether the purpose of mixed methods is to use 
the results of one study to inform development of subsequent studies (sequential), or if 
multiple studies are employed simultaneously to analyse different components of the 
phenomena (concurrent).  Mixed method designs can also comprise of mini studies arising 
from research questions that contribute to an overall project (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 
2004).  Although appearing distinct in terms of their research paradigms, the conclusions of 
such mini studies will inevitably include integration of approaches within the discussion of 
what the data represent and how they can be combined to answer aims set out through 
research question(s) (Hanson et al., 2005).  This latter approach was considered an 
appropriate application of mixed-methods design for the study of emotional written language 
and narrative in relation to adolescent PWB.   
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1.3 Research with Young People’s Voices 
Prilleltensky, Nelson and Peirson’s (2001) conducted a review of empirical research with 
children and young people stated in their conclusions that young people appeared to frame 
difficulties or distress as emotional or ‘internalised’ problems rather than due to the wider 
ecological and sociological environments in which they are situated.  Prilleltensky et al. 
(2001) expressed concern regarding the tendency of young people to be marginalised within 
an experience of emotional and psychological difficulties rather than of social and political 
oppression.  Grover (2004) responded to this concern by arguing that children’s voices need 
to be explicitly positioned within research that is designed to explore their viewpoints.  
Grover (2004) cited evidence that 16 to 18 year olds were rarely invited to provide qualitative 
data or feedback that allowed for their reflections on the focus of research, or on their 
experiences of participation.  Although cautioning that quantitative and qualitative research is 
inevitably affected by the researcher’s interpretive frame and subjectivity, she promoted the 
possibility of research methods providing opportunity for young people to be represented and 
their narratives highlighted through the privileged position of the empathetic researcher. Such 
arguments were considered in the evaluation of the first study’s scope to objectively measure 
emotional language production (Chapter 4.5) but were given additional attention in the 
construction of the qualitative study (Chapters 3.8.2 and 5.3) and within the summary of the 
research project (Chapter 6).  
1.3.1 Narrative Elicitation  
Although there have been studies that used narrative methods to understand psychological 
phenomena within adolescent populations (Habermas, Ehlert-Lerche & de Silveria, 2009; 
Reese, Yan, Jack & Hayne, 2010), the contribution of narrative tasks to an element of 
quantitative and qualitative analysis within this study provided a novel approach to exploring 
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emotional contexts in which adolescents construct their experiences through written 
language.  Quantitative studies of adolescent emotion have traditionally utilised scales to 
measure factors argued as constituents of emotional literacy (Extremera, Durán & Ray, 
2007), rather than free response narrative elicitation prompts for a content-focussed analysis 
of emotional word production (O’Kearney & Dadds, 2004).   Garnefski et al. (2005) 
suggested a limitation of their study of adolescent self-reports of emotional regulation 
strategies and internalising/externalising problems was that self-report, limited response 
questionnaires influenced bias in the responses.  Narrative elicitation tasks for the 
quantitative study therefore aimed to reduce response bias and increase ecological validity.   
The development of a narrative elicitation task and subsequent application of a narrative 
approach to explore how adolescents produced written emotional language and constructed 
stories of therapeutic experience was based on the theory that individuals make sense of their 
lives by constructing stories or accounts of these experiences (Habermas et al., 2009; Reese et 
al., 2010).  By requesting that adolescents author a story of their therapeutic experience in an 
anonymous way, adolescents were given opportunity to construct a credible (Shenton, 2004) 
narrative of experience, while reducing demand characteristics or power dynamics associated 
with face-to-face interviews.  
The decision to elicit written narratives was to redress or acknowledge the imbalances of 
power (Claveirole, 2004) observed through the following considerations: working with a 
frequently marginalised age group, ethical awareness of the imbalance of power between 
researcher and participant (Gibson & Cartwright, 2013; Gibson & Cartwright, 2014a), and 
the power imbalance between staff and pupils in educational settings (Cook-Sather, 2002).  
Inviting participating authors to provide written narratives offered opportunity for anonymity, 
and potentially the ability to write what adolescents see as a true account of their experience, 
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rather than an account they think a researcher or psychologist would like them to tell.  
Participants are provided with a means of reflection in planning their written responses, rather 
than being in a vulnerable position through the expectation of spontaneous responses in an 
interview dynamic with an adult researcher.  This consideration may be important, given that 
one anticipated limitation of the research design would be lack of an opportunity to revisit the 
individual contributing participants to corroborate whether the outcome of the narrative 
analysis provided a representation of adolescent experience that they would deem as ‘true’ 
for them (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000).  In the school environment, remaining conscious of 
the limitations of participant agency, it was decided that written narrative elicitation provided 
the potential for these adolescents to write an account through which they could portray 
representations of themselves and their counselling client identity performances without the 
added compromise to their agency as participants in research. 
1.4 Conclusions 
The premise for conducting a mixed methodology study is to quantitatively measure the 
written emotional language produced by adolescents who attended and/or engaged in therapy, 
to assess trends in emotional word frequency and the potential relationship with 
psychological wellbeing; and qualitatively analyse how written emotional language is used in 
the construction of narratives of therapeutic experience.  The questions developed through the 
literature review (Chapter 2.9) were in response to discussion of empirical studies that 
contribute to therapeutic process factor research.  Previous literature has explored moderators 
of effective or efficacious therapeutic interventions with adolescents.  However, this research 
has been superseded by RCTs using outcome measures to assess efficacy and effectiveness of 
different therapeutic approaches (Durlak Wells, Cotton & Johnson, 1995; Kazdin, 2008).   
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Methodological considerations evaluated within this chapter provide rationale for the 
subsequent studies.  Although the quantitative and qualitative methods are distinct in their 
development, and chapters have been designated to understanding them as arguably distinct 
mini studies, the studies share in an investigation of emotional language as a potentially 
significant process factor or outcome factor that may result in improvements in the efficacy 
of adolescent-centred therapeutic interventions.  Chapter 4 details the quantitative analysis 
and in keeping with positivistic principles, this chapter was written from the objective 
position of the third person.  Chapter 5 relates to the qualitative narrative study, focusing on 
the narrative responses provided by adolescents who experienced therapeutic intervention(s).  
Following consultation about research formats for mixed method designs (Creswell & Plano 
Clark, 2011), this chapter was written from a first person position, honouring a tradition of 
transparent subjectivity in conducting narrative analytical research, addressing questions and 
observations from a social constructivist position.  Each chapter includes discussion of 
findings that conform to their individual paradigms.  However, pragmatic approaches in 
methodological considerations are revisited in Chapter 6.2.1 as part of an evaluative 
discussion of both studies.  In Chapter 6, findings from each study are discussed separately 
and in tandem as components of a meta-narrative.  The aim of this meta-narrative is to 
provide new perspectives and insight that inform counselling psychologists and the 
therapeutic profession that consideration of linguistic, narrative and agentic processes 
involved in adolescent therapeutic interventions may be useful, as well as providing comment 
on what may require further thought and research in the context of working with adolescents 
in a therapeutic context. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
2.1 Overview 
This chapter aims to cover the broad spectrum of theoretical and empirical background 
informing the subsequent research project.  Concepts of efficacy and effectiveness of 
psychological interventions specific to an adolescent population will be addressed by 
examining current and past research conducted with this developmental group.  This will 
include an evaluation of the current climate of mental health provision for adolescents in the 
UK, a critique of theories and definitions of adolescent development and will form an 
argument for research into adolescent emotional language as a therapeutic process factors and 
outcome.  In providing a summary of process factor research in the therapeutic adolescent 
population, this review will focus on processes that arguably impact on the outcome of 
psychological wellbeing (PWB) during this period in the developmental lifespan.  As will be 
discussed, PWB is considered a measurable variable in the quantitative study of this project, 
but improvement in PWB is also considered a qualitatively desirable outcome of therapeutic 
intervention, and the outcomes of the qualitative study have consequences for adolescent 
PWB.  Improved PWB is not only the expected outcome of therapeutic intervention, healthy 
psychological development is important for positive mental health in adulthood.  
Psychologically healthy adult development can be broadly defined in two ways.  One would 
be through the development of cognitive and affective processes to reduce the potential for 
psychological distress and psychopathology within the individual (Diener, 2000).  The 
second would be the development of individuals into ‘functioning’ members of society, 
workforce and the economy (La Placa, McNaught & Knight, 2013).  Being able to examine 
constituents of PWB is therefore important to understand for individual wellbeing and for the 
development of psychological intervention when PWB has been compromised. 
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In consideration of PWB and adolescent mental health research, factors to be included in a 
review and evaluation of the literature are considered as having proven relationships with 
PWB, such development and measurement of what is the established concept of emotional 
intelligence (EI), or as having comparably contentious relationships with PWB and mental 
health, such as emotional language acquisition/development.  In consideration of maintaining 
a focus on adolescent engagement in therapeutic intervention, identity and agency are 
examined as additional components considered important for development into autonomous 
and mentally healthy adulthood and are included in the following review. 
2.2 Why Adolescence? 
Mental health experts claim that the incidence of mental health problems within child and 
adolescent populations are increasing globally (World Health Organisation; WHO, 2006) and 
in the UK (Fink et al., 2015; Green, McGinnity, Meltzer, Ford and Goodman, 2005; Mental 
Health Foundation, 1999).  The most comprehensive surveys of prevalence of mental health 
difficulties in children and young people were last reported between 1999 and 2004, when 
statistics in the UK were reported every five years (House of Commons Health Committee; 
HCHC, 2014).  There has not been a comprehensive survey since (Fink et al., 2015; Hagell, 
Coleman & Brooks, 2015; HCHC, 2014).  In an environment of continuing cuts to mental 
health services for children and adolescents (Cooke, 2014; Fink et al., 2015; McNeilly, 2015), 
mental health services are required to function in high risk and highly competitive contexts, 
attempting to bid for Clinical Commissioning Group funds to enable services to continue 
running (HCHC, 2014).  While there are methods to account for what are seen as efficacious 
and economical therapeutic interventions for alleviating mental health distress in the 
combined population of children and adolescents (Weisz, Doss & Hawley, 2005), 
controversy persists in respect of mediating or moderating factors that may account for the 
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success of psychological interventions (Kazdin, 2003; 2008; Kennedy, 2015).  Additionally, 
many reviews and studies have continued to group children and adolescents within the same 
developmental sample, including individuals from as early as three to eighteen years old 
(Spence, 1994; Weisz et al., 2005; Weisz, Weiss, Alicke & Klotz, 1987).  It is from these 
studies that researchers and policy makers developed assertions about therapeutic 
interventions for the population as a whole, neglecting to account for adolescence as a 
distinct period of development (Kazdin, 1993). 
2.3 Adolescent Development 
The period of time in which adolescent development takes place is often debated; different 
margins of definition are accepted (American Psychological Association; APA, 2002; Hagell 
et al., 2015).  When Weil et al. (2013) studied metacognitive reasoning in adolescents 
compared to adults, they selected 11 to 17 year olds, defining adolescence as the average age 
for the beginning of puberty.  Other papers (Crone & Dahl, 2012; Dorn, Dahl, Woodward & 
Biro, 2006; Kazdin, 1993) provide vague and inclusive definitions, from the point of puberty 
(at whichever age this begins) to the point of adult development.  This could mark the 
beginning of adolescence from as early as ten years old (WHO, 2005), earlier, or even non-
existent depending on country and culture (Kazdin, 1993; Patel, Flisher, Hetrick & McGorry, 
2007).  The definition is difficult to achieve consensus because of confounding factors within 
adolescence development, due to its progression being marked by different physical and 
psychological developmental stages (Christie & Viner, 2005; Dorn et al., 2006; Spear, 2000).  
Patel et al. (2007) challenged whether the concept of ‘adolescence’ is required, supporting 
researchers such as Rutter and Smith (1995) in the argument for the use of two age groups, 
one considered children (below the age of twelve) and the other to include young people to 
the age of twenty-four.  By adopting the argument of separating early and adolescent life 
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development stages into just two groups, there is a risk of neglecting to concentrate on the 
subtleties of socio-developmental processes that may only occur during adolescence (Collins, 
1991).  Coleman and Roker’s (1998) review of the increase in psychological research into 
adolescent development argued that instead of a brief period of transition between child and 
adult, adolescence is a period of complex changes.  These changes are impacted by factors 
such as ethnicity, gender, class, coping and resilience, serving to increase the amount of time 
through which these stages of development continue and therefore warrant further focus of 
research.   
Perhaps an important argument for a focus on the study of processes occurring in adolescence 
is Habermas and Bluck’s (2000) definition of adolescence as “the period of life in which 
many of the adult individual’s characteristics originate” (p.762).  This theoretical argument 
originated from Erikson’s (1968) lifespan developmental theory, where identity formation is 
considered one of the central processes or functions of adolescence (Erikson, 1965, 1968; 
Habermas & Bluck, 2000).  Boyle (2007) argued that while adolescence is a stage in the 
lifespan where the individual may need the most social and psychological support, it is 
widely considered a difficult period for those who surround the adolescent in terms of support 
provision – “predictors of how any individual will respond in any given situation are usually 
fairly redundant” (p.36).  During this time, young people negotiate changing roles within 
their family, as well as the transition from education to the workplace (Coleman, 2011).  In 
respect of socio-psychological transitions, the period of adolescence sets up challenges for 
the young individual in relation to negotiating their identity and their individual self within a 
society composed of many heterogeneous communities that provide an array of available 
identity scripts (Waterman, 1982).  Bandura (2006) and Côté and Schwartz (2002) implied 
that identity formation in adolescence is heavily influenced by the availability of sources of 
social support.  An individual has implicit choices available to them about how to progress 
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their identity development.  This may manifest by the individual accepting a default position 
of aesthetically enhanced identities through consumerist fashions and other institutional 
structures (Mendoza, Halualani & Drzewiecka, 2002), implying little agency in the decision-
making process, known as default individualisation.  Alternatively, it may be through the 
“agentic assertion” (Côté, 2000, p.33) that the individual deliberately pursues a life course by 
utilising additional opportunities to explore alternative identity schemas that actively promote 
the development of emotional and intellectual growth (Côté, 2000; Schwartz, Côté & Arnett, 
2005).  The promotion of agency throughout adolescence is generally reliant on the 
availability of resources, which if limited, can hamper the development of agentic assertion 
(Bandura, 2006; Emirbayer & Mische, 1998; Munford & Sanders, 2015).   
Adler (2012) and McAdams and McLean (2013) argued that becoming agentic is a necessary 
process in the development of personality, the promotion of wellbeing and positive outcomes 
in adult life.  To support this argument, within a therapeutic adult population, Adler (2012) 
conducted a longitudinal thematic analysis over two years, of 47 individuals’ experiences of 
changes within their identity narratives as they progressed through psychotherapy. 
Throughout the therapeutic process (from before starting their first session and after each 
successive session), Adler (2012) requested participants write narratives about the potential 
impact of therapy on their sense of self.  Participants were asked to describe their thoughts 
and feelings about how therapy affected them in terms of helpful and unhelpful events and 
how therapeutic process interacted with their overall sense of self, in addition to completing 
self-report measures of personality and changes in mental health.  Adler (2012) found that as 
psychotherapy progressed, participants’ sense of agency increased as their mental health 
improved. 
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The formation of individual and group identities can be argued as of primary importance 
during adolescence and emerging adulthood.  During this time of identity formation, 
adolescents begin to construct an evolving internalisation of the story of their identity, or self 
(Adler, 2012; Habermas & Bluck, 2000; McAdams & McLean, 2013) and may begin to gain 
awareness of their personal agency through exercising decision-making regarding their 
present circumstances and future lifestyle or path (Aaltonen, 2013; Bandura, 2006).   
For young people engaged in the developmental process of identity formation as well as 
therapy or counselling, changes influencing the evolution of their identities are two-fold; the 
story of their adolescence and the story of their mental health identities.  Labels of “difficult”, 
“patient”, “problem”, “troubled”, or “mentally ill”, become identity repertoires made 
available through education and medical/clinical professionals or media institutions in 
response to adolescents exhibiting behavioural or emotional difficulties (Côté, 2000).  In 
negotiating individualisation, these young people are simultaneously negotiating the meaning 
of additional identity repertoires and managing, experiencing or expressing 
intellectual/cognitive and emotional/affective responses to them (Côté, 2000) through their 
bid to develop a sense of personal agency for adulthood.   
In addition to the complex socio-psychological changes occurring in adolescence, this 
developmental period is receiving growing attention from neuroscience (Blakemore & Mills, 
2014).  There has been significant debate in recent years regarding the level of neural 
plasticity within the adolescent brain, sometimes as a way to validate the stereotype of the 
impulsive, risk-taking adolescent, constantly experiencing labile moods (Steinberg, 2005).  
Blakemore and Mills (2014), and Romer (2010) discuss the wealth of research supporting the 
premise that development of areas of the brain regarding decision-making processes such as 
the pre-frontal cortex, are continuing to develop throughout adolescence in addition to the 
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growth in childhood.  Blakemore and Mills’ (2014) review of adolescent cognitive and 
neurological development research argued that brain-imaging studies provide growing 
support for the sensitivity of the adolescent brain to cues within the social environment.  They 
reasoned with an ever-growing body of neuropsychological evidence (Blakemore, 2012; 
Crone & Dahl, 2012; Gladwin, Figner, Crone & Wiers, 2011; Sowell, Trauner, Gamst & 
Jernigan, 2002) that the adolescent brain is more developed than a child’s, but still 
developing and thus may be more susceptible to certain emotional stimuli or cues.   
The development of the adolescent brain and focus on the stereotypical behaviour of 
adolescents and neurological correlates for these behaviours has received increased research 
attention through use of modern neuroimaging techniques (Gladwin et al., 2011; see Romer, 
2010 for a review).  The focus of research attention is on the concepts of risk-taking 
behaviours (Romer, 2010), sensation seeking (Romer & Hennessy, 2007), and reactions to 
peer pressure (Romer & Hennessy, 2007), ideas which may be informed by dated or 
contested theories of adolescence as a time of storm and stress (Coleman, 2011).  Evidence 
for the continuing development of brain functions in adolescence is growing (Blakemore & 
Mills, 2014; Saarni, 2000), but applications of this knowledge to the design of development-
specific psychological interventions could be argued to be in their infancy (Ciarrochi, Heaven 
& Supavadeeprasit, 2008).   
2.4 Adolescence and Mental Health 
There have been several theories posited about why adolescence, and adolescence in a 
therapeutic context, has been under-researched.  The most common reason concerns the 
brevity of this time within the developmental life span.  Collins (1991) argued that adolescent 
research has been the neglected relative of child development research.   However, Coleman 
(2011) argued that research focusing adolescents has increased since the seventies and 
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eighties.  In relation to therapeutic research, adolescence receives less attention (Gibson & 
Cartwright, 2014a; Gibson, Cartwright, Kerrisk, Campbell & Seymour, 2016; Zirkelback & 
Reese, 2010).  The efficacy of therapeutic interventions are often supported by evidence from 
adult interventions (Kazdin, 1993; Kazdin, 2003; Zirkelback & Reese, 2010).  Although this 
provides a valuable starting point for therapeutic approaches, the lack of attention given to 
adolescent therapeutic research neglects aspects or variables affecting adolescents 
specifically, such as socio-psychological development, the transition to adulthood, acquiring 
autonomy, sensation seeking and peer influences (Kazdin, 1993; Kazdin, 2003). 
A relative dearth of research appears to highlight issues of treatment for mental health 
difficulties occurring in adolescence (Collins, 1991; McCauley et al., 2016; Oetzel & Scherer, 
2003; Southam-Gerow & Kendall, 2002). However, the effect of children’s developmental 
age on therapeutic delivery and engagement has received comparatively more attention.  
Grave and Blissett (2004) conducted a critical review of the literature regarding Cognitive 
Behavioural Therapy (CBT) with children between the ages of five and eight years old.  They 
argued that cognitive aspects of CBT may be too advanced for young children to understand.  
They suggested that in order for CBT to be effective with children who may not have 
acquired the cognitive or linguistic ability to understand the concepts involved, the language 
used in therapy must be augmented to account for children’s level of linguistic and emotional 
development.  However, Southam-Gerow & Kendal (2000) noted that child development 
theories place emphasis on the CBT approach with young people due to the flexibility of this 
approach in being adapted to provide support for children and adolescents who may be 
developmentally or cognitively immature.  When research has focused specifically on 
adolescents or young people (for the purpose of this argument, defined as between the ages of 
11 and 21) who have experienced therapy, valuable insights have been gained into the aspects 
of therapy that may be suited to this population.  Lynass et al. (2012) conducted a thematic 
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analysis based on the accounts of eleven 13-15 year olds’ experiences of school-based 
humanistic counselling, using Elliot’s (1996) Client Change Interview.  They found evidence 
that counselling provided participants with the ability to express their feelings and sometimes 
change the way in which they thought about their problems.  The results of these studies 
suggest ample basis for research to progress in this area. 
2.5 Therapeutic Process Factors 
In spite of the Rosenzweig’s (1936) ‘common factors of therapy’ thesis persisting into 
present day debate (Messer & Wampold, 2002; Wampold & Imel, 2015), theorists and meta-
analysts argue that outcome measure studies and Randomised Controlled Trials (RCTs) have 
dominated adolescent therapy research (Cooper, 2011; Kazdin & Weisz, 1998; Kennedy, 
2015).  This leaves questions about the how of therapy efficacy, or more accurately, 
therapeutic mediators or processes of change (both cognitive and affective) receiving less 
empirical attention (Durlak et al., 1995; Kazdin, 2008; Kazdin, Bass, Ayers & Rodgers, 
1990).  The question of how treatment works has been one of contention (Kazdin, 2003; 
Kazdin, 2008; Whelton, 2004).  Paulson and Everall (2003) noted that the focus of 
psychotherapeutic outcome research related to the theoretical orientation of the approach 
rather than to the comprehension of processes that may helpfully promote the mental 
wellbeing of adolescents who engage with therapy. More recently, Cooper (2011) argued that 
the use of RCTs to validate therapeutic intervention denied the richness and possibility of 
further exploratory methods of research.  RCTs have been favoured by the National Health 
Service (NHS) and National Institute for Clinical Excellence (NICE), a reason why CBT may 
be perceived as highly efficacious (Cooper 2011).  A criticism of child and adolescent 
therapeutic efficacy research has been that in addition to the focus of these studies being the 
outcome rather than the process, measurements and methods used to collect evidence of 
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outcomes were not subject to sufficient scrutiny (Kazdin, 1995).  At the time of their 
research, Kazdin et al., (1990) found the majority of outcome and RCT research concentrated 
on CBT and psychopharmacological interventions.  In recent years, this priority has been 
maintained, despite person-centred or humanistic modalities being more commonly provided 
in UK school environments (Cooper et al., 2010; Kennedy, 2015).  
In respect of research conducted to understand and measure therapeutic processes, agreement 
on operationalising variables has been affected by the difficulty of isolating potential 
mediators and moderators of effective adolescent therapeutic intervention.  To date, process 
mediators have included parental involvement (Karver, Handelsman, Fields & Bickman, 
2006; Kendall & Choudhury, 2003), gender (Weisz, Weiss, Han, Granger & Morton, 1995), 
duration and expectancies of therapy (Gibson et al., 2016; Karver, Handelsman, Fields & 
Bickman, 2005), therapist modality (Karver et al., 2005), client agency (Gibson & 
Cartwright, 2013) and outcomes of therapy (Dew & Bickman, 2005).  Processes such as 
changes in internalised self-talk and emotional regulation have been notoriously difficult to 
define for measurement, let alone measure (Kendall & Choudhury, 2003; O’Kearney & 
Dadds, 2005).  Durlak et al. (1995) argued that although self-report measures examining 
therapeutic experience have been developed for children, it is unclear whether these measures 
capture the nuances of therapeutic process.  Rennie (1994) developed a grounded theory 
research design to explore processes of resistance involved in therapeutic intervention with 
older adolescents.  His method involved recording fourteen undergraduate university 
students’ counselling sessions, where clients had engaged in therapy for a period of between 
six weeks and two years.  Rennie (1994) qualitatively evaluated these sessions with each 
client, using Kagan’s (1975) Interpersonal Process Recall and grounded theory to analyse 
clients’ experiences of process.  Rennie’s (1994) analysis supported a theory that clients 
reacted to their counsellor’s approaches through resistance or ambivalence if in disagreement.  
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In listening to the counselling sessions with the clients, Rennie (1994) was able to seek 
confirmation that these individuals preferred to employ these processes rather than directly 
challenge their counsellor’s authority    
Other studies focussed on the experiences of young clients who have received or engaged in 
types of therapeutic interventions.  Qualitative studies that employ Interpretive 
Phenomenological Analysis (IPA; Smith, Flowers & Larkin, 2009; Smith, Flowers & Osborn, 
1997) arose from motivations to explore core phenomenological experiences and processes, 
without the arguable limitations of operationalising and measuring them.  Bury, Raval and 
Lyon’s (2007) IPA study of young people’s experiences of psychoanalytic psychotherapy 
provided in-depth phenomenological accounts of six adolescents between the ages of 16 and 
21 years old.  Adolescents who chose to participate had ranging and diverse mental health 
difficulties and were included if they had engaged in regular sessions of individual 
psychoanalytic psychotherapy for a period of at least six months.  Bury et al. (2007) were 
able to draw out themes of experience amongst their participants, providing evidence of 
shared experiences over the course of therapy (beginning, middle and end).  Although this 
methodology provided detail-rich experiential accounts of implicit process through therapy, 
the issue of qualitative methods is that though trustworthy, the processes identified are not 
considered generalisable (Creswell, 2009).  Bury et al. (2007) argued whether such empirical 
evidence should be generalisable, positing that quantitatively measuring process and client 
perspectives is acceptance of the status quo of process-outcome, medical model-based 
research.  Dunne et al. (2000) operationalised the concept of adolescents’ experiences of 
process through their quantitative self-report design.  They examined eleven Irish 
adolescents’ (mean age, 16.08 years) self-reports of counselling sessions to quantify helpful 
and unhelpful events during 23 sessions of person-centred counselling, combining measures 
of session evaluation with open-ended questions requesting descriptions of helpful and 
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unhelpful events.  They found participants repeatedly cited being able to talk about their 
problems and feelings as the most helpful aspect of counselling.  Paulson and Everall’s 
(2003) study of suicidal adolescents’ perceptions of helpful events in therapy noted 
communication as one of five helpful qualities. 
Though not garnered from process research, Freake, Barley and Kent’s (2007) review of 
studies regarding helpful and unhelpful events within adolescent therapy provided evidence 
for the importance of young clients being able to talk about their experiences and feelings, or 
to talk with mental health professionals and request explanation or advice in language that 
they can understand.  One of the ways in which therapeutic interventions function is by 
creating opportunity for using language that may be unfamiliar in everyday settings, to 
explore issues and narratives that may not have been discussed previously (Watson & Rennie, 
1994).  Lynass et al.’s (2012) thematic analysis of adolescent interviews evaluating their 
counselling experience found that students did not report that changes in their behaviour as 
much as they reported experiencing differences in their emotional awareness and self-
acceptance. 
Where research of process or client factors have included a focus on cognitions or behaviours 
during therapy, Gibson and Cartwright (2013) considered agency to be important for positive 
outcomes in adolescent therapeutic interventions.  They developed a narrative thematic 
analysis method to explore support for this theory.  They recruited 22 adolescents (16 to 18 
years old) from New Zealand counselling services and interviewed them about their 
experiences of counselling, with a focus of extracting and making explicit agentic processes 
within the narratives.  Gibson and Cartwright (2013) observed that young people appeared to 
construct their experiences of counselling to include agentic assertions regarding personal 
responsibility to use counselling for their own benefit, their choice of counselling, their 
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evaluation of their counsellor, as well as noting potential threats to agency such as difficulties 
in expressing their needs to their counsellors.  Gibson and Cartwright (2013) concluded that 
although their sample comprised of middle-class adolescents, the construction of agency with 
the environmental and structural resources available to them provided a tempered but positive 
view of young people exerting agency, despite the potential limitations associated with being 
in a therapeutic environment.  They also noted differences in adolescents’ accounts of agency 
in comparison to adult client accounts, as adolescents appeared to demonstrate a greater 
awareness of the potential threats to their agency. Gibson and Cartwright (2013) questioned 
whether the construction of agency in narrative as a reflective or evaluative process translated 
into the exercise of an actual balance of power or control in the therapeutic relationship with 
an adult counselling professional. 
2.6 The Importance of Emotional Language Acquisition for Mental Health 
“The issues of the processes through which language itself contributes to mental health 
however, has been underemphasized” (Şimşek & Ҫerҫi, 2013, p.295). 
In identifying the potential of emotional language development and expression as a process 
factor within the improvement of mental health difficulties and a consideration for the 
continuing development of empirically supported therapeutic interventions, the question of 
how to investigate linguistic representations of emotion becomes pertinent.  Emotions as a 
cognitive and physiological concept have been accepted and examined at length in 
philosophy and literature for millennia (Ellis & Tucker, 2015).  Yet within psychological 
sciences, the definition of emotion appears to cause discord within the community and spark 
debate in relation to how to define and operationalise concepts that are arguably ephemeral 
and subjective (Burman, 2017; Prosser, 2015).  Although modern scanning techniques are 
spurring excitement in understanding how brain activity may relate to the physical and 
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cognitive experiences of emotional states, research supports the idea that emotional 
experience, regulation and expression are products of a vast combination of factors, from 
early life experiences and attachment, to social learning and life events (Locke, 2005). 
Relationships between emotional language development, emotional regulation and mental 
health have been supported over the years within the fields of developmental and educational 
psychology (Campos, Campos & Barrett, 1989; Monopoli & Kingston, 2012; O’Kearney & 
Dadds, 2004; Thompson, 1991).  Research has recognised links between language and 
internalising or externalising behavioural conditions (O’Kearney & Dadds, 2005), gender 
differences in emotional labelling (Tenenbaum, Ford & Alkedairy, 2011) and highlighted the 
potential for language skill underlying behavioural and emotional difficulties in young 
people, evidenced by studying children (7 to 11 years old) with communication difficulties 
(Cutting & Dunn, 1999; Mackie & Law, 2010).  Language development is related to theory 
of mind, as is seen in the diagnostic process of confirming autism (Hamlyn, Duhig, McGrath 
& Scott, 2013).  Across the life span, research has provided support for investigation into the 
relationship between language and emotional and behavioural difficulties in childhood 
(Mackie & Law, 2010) and adolescence (Conti-Ramsden & Botting, 2008), as well as 
supporting links between language production and depression (Şimşek, 2013a) or 
schizophrenia (Hamlyn et al., 2013).  These ideas are not necessarily novel, following 
historical debates regarding linguistic relatively (Whorf, 1956) and recently, from studies of 
early language acquisition and emotional understanding (Ornaghi & Grazzani, 2013).   
Research based on the theory of relationships between language acquisition for emotional 
expression and emotional wellbeing or PWB has predominantly concentrated on participants 
drawn from child or adult populations.  Within child developmental literature, while not 
focusing on emotional understanding specifically, research to understand tentative links 
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between emotional understanding and language dependent processes has been pursued.  This 
has included De Rosnay and Harris’ (2002) work on the relationship between attachment and 
theory of mind in three to six year olds, and Cutting and Dunn’s (1999) study of theory of 
mind and emotion understanding in 10 and 11 year olds.  Beck, Kumschick, Eid and Klann-
Delius’ (2012) research on the relationship between language competence and emotional 
competence in children (mean age, 7.91 years) provided evidence to support tentative but 
significant relationships between language development and emotional understanding.  
However, the age groups investigated remain those within the definition of childhood as 
opposed to adolescence.  
In childhood, where language is still developing, Monopoli and Kingston (2012) responded to 
an argument that theories of emotional language acquisition require further research by 
investigating language as a mediator of emotional regulation and social competence.  They 
conducted a study to investigate the potential mediating effects of emotional regulation in 
American school-children by requesting that 67 second-grade pupils (mean age, 7.5 years) 
complete tests in language ability, emotion regulation and social competence (emotion 
regulation and social competence scales were teacher-rated scales).  They were unable to 
support a significant relationship between emotion regulation and language ability (or that 
their teacher-rated emotion regulation measure could predict language ability), and unable to 
support their hypothesis that language ability would predict socio-emotional problems in their 
sample.  However, they found significant differences in the relationship between language 
ability and externalising behaviours in girls, and overall, stronger relationships in their 
predictor variables within their female sample compared to males.  Although they based their 
hypotheses on previous research conducted with children who have language impairments, 
Monopoli and Kingston (2012) concluded that relationships between language, behaviour and 
emotion regulation are under-researched in general and within children specifically.   
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Although they focused on children, they spur discussion that relationships between language 
ability and emotion regulation remain areas of interest in the prediction of PWB for older 
children or a clinical population.  
O’Kearney and Dadds (2004) developed research questions in response to studies focusing on 
the development of emotional language and expression in young children.  To investigate 
how emotional language developed past childhood, they set up a sophisticated method of 
analysing narratives elicited through reading vignettes describing either a sad, angry or 
fearful situation.   They recruited a large sample of 303 Australian adolescents (mean age, 
14.78 years old) to investigate the potential effects that age and gender may have on the 
production of emotional language or “referents” (p.917).  Using vignettes to prime 
adolescents to write about incidents of either anger/sadness or fear, they hypothesised that the 
distinctions between anger and sadness would become significant with age, and aimed to test 
the possibility that females would produce more intense or internalised emotional language 
compared to males.  The data were analysed to examine gender and age differences relating 
to the use of internal/external attributions and the use of specific emotional terms in respect 
of their frequency, fluency and intensity.  They found an age trend (emotional language 
became more externally focused as age increased), and a gender difference (boys indicated 
use of more expressive or behavioural language).  Fear vignettes elicited significant increases 
in complexity of the emotional language adolescents used with increasing age group, while 
they found anger/sadness vignettes elicited the least complex explanations in the oldest age 
group.  Overall, in relation to gender, O’Kearney and Dadds (2004) found females to be more 
fluent in their production of emotional referents, though their findings did not support the 
hypothesis that girls in their sample would produce emotional language of a greater intensity 
compared to boys.  They did not find evidence to support the expected alternate hypothesis 
that girls’ emotional language would be more internally or cognitively focussed.  This study 
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is one of the few that has looked at adolescents’ production of emotional linguistic content in 
written form.  Yet, it focussed on priming adolescents to discuss emotion in a ‘typical’ 
Australian population.  O’Kearney and Dadds (2004) suggested a limitation of studying the 
production of emotional language in their research was the lack of ecological validity so 
further research within a clinical population may be beneficial, though perhaps at a cost of 
generalisability.  It may be that priming adolescents to elicit emotional language through an 
artificial prompt compromises ecological validity.   
In an older, smaller cohort of 39 adolescents from a clinical population (compared to 16 non-
clinical participants recruited through local schools), who were deemed to be experiencing 
mental health difficulties, O’Kearney and Dadds (2005) used an experimental design with 
different conditions in which to elicit emotional language from their participants (mean age, 
15.48 years).  They presented vignettes describing a story with prototypes of anger, fear and 
sadness were shown to participants. Adolescents were asked to recall an autobiographical 
event that demonstrated experience of a feeling similar to the vignette prototype.  They were 
also provided with an emotion eliciting challenge of describing a topic to a group of children, 
who would then rate their presentation.  Though this task was not performed, it provided 
researchers with a condition for each participant where they faced an actual emotional 
challenge rather than a hypothetical one such as that elicited from the vignettes.  O’Kearney 
and Dadds (2005) provided evidence supporting the possibility that adolescents with 
externalising disorders produced less frequent emotional language with less semantic 
complexity.  Internalising adolescents also demonstrated deficits in emotional language and a 
poverty of language to explain the emotional material in the vignettes, which O’Kearney and 
Dadds (2005) used as evidence to support hypothesised difficulties with emotional 
competency or regulation.  Although this study conducted analysis of results on a relatively 
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small sample of adolescents, the findings add to the evidence base for relationships between 
EI, PWB and emotional language.   
By adulthood, it is assumed that language acquisition has been achieved, and the potential for 
neural plasticity slows down.  Yet language abilities to describe emotional content and thus 
alleviate emotional distress have been most widely studied in this population.  Pennebaker 
(1993; 1997; Pennebaker & Susman, 1988) argued that it is possible for individuals to 
improve their mental and physical wellbeing by writing about emotionally distressing 
experiences in a structured way.  Pennebaker (1997) supported this assertion through 
conducting studies involving a protocol where adult participants were asked to engage with 
writing about their emotional experiences for a period of 15 – 30 minutes each day for three 
to five days.  Participants who engaged in this activity reported lower levels of distress and 
improved physical health.  This early idea regarding the written disclosure of experiences 
with the aim of alleviating emotional distress provided motivation for further studies 
(Ramírez-Esparza & Pennebaker, 2006; Vashchenko, Lambidoni & Brody, 2007; Wing, 
Schutte & Byrne, 2006), review articles (Baikie & Wilhelm, 2005) and meta-analytic reviews 
(Smyth, 1998).  Wing et al. (2006) requested that 175 Australian adults write under one of 
three conditions – positive experiences with a cue for emotional reflection, positive 
experiences without the cue, or a control topic.  Before and after the writing exercise, 
participants were asked to complete measures of trait EI (Schutte et al., 1998) and life 
satisfaction (Diener, Emmons, Laren & Griffin, 1985).  Wing et al. (2006) found participants 
who were cued to emotionally reflect on writing about a positive experience self-reported 
significantly higher levels of EI and life satisfaction compared to the control group at post-
test and follow-up.  Pennebaker and Francis (1996) focused on the potential to pinpoint 
cognitive processes within the disclosure of previously inhibited emotional material, using a 
rationale that, “translating emotion into language alters inchoate feeling states into conscious 
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verbal labels” (p.604).  By labelling emotional states, the individual is able to cognitively 
process a previously inhibited affective state or memory into their conscious thought so as to 
express and regulate it.  This is essentially the mechanism that supports the use of the generic 
‘talking cure’ (Watson & Rennie, 1994). 
Şimşek’s (2010) work focused specifically on the link between emotional language 
acquisition and mental health, which he chose to investigate using individuals from emerging 
adult and later, adolescent populations (Şimşek & Ҫerҫi, 2013).  Şimşek (2010) suggested 
that emotional development of children and their acquisition of language are inter-reliant.  He 
argued that there are two emotional processing states, one in which the individual experiences 
bodily sensations and pre-verbal, pre-conscious emotions, and the other where language is 
used to make this state conscious, tangible and identifiable.  It could therefore be 
hypothesised that the continuing acquisition of language to express affective states may 
alleviate distress or aid emotional regulation that occurs when experiencing negative emotion 
inducing stimuli.  The acquisition of expressive emotional language allows individuals to 
describe their subjective experiences and work towards self-awareness and self-discovery, 
emotional competence (Beck et al., 2012) and emotional regulation (Monopoli & Kingston, 
2012; Pennebaker & Francis, 1997).  Şimşek’s (2010; Şimşek & Ҫerҫi, 2013) consideration 
of a gap model of emotional language development and PWB therefore stipulated that there 
may always be a “gap”  (Şimşek, 2010, p.68) between the ephemeral experience of emotional 
states and the language used to describe that state, but language use may reduce the gap and 
moderate improvements in mental health.   
Şimşek’s (2010) argument appears to have developed from adolescent research that preceded 
it, and supports aspects of Pennebaker’s (1993, 1997) disclosure paradigm, that disclosing 
experiences of traumatic events (primarily through written language) may provide adults with 
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opportunity to cognitively process these events leading to positive long-term mental health 
benefits.  Şimşek and Ҫerҫi (2013) conducted a study with 374 adolescents (mean age, 16.08 
years old) to explore potential mediatory variables existing in the gap between language, 
emotional expression and mental health via structural modelling.   They operationalised 
language use by the term “the gap between language and experience- GAP” (p.293).  They 
measured the proposed ‘GAP’ by asking participants to complete the Beliefs about the 
Functions of Language Scale (BAFL; Şimşek, 2010).  They also asked participants to 
complete a measure of emotional adjustment using a Turkish adaption of the Reynolds 
Adolescent Screening Inventory (Reynolds, 2001; Kocayörük, 2009), depression 
symptomology using the Brief Symptom Inventory (Derogatis, 1992) and emotional 
regulation using the Difficulties in Emotion Regulation Scale (Gratz & Roemer, 2004).  
Şimşek and Ҫerҫi (2013) originally proposed a model where emotional regulation would 
mediate the relationship between the GAP and adjustment/depression.  However, their data fit 
more appropriately in a model where the GAP mediated the relationship between emotional 
regulation and mental health.    
Ciarrochi et al., (2008) discussed difficulties that a lack of language to label and describe 
emotional states can exacerbate.  They used the term alexithymia, defined as a deficit in 
describing emotional states, or an absence of emotional language and consequent absence of 
awareness of that feeling (Norton, 1989; Sifneos, 1975).  This deficit has also been described 
as a difficulty in processing emotions (Kerr, Johnson, Gans & Krumrine, 2004).  Southam-
Gerow and Kendall (2002) found that children lacking linguistic representations of emotions 
experience greater difficulty with emotional regulation, affective dysregulation and 
adjustment difficulties as they grow up.  In adolescence and adulthood, consequences of 
being unable to identify and describe emotional states may relate to difficulties in help-
seeking, (Ciarrochi, Deane, Wilson & Rickwood, 2002; Rickwood, Deane & Wilson, 2007; 
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Rickwood, Deane, Wilson & Ciarrochi, 2005).  Ciarrochi et al. (2002) collected 
measurements of self-reported emotional competence, social support and the likelihood of 16 
to 18 year olds (N= 137) seeking help from professional and non-professional sources.  They 
found that adolescents who indicated low emotional competence were less likely to seek 
support from friends and family, though this relationship was not supported in their self-
reported intentions to seek professional help.  
Ciarrochi et al. (2008) studied longitudinal relationships between alexithymia and 
adolescents’ emotional wellbeing, using the theory that inability to label and describe 
emotions may relate to higher levels of psychological distress (Kerr et al. 2004; Taylor, 
2000).  They measured the degree of alexithymia using the 12-item Toronto Alexithymia 
Scale (TAS-12; Bagby, Parker & Taylor, 1994) and found support for their hypothesis that 
low emotional identification skills scores (as indicated by lower scores on the TAS-12) could 
predict decreases in social support, positive affect and increases in fear.  Venta, Hart and 
Sharp (2012) studied the relationship between alexithymia and emotional regulation in 64 
inpatient adolescents.  They found that adolescents who scored highly on the Toronto 
Alexithymia Scale-20 (TAS-20; Bagby et al., 1994) demonstrated relationships with poor 
emotional regulation, mediated by their ability to tolerate or avoid aversive experiences.  Kerr 
et al. (2004) provided evidence from a study of 56 university students that high scores 
reported on the subscale ‘Difficulty Identifying Feelings’ of the TAS-20 (Bagby et al., 1994) 
significantly predicted whether they had positively adjusted to university life by their second 
semester.  Although these significant relationships were found from a small sample size, the 
study provided evidence that for older adolescents (mean age, 17.91 years), the ability to 
describe emotional states using appropriate language may relate to consequences for mental 
health and resilience, implicitly indicated by poor adjustment to life events such as going to 
university.   
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In contrast to alexithymia studies, where the absence of emotional language significantly 
related to negative psychological consequences, Pennebaker and colleagues (Pennebaker & 
Stone, 2003; Rude, Gortner & Pennebaker, 2004) conducted research using the Linguistic 
Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC; Pennebaker, Francis & Booth, 2001; Pennebaker, Booth, 
Boyd & Francis, 2015) to measure the presence of emotional language and relationships with 
mental health.  LIWC research, comprising of text analysis of the frequency of affective and 
cognitive processes in language and frequency of positive and negative emotional words 
(Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2010), provided significant empirical support for the theory that 
people who produce higher frequencies of positive-emotion words, report improvements in 
psychological and physical health (Ramírez-Esparza & Pennebaker, 2006; Pennebaker & 
Stone, 2003). 
Adolescent language use in therapy may be considered in the context of how language is 
received and perceived by adult therapeutic practitioners.  McQueen and Henwood’s (2002) 
qualitative study of young men’s experiences of distress found evidence to support the need 
to understand linguistic nuances and tropes that male adolescents use to describe their mental 
health difficulties and experience of distress.  The importance of therapists understanding 
their client’s use of language has been examined throughout the history of therapy research 
and noted as a reason for non-compliance and disengagement of therapy.  Patterson and 
Forgatch (1985) found a significant increase in non-compliance of parents in family therapy 
when therapists used words and directions like “teach” and “instruct”, compared to 
“facilitate” and “support”.  
Despite the growing body of research to support relationships between language use, 
emotional expression and the alleviation of mental health distress, the idea of whether talking 
therapies are useful to individuals seeking help has been contested.  Pennebaker and Francis 
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(1996) used Pennebaker’s (1993) pilot disclosure study to argue that those who used more 
negative emotive words and less positive emotive words improved from their trauma, post-
trial, but Ellis and Cromby (2004) contest that talking about emotions does not necessarily 
alleviate emotional distress and in some cases can increase it.  Ellis and Cromby (2009) 
challenged Pennebaker’s paradigm, stating there is no conclusive evidence to support the 
paradigm, and argued that it lacks a clear or comprehensive theoretical framework.  Ellis and 
Cromby (2009) responded to what they describe as a naïve approach to inhibiting emotions 
by avoiding their expression either in written or spoken form (Pennebaker, 1997).  They 
defined different types of inhibition; active (conscious) and passive (unconscious), arguing 
the possibility that confronting these inhibitions via expression through language or 
communicative symbolism may lead to negative consequences for the individual, if these 
memories or emotions are inhibited passively or unconsciously.  Despite Ellis and Cromby 
(2009) criticising the naivety of the disclosure paradigm, their concept of addressing different 
types of inhibition pre-dates Şimşek’s (2010) gap model and lends support to it: 
“…although accurate recollection [of the representation of reality] may be a 
psychological and philosophical impossibility, linguistic representations offer us the 
chance to communicate our experiences more or less accurately but quite often, due to 
varying degrees of biological, psychological, socio-cultural constraints, accurate 
accounts of experiences can be overly limited with negative consequences” (Ellis & 
Cromby, 2009, p.325) 
In spite of critique, Pennebaker’s paradigm has garnered support over the years, outside of 
Pennebaker’s own published trials (Frattaroli, 2006; Smyth, 1998), and recently from 
tentative conclusions of a meta-analysis of adolescent studies (Travagin, Margola & 
Revenson, 2015).  Smyth (1998) conducted a meta-analysis of studies looking at the PWB 
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and physiological health claims of the disclosure paradigm, providing a focus on the 
comparison between published and unpublished papers, as well as comparing the validity of 
studies where Pennebaker was not an author.  Smyth’s (1998) review offered pertinent 
observations from the data assessed; firstly, studies by researchers other than Pennebaker that 
operationalised the disclosure paradigm found similar positive effects of using written 
disclosure exercises to alleviate psychological distress; there were no significant differences 
in effect compared to Pennebaker’s studies. Secondly, although psychological distress 
appeared to elevate during the exercises, it appeared to decrease significantly post-trial, or 
post-“dose” (Smyth, 1998; p.176).  Smyth defined dose as the length of time participants 
were asked to write about traumatic experiences for a particular trial, ranging from one 20 
minute session to one 20 minute session per week for four weeks.   
Communication behaviour within talking therapies plays a fundamental and differentiating 
component for all modalities, but is generally under-researched within mental health 
literature, particularly in respect of young people (Karver et al., 2005).  One of the roles of 
counselling psychologists is to develop an increased awareness of different aspects of 
communication from body language and facial expressions to verbal language used by the 
client in order to gain understanding of the client’s frame of reference.  These cues can be 
collaboratively used with the client to raise their awareness and understanding of emotional 
states and problem behaviours (British Psychological Society; BPS, n.d.).  
Within CBT interventions, modelling, cognitive restructuring/reappraisal and problem-
solving are techniques where the client has to use language in a different way to usual, in 
collaboration with a therapist and augment their ‘self-talk’ (Safran & Greenberg, 1982; 
Southam-Gerow & Kendall, 2000).  Within the humanistic therapies, the emphasis revolves 
around verbal disclosure of emotional processes within specific conditions, and the ability of 
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the counselling practitioner to assist the client in confronting emotional inhibitory 
mechanisms (Whelton, 2004).  Both CBT and humanistic therapies appear to provide two 
parts of the same holistic ideal behind the ‘talking therapies’ – expression or disclosure of 
distressing or traumatic material and re-appraisal of emotional processes within a safe 
therapeutic environment and therapeutic alliance (Boyle, 2007; Whelton, 2004). 
2.7  Psychological Wellbeing (PWB) and Emotional Intelligence (EI) 
Emotional language acquisition and expression are argued to be components of emotional 
regulation in the pursuit of mental healthiness or PWB.  In identifying how therapeutic 
intervention may alleviate psychological or emotional difficulties, further examination of 
what might constitute PWB and indicators of psychological and emotional wellbeing is 
required. 
2.7.1 Psychological Wellbeing 
The construct of PWB is pertinent when exploring the effects and impact of psychological or 
therapeutic intervention.  PWB is a broad and inclusive term, defined by traditional concepts 
and contemporary debates on its constituents.  Discussions concerning what may constitute or 
be valued as healthy or positive PWB are required with consideration of the contextual 
importance of the individual specifically and society in general (Soutter, Gilmore & Steen, 
2011).  It may be an oversight to assume that wellbeing was solely synonymous with 
happiness, or “hedonic wellbeing” (Keyes, Shmotkin & Ryff, 2002, p.1007), although 
research and areas of positive psychology have concentrated on this construction.  A related 
concept concerns the ability of an individual to seek fulfilment, self-actualise (Maslow, 
1970), become agentic (Adler, 2012), master their environment (Ryff, 1989; Ryff & Singer, 
1996), or gain satisfaction from life (Pavot, Diener & Suh, 1998).  Keyes et al. (2002) 
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determine this as “eudaimonic wellbeing” (p.1007).  Research on early life development and 
relationships with caregivers or parents as precursors to the development of healthy PWB 
(Şimşek & Demir, 2013) or psychopathology persist throughout psychological literature, 
from psychoanalytically inspired attachment (Bowlby, 1988) or identity theories (Erikson, 
1965; 1968) to macro-perspectives such as Ryan and Deci’s (2000) self-determination theory.  
Attachment theory (Bowlby, 1988) has been given attention in research literature concerning 
the development of good and functional adult mental health.  Concepts relating to the 
development of resilience (Sagone & De Caroli, 2014; Ungar, 2004) and emotional 
regulation have become supported discourses in the pursuit of healthy or functional PWB in 
adulthood (Tugade & Frederickson, 2007; Delhaye, Kempenaers, Stroobants, Goossens & 
Linkowski, 2013).   
The promotion and preservation of adolescent PWB, or research into factors affecting 
adolescent PWB are important for a number of reasons.  Within mental health and applied 
psychology, improvements in PWB are sought in pursuit of ‘remedying;’ adolescents who 
may be considered as incapacitated in their development through experiencing difficulties 
associated with labels such as ‘Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder’ or ‘Conduct 
Disorder’ (Damon, 2004).  School-based interventions to improve psychological and 
emotional wellbeing are considered increasingly important areas of research focus (Shoshani 
& Steinmetz, 2014).  Cassidy, McLaughlin & Giles (2015) investigated whether psychosocial 
interventions improved EI and PWB in two groups of children (one intervention group of 141 
seven and eight year olds and an intervention group of 162 eleven year olds).  They 
implemented a group therapy intervention to improve emotional wellbeing.  They found 
children’s EI (measured by the Trait Emotional Intelligence Questionnaire, Adolescent Short 
Form, TEIQue-ASF; Petrides Sangareau, Furnham & Frederickson, 2006) and PWB (as 
measured by the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire, SDQ; Goodman, 1997) increased 
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when compared to a control group who did not receive the intervention.  Ruini et al. (2009) 
conducted a school-based intervention to promote PWB in schools, using Ryff’s 18-item 
Psychological Wellbeing Scale (PWBS) as an indicator of whether the intervention improved 
psychological wellbeing within a group of 227 students (mean age, 14.4 years) assigned to 
the intervention condition.  They were able to support their hypothesis that PWB 
interventions not only improved PWB in this group compared to a control group, but that this 
was accompanied by a reduction in somatisation of distress and physiological anxiety.   
Within contemporary quantitative psychological inquiry, definitions of PWB have been 
discussed as a result of empirical discourse concerning the design of measures to quantify 
PWB.  Measures that aim to operationalise or capture PWB relate to an individual’s outlook 
on life or “positive functioning” (Ryff & Keyes, 1995, p.719), including an ability to interpret 
life experiences with degrees of optimism or pessimism as an indicator of healthy 
psychological adjustment (Augusto-Landa, Pulido-Martos & Lopez-Zafra, 2011; Extremera 
et al., 2007).  This operationalisation incorporates debates about the potential of EI to be an 
indicator of emotional regulation, and the relation to cognitive adjustment during emotionally 
adverse events (Southam-Gerow & Kendall, 2002), and psychological resilience (Tugade & 
Frederickson, 2007). 
Although correlates of PWB have been widely studied, operationalisation of this construct for 
measurement has been debated.  Many studies have used a composite or battery of 
tests/scales to provide measures of different components or factors that were seen as 
contributing to overall psychological or emotional wellbeing. A combination of separate 
scales to measure the cognitive and affective facets that comprise subjective wellbeing has 
been traditionally favoured (Zeidner & Olnick-Shemesh, 2010).  These scales include the 
SDQ (Goodman, 1997), the Life Satisfaction Scale (Pavot et al., 1998), Extended Satisfaction 
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with Life Scale (Alfonso, Allison, Rader & Gorman, 1996), Positive and Negative Affect 
Scale (PANAS; Watson, Clark & Tellegen, 1988); Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (Rosenberg, 
1965) and Somatic Complaint list (Jellesma, Rieffe & Meerum Terwogt, 2007).  A number of 
studies used adaptations of Ryff’s (1989) PWBS.  Díaz et al., (2006) created a reliable 29-
item Spanish version of the PWBS for Augusto-Landa et al.’s (2011) study that assessed 
whether EI and optimism/pessimism measures could predict PWB in an emerging adult 
sample of 300 women.  Salami (2011) opted to use Ryff and Keyes’ (1995) 42-item PWBS to 
assess the potentially moderating effects of EI and other personality traits.  Salami’s (2011) 
argument for using this scale over batteries of scales to indicate a measure of PWB was that 
Ryff and Keyes’ (1995) PWBS was comprehensive and provided indication of an 
individual’s self-reported psychological health.  Ryff and Keyes (1995) reviewed and revised 
Ryff’s (1989) original PWBS to assess whether the PWBS remained a reliable measure of 
PWB compared to other measures or test batteries claiming to measure the same construct. 
They compared the PWBS scale to alternative measures of PWB such as the PANAS 
(Watson et al., 1988) and life satisfaction scale (Pavot et al., 1998).  Ryff and Keyes (1995) 
statistically deduced that while PWBS subscales of Self-Acceptance and Environmental 
Mastery strongly correlated with the other self-report psychological wellbeing scales, other 
constructs within the PWBS, such as Purpose in Life and Positive Relations with Others, did 
not.  Ryff and Keyes (1995) argued that the PWBS provided a comparably comprehensive 
measure of PWB to other wellbeing measures.  This has been recently supported more by the 
PWBS being employed in assessing PWB.  Salami (2011) and Garcia (2011) both opted to 
use a shortened 18-item adaption of Ryff’s (1989) original scale, and Vescovelli, Albieri & 
Ruini (2014) used the same 18-item adaptation (Italian version), arguing that the reliability 
for the whole scale as a measure of PWB outweighed the reliability of its individual 
subscales.  
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2.7.2 Emotional Intelligence 
As mentioned (2.7.1), emotional regulation is argued to be a precursor or maintaining factor 
for healthy, eudaimonic PWB.  Early definitions described emotional regulation as “the 
control of emotional experience and expression by the self and others” (Campos et al., 1989, 
p.395).  Contemporary theories adopt definitions that incorporate cognitive processes, such as 
the activation of goals through different strategies, to influence the generation of emotions 
(Gross & Jazaieri, 2014; Gross, Sheppes & Urry, 2011).  Delhaye et al. (2013) posited that 
the formation of attachments in infancy and early childhood contributed to the development 
of emotional regulation, through acquisition of the socio-emotional skills of empathic 
understanding, emotional competence and emotional resilience.  While not overtly linking to 
attachment theory, Southam-Gerow and Kendall (2000) argued that ‘disordered’ young 
people are less likely to display emotional understanding or exercise emotional regulation 
compared to their ‘non-disordered’ contemporaries.  In assessing the definitions of emotional 
regulation, Salovey and Mayer’s (1990) early conception of EI appeared to provide some 
parallels in understanding the construct.  Salovey and Mayer (1990) defined EI as a person’s 
capacity to recognise, clarify and, if required, repair an affective state.  This general 
definition has so far been of most importance to researchers who operationalise EI for 
measurement and quantitative analysis (Martins, Ramalho & Morin, 2010), yet it continues to 
provoke debate and disagreement (Boler, 1999; Izard, 2001; Waterhouse, 2006; Zeidner, 
Matthews & Roberts, 2012).   
In examining the tomes of research devoted to the concept of EI (Ciarrochi, Chan & Bajgar, 
2001; Ciarrochi et al., 2002; Ciarrochi et al., 2008; Liau, Liau, Teoh & Liau, 2003; Mayer, 
Salovey & Caruso, 2008; Saarni, 2000; Schutte, Malouf, Simunek, McKenley & Hollander, 
2002), due to its identified properties as a precursor to emotional regulation (Mayer & 
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Stevens, 1994; Salami, 2011), and a correlate of PWB (Martins et al., 2010; Mayer, Caruso & 
Salovey, 1999; Mayer et al., 2008; Schutte et al., 2002; Schutte, Malouff, Thorsteinsson, 
Bhullar & Rooke, 2007), there has been significant difficulties in identifying the salient 
points of this construct due to the variety of definitions used to describe it.  Although EI is 
not the primary phenomena of study focus, the breadth and complexity of research covering 
its definition and measurement warrants full discussion.  Definitions vary depending on the 
view of the researcher and the purpose of using EI (Zeidner & Olnick-Shemesh, 2010).  
Emotional Literacy (EL; Liau et al., 2003) may be used in the context of classroom 
interventions, whereas Emotional Competence (EC; Ciarrochi et al., 2001; Ciarrochi, et al., 
2002; Ciarrochi et al., 2008; Saarni, 2000) may be employed by psychologists in discussing 
emotional regulation.  As these different terms are argued to possess similar qualities, EI will 
be used as an umbrella term. 
Salovey and Mayer’s (1990; Mayer & Salovey, 1997) definition of EI is generally cited as the 
dominant definition (Parhomenko, 2014), as well as one of the first credited for defining and 
operationalising the concept after Goleman (1995).  In Salovey and Mayer’s (1990) 
definition, EI includes the ability to recognise emotions in others as well as within oneself.  
The application of EI theories to wellbeing research are debated within a diverse literature 
(Cramp, Lamond, Coleyshaw & Beck, 2012; Livingston & Day, 2005; Locke, 2005; Mayer 
& Salovey, 1997; Martins et al., 2010; Petrides, Frederickson & Furnham, 2004; Salovey & 
Mayer, 1990).   
The potential predictive power of EI in the variance of wellbeing is a common direction of 
research (Austin, Saklofske & Egan, 2005; Martins et al., 2010).  Kotsou, Nelis, Grégoire and 
Mikolajczak (2011) hypothesised that EC may moderate the impact of negative life events.  
They designed an intervention aimed to improve EC (through improving attention, clarifying 
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and repairing skills in emotional awareness) in an adult sample, when compared to a control, 
using the TEIQue-Short Form (TEIQue-SF; Petrides & Furnham, 2001) as a measure of EC. 
They were able to support that an increase in EC was associated with improvements in 
somatic symptoms and life satisfaction.   
Extremera et al. (2007), using the modified Spanish version (Fernández-Berrocal, Extremera 
& Ramos, 2004) of  Salovey, Mayer, Goldman, Turvey and Palfai’s (1995) Trait Meta Mood 
Scale (TMMS) found that adolescents with positive or high-scoring perceptions of emotional 
abilities generally indicated higher levels of life satisfaction and wellbeing. However, 
Bastian, Burns & Nettlebeck (2005) found that although higher EI was significantly 
associated with life satisfaction in their sample of undergraduate students (N=219, mean age, 
19.9 years), it did not account for a large amount of variance in life satisfaction scores when 
controlling for personality and cognitive abilities.  Significant correlations between academic 
ability and EI measures were not supported.    Fernández-Berrocal, Alcaide, Extremera and 
Pizarro (2006) used the TMMS (Salovey et al., 1995) with a sample of 250 adolescent 
participants (mean age, 14.7 years old) and were able to support significant positive 
relationships between the emotional repair subscale and self-esteem.  They found self-
reported EI was negatively associated with depression and anxiety.  Self-esteem has been 
supported through identification of correlations, to be a partial mediator of wellbeing and life 
satisfaction (Rey, Extremera & Pena, 2011) and may require further investigation in terms of 
being measured if EI is to be used as a construct with which to judge adolescents’ degree of 
coping/wellbeing.  Ciarrochi et al. (2001), using a self-report measure of EI (Schutte et al., 
1998) with 131 adolescent participants (mean age, 13.8 years old) found that EI was 
positively related to satisfaction when controlling the potentially mediating effects of self-
esteem.   
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Although there is consensus in using EI as a variable for indicators of PWB, there is discord 
amongst proponents of EI theory.  Debate persists concerning the question of whether EI can 
be learnt or whether it is innate and stable so cannot change or ‘improve’.    Development of 
two distinct forms of EI have gained arguable consensus within psychological research – trait 
EI (Petrides & Furnham, 2001; Petrides & Furnham, 2003; Petrides et al., 2004; Schutte et 
al., 1998) and ability EI (Ciarrochi et al., 2002; Mayer et al., 1999).  Trait EI refers to the idea 
of recognition, process and use of emotional information manifesting through a stable 
personality trait (Schutte et al., 1998).  Petrides and colleagues (Petrides et al., 2004; Petrides 
et al., 2006) refer to trait EI as “emotional self-efficacy” (Petrides et al., 2004, p.278).  
Ability EI is argued to be a cognitive ability (Mayer & Salovey, 1990; Mayer et al., 1999) 
which may be learned and performed, and requires the use of performance tests to ascertain 
the level of ability (Petrides et al., 2004).  Mayer, Perkins, Caruso & Salovey (2001) argued 
that EI can be categorised within the realm of other learned or arguably innate abilities, in a 
similar way to general intelligence, or “mental giftedness” (Mayer et al., 2001, p.131).  
Bastian et al. (2005) operationalised trait EI as a self-reported measure, whereas as ability EI 
was considered a measurement less influenced by self-report (Mayer et al., 2008).  In several 
reviews of EI measure studies, Martins et al.’s (2010) and Zeidner and Olnick-Shemesh’s 
(2010) findings have been used to argue that ability-based measures of EI do not provide 
robust or significant relationships to subjective wellbeing when compared to self-report or 
personality/trait measures.  Although trait EI is considered an assumedly stable trait of 
personality, scales used to measure it have been utilised to indicate the success of 
interventions seeking to improve wellbeing (Wing et al., 2006).  For example, using an 
intervention involving a form of drama therapy, Tiabashvili, Mirtskhulava and Japaridze 
(2015) demonstrated that the TEIQue (Child’s form; Mavroveli, Petrides, Shove & 
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Whitehead, 2008) at pre- and post- intervention produced significant increases in EI.  Yet 
trait EI remains a statistically independent construct to ability EI (Petrides et al., 2004).   
Due to its perceived importance, application and acceptance within educational curriculums 
(e.g., Liau et al., 2003) as a form of moral education (Boler, 1997), or a competency to be 
attained (Cramp et al., 2012), EI remains a controversial concept.  Arguments against EI 
being a quantifiable commodity to be included in education discourse concern the 
intersectionality of socio-psychological precursors to emotions and cultural emotional 
diversity; class, race, socio-economic status and gender (Cramp et al., 2012).  Cramp et al. 
(2012) suggested that current approaches to EI are relatively under-developed in 
consideration of such complex phenomena.  Despite this critique, EI continues to be used in 
the development of classroom interventions promoting PWB.  As a component of EI, 
emotional awareness has been a focus of measurement design in its own right.  Bajgar, 
Ciarrochi, Lane and Deane (2005) conducted an investigation of measures of emotional 
awareness in children, based on the alteration of measures previously used with adults.  They 
piloted a validated adult measure (Levels of Emotional Awareness Scale for Children; LEAS-
C; Bajgar et al., 2005) with 10 and 11 year old participants and ran their study with a sample 
of 51 children (25 females, mean age, 10.30 years old).  Although their sample was too small 
to make powerful conclusions, and the age range too restrictive to make inferences about 
developmental age and emotional awareness, they noticed gender differences in emotional 
awareness, with girls outperforming boys in both LEAS-C scores and on the emotion 
comprehension task.  Brackett, Mayer & Warner’s (2004) study of ability EI in college-age 
students, using the Mayer-Salovey-Caruso Emotional Intelligence Test (MSCEIT; Mayer, 
Salovey & Caruso, 2002) as a measure of ability EI found that women in their sample scored 
significantly higher than men.  For males in their sample, lower EI scores appeared to be 
significantly related to negative outcomes such as deviant behaviour and poor relationships.  
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Following Bajgar et al.’s (2005) study assessing emotional awareness in children, Ciarrochi 
et al. (2008) conducted a longitudinal study of 803 Australian adolescents (mean age, 13.68 
years old).  They used Emotion Identification Skill (EIS; as indicated by the TAS, Bagby et 
al., 1994) and the Social Support Questionnaire (SSQ; Sarason, Levine, Basham, & Sarason, 
1983) to assess adolescents’ ability to identify emotions and the potential relationship to with 
perceived levels of social support.  They found over the course of the year that low EIS 
scores predicted greater decreases in the perceived quantity and quality of social support.  
Their discussion of findings postulated that to understand if EIS improves emotional 
wellbeing, teaching emotional identification skills may be the way forward.  At the same 
time, such suggestions should be considered with caution as emotion identification is one 
factor amongst many that may predict wellbeing.  
As previously discussed, referring to EI as a trait acknowledges the subjectivity of emotions 
between individuals (Petrides et al., 2006) and understanding correlates of PWB using 
measures of EI or emotional competence have been supported by previous studies (Salovey 
& Mayer, 1990; Schutte et al., 2002; Schutte et al., 2007).  Schutte et al.’s (2007) meta-
analysis of the effect sizes from a comparison of 44 studies of the relationship between EI 
and general health (which included studies focusing on mental, psychosomatic and physical 
health measures), concluded that trait EI demonstrated a stronger association with mental 
health than ability EI.  There have been a number of scales designed to measure constructions 
of EI.  One of the most recently developed scales is the TEIQue (Petrides et al., 2006), which 
has been demonstrated as a reliable measure in research (Jellesma, Rieffe, Meerum Terwogt 
& Westenberg, 2011; Mavroveli et al., 2008; Petrides, 2009).  Martins et al.’s (2010) meta-
analysis to examine the relationship between EI and mental health found TEIQue to have the 
strongest association with mental health.  Compared to other measures of EI, Martins et al. 
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(2010) argued that in addition to high reliability of the measure predicting mental health, 
TEIQue could be considered a comprehensive measure due to the inclusion of its subscales.   
2.8 Emotion, Identity and Agency through Narrative 
As discussed (section 2.3), identity and agency are social constructs that can be used to 
explore how young people develop narratives of change, such as in therapy, and may provide 
the background for contributions to the debates accounting for emotional contexts in which 
adolescent therapeutic stories become situated (Kleres, 2011; McQueen & Henwood, 2002).  
Traditionally, qualitative analyses of language conveying emotional or affective states have 
been marred with difficulties for the discursive analyst.  Ellis and Tucker (2015) argued that 
discourse analysts struggle with concepts of embodiment and interpretation that are 
intertwined with the study of emotional language, due to these processes being outside the 
capacity of the sole text. However, Kleres (2011) argued that despite there being few 
narrative analysis studies that focus on emotions, “emotions are embedded in narratives and 
are in fact socially learned through narratives, or rather, stories” (p.185).  Kleres (2011) based 
this argument on the constructivist assumption that emotional experience is narrative in 
nature, and narratives are structured through the inclusion of emotional contexts.   
Narrative inquiry can be broadly defined as a collection of qualitative approaches that seek to 
analyse described or constructed accounts of experiential phenomena; using narratives to 
understand how individuals employ language to construct accounts of their experiences and 
make sense of them has been utilised by the social sciences for many years (Clandinin & 
Connelly, 2000).  Narrative analysis concentrates on the storied experience of self and 
identity (Parker, 2005; Riessman, 2004; 2008) and can be employed to provide trustworthy, 
temporal accounts of how people make sense of their experience (Riessman, 2004; 2008).  
Parker (2005) explicitly argued that all narrative methods of analysis hint at identity, and 
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Kleres (2011) suggested that narrative inquiry provides adequate scope for the analysis of 
cognitive and affective aspects of storied experience, while acknowledging the importance of 
developmental aspects regarding identity and agency, making the approach an appropriate 
consideration for the study of adolescent experiences (Singer, 2004). 
Polkinghorne (1988) advocated the use of narrative analysis as a method that answered the 
question of how to apply the findings from academic research to clinical practice.  His 
argument was that by honouring the author’s original story, the researcher is provided with a 
valid account.  Polkinghorne (1988) noted that narrative methods were still in development; 
proponents of narrative methods such as Clandinin and Connelly (2000) and Riessman (2008) 
have argued that narrative analysis methods are dynamic and continually evolving, despite 
having a core set of principles (Parker, 2005).  Riessman (2008) proposed that narrative may 
be considered art over science due to its focus on storytelling and the subtleties of language 
use and performance, leading to a diverse spectrum of descriptive, interpretive and analytical 
approaches.  Yet in the same chapter, Riessman (2008) noted that due to its continual 
development as a discipline, there is still capacity for generating concepts or narrative themes 
akin to other empirical case study methods.   
Contemporary narrative theorists have informed comprehensive accounts of narrative 
methodology; Riessman (2008) concentrated on accounts of the performance of identity 
within narratives and the focus on different data sources (including text and pictorial 
analysis).  Clandinin and Connelly (2000) employed narrative inquiry as a form of linguistic 
analysis and ethnography, from living and observing “the field” (p.63), with the researcher 
immersing themselves within the research field context.  However, neither approach 
incorporated the concept of agency and negotiating identity performances within historical 
and political contexts in the way that Parker (2005) has.  Parker’s (2005) descriptions of 
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narrative methods argued for the importance of narrative analysis as a transformative act, 
deconstructing the aims of qualitative empirical research so that what is produced does not 
claim to retain the sanctity of commonly agreed research paradigms.  Instead, Parker (2005) 
argued for a focus on the importance of the researcher’s reflexivity and transparency in their 
undertaking of analysis.  Further to this, Parker (2005) provided clear ideas for applying 
narrative analysis to limited narratives.  Rather than focusing on the performance of identity 
alone, which he would argue could reduce individuals to typologies, he focused on the 
performance of agency as a way to challenge traditional concepts of identity.  This argument 
may be particularly relevant in respect of adolescents engaging in new and potential identity-
changing experiences such as therapy, where agency becomes a highlighted process within 
change (Adler, 2012; Gibson & Cartwright, 2013).   
Narrative analytical methods may be favoured over alternative qualitative approaches due to 
enabling the voices of contributors and their accounts as constructions of experience and 
prioritising these over the researchers own voice (Parker, 2005).  The purpose of Interpretive 
Phenomenological Analysis (IPA; Creswell, 2007; Smith et al., 1997), is to identify and 
interpret phenomenological meanings provided through interview with a small number of 
homogenous participants.  This may have been applicable to investigating narratives of 
adolescents therapeutic experience, due to the potential of highlighting participant voices as a 
process of the analysis (Larkin, Watts & Clifton, 2006).  However a strength of narrative 
inquiry is the potential to investigate adolescents’ performance of identity as a counselling 
recipient or agent, focusing on the use of language and employment of emotionality in the 
development of accounts, while retaining authentic, written ‘voices’ within the analysis 
(Parker, 2005).  An additional strength of narrative research and analysis was that voices or 
identity positions of the researcher can (or arguably should) be made explicit in the pursuit of 
trustworthy accounts of constructed narratives (Gibson & Cartwright, 2013; Parker, 2005; 
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Shenton, 2004).  The ability to make the researcher’s position explicit provides opportunity to 
address the power imbalance between researcher and participant.  
Studies employing recognisable narrative approaches have provided diverse interpretations of 
how to approach narrative analysis, or use narrative inquiry to address research questions that 
benefit from a more naturalistic approach (Smith, 2000).  The case for using spoken 
interviews relates to traditional qualitative methods of data collection (Clandinin & Connelly, 
2000; Gibson & Cartwright, 2014a; Kleres, 2011).  These studies have concentrated on 
spoken narratives as oral interviews provide the researcher with an additional level of 
enriched detail and paralinguistic cues to aid their further reflection and interpretation.  
However, methods of narrative inquiry are varied and range from ethnographic approaches of 
the researcher becoming ingrained in the environment of ‘the narrative’ (Clandinin & 
Connelly, 2000), to more distal methods, such as collecting and analysing stories or poems 
from online sources (Sutherland, Breen & Lewis, 2013).   
Narrative tasks have been used in research to analyse and evaluate the contents of adolescent 
life stories (Cierpka, 2014; Habermas et al., 2009; McLean, 2005) and experiences of therapy 
(Gibson & Cartwright, 2014a), but with the exception of Cierpka (2014), these studies have 
shown a preference for oral or spoken interviews.  In the area of therapeutic research and 
wellbeing, past narrative analytical studies have ranged from the analysis of autobiographical 
accounts of wellbeing in adolescence (Bohanek & Fivush, 2010), to the focus on narrative 
analysis of a single counselling session with an adult (McLeod & Balamoutsou, 1996).  
Narrative construction of identity has been examined in the context of interviewing 
vulnerable adolescents (McLean, Wood & Breen, 2013), the development of client agency in 
adolescents (Gibson & Cartwright, 2013), to questions such as adolescent accounts of the 
purposes and outcomes of counselling (Gibson & Cartwright, 2014a). Although the oral 
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interview is the most used, it is not considered the sole method of collecting narrative data 
(Beausang, 2000; Creswell, 2007).  Cierpka (2014) presented a study where adolescents were 
asked to write about their life story in the context of family functions and dynamics, based on 
McAdams (1995) narrative interview structure, known as ‘the life story’ approach 
(McAdams, 1995, 2008).  Cierpka (2014) analysed the written narratives using several 
methods of text and thematic analysis, combining adolescent narratives of identity with an 
assessment of family functioning.  Other variations of narrative methods include Beausang’s 
(2000) thematic analysis using a narrative lens to explore stories of sexual experience and 
sexuality in undergraduate university students, and Sutherland et al.’s (2013) discursive 
narrative analysis of autobiographical accounts of self-injury.   
Gibson and Cartwright (2014a) used a narrative approach with young people who 
experienced counselling or therapy, arguing against a previously held common assumption 
that younger adolescents may not be able to construct ‘meaningful’ narratives.  In their study, 
a member of the research team interviewed 22 adolescents between the ages of 13 and 18 
years old who had attended counselling services in New Zealand.  They organised their 
young participants’ interview responses into four significant narrative themes: transformative, 
supportive, pragmatic and disappointed.  One of their conclusions argued that using narrative 
analysis in this way provided insights into young peoples’ experiences of counselling not 
captured through traditional clinical outcome measures or medical understanding of clinical 
outcomes.  Honouring the transparency of narrative methods, Gibson and Cartwright (2014a) 
noted that interviews were conducted in private and with sensitive consideration of the ethical 
practice in research with young people, but were conducted by a female adult mental health 
professional.  This admission provided evidence of maintaining mindful awareness of the 
power dynamics in conducting interviews (Boler, 1999).  The benefit of conducting this type 
of research through interviews is that using minimal intervention, the researcher can guide the 
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narrator through exploring certain aspects of their storied account which may lead to further 
layers of meaning (Mishler, 1986).  However, with awareness of potential impact of power 
dynamics, Gibson and Cartwright (2014a) referred to Claveirole (2004), who highlighted the 
increased attention and sensitivity researchers must consider when working with adolescent 
populations in achieving meaningful research that respects the difficult dynamics of power 
imbalances.  Claveirole (2004) suggested that development of methods to request information 
from young people will impact on the level of information that participants may provide to 
researchers.  Munford and Sanders (2015) interviewed vulnerable adolescents regarding their 
location of social and psychological support and services.  While preparing to examine how 
these adolescents negotiated agency and experienced control with limited social resources, 
they noted that adolescent interviewees voiced an opinion that they did not feel heard by the 
adults they associated with and this lead to a feeling of powerlessness. 
2.9 Development of Research Questions and Hypotheses 
Following consideration of the literature regarding emotional language and its relationship to 
PWB in therapeutic interventions with adolescents, the current project aims to support an 
argument that the process of augmentation and expression of emotional language through 
therapeutic or psychological intervention may be an important therapeutic outcome.  This 
argument arose from previous research suggesting there are relationships between the 
acquisition of language, emotional expression and consequently, emotional regulation (Baikie 
& Wilhelm, 2005; O’Kearney and Dadds, 2004; 2005; Pennebaker, 1993; 1997; Pennebaker 
& Susman, 1988; Venta et al., 2012).  While EI has been repeatedly demonstrated as a 
mediator of PWB, the development, communication and written production of emotional 
language following adolescents’ engagement in therapeutic interventions is a relatively novel 
area of research. 
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The ability to produce emotional referents or emotional words may be beneficial to the 
expression of affective states in the pursuit of recognising and evaluating them in therapeutic 
interventions (O’Kearney & Dadds, 2005).  However, it has been argued that increased 
emotionality in language production may have negative consequences for emotional 
wellbeing due to rumination (Şimşek, 2013b) or passive emotional inhibition (Ellis and 
Cromby, 2004; 2009).  Further work investigating the properties of these emotional referents 
required.  
Initially, Şimşek’s (2010) exploration of the mediating effects of language between embodied 
ephemeral emotional states and emotional regulation were motivating factors in the 
development of research questions.  Following examination of Şimşek’s model, potential 
differences between emotional language production of adolescents who have been in therapy 
and those who have not became a focus of interest.  As a result of the finding that adults who 
employ more positive words in their written accounts indicate higher levels of PWB 
(Ramírez-Esparza & Pennebaker, 2006; Pennebaker & Stone, 2003), and adolescents cued to 
write about positive experiences report improvements in self-reported EI (Wing et al., 2006), 
the quantitative study focused on the production of positive and negative emotional words.  
Miyamoto and Ryff (2011) suggested that previous research into emotional language 
production focused on either positive or negative words.  This quantitative study aimed to 
look at the production of both in the same sample of individuals. 
Within wider emotional research discourse, it is argued that the positivistic reduction of 
emotion denies the multifaceted nature of a construct that involves concepts of embodiment, 
and an array of sensory modalities through which emotion is experienced, communicated and 
understood through individual and cultural differences (Locke, 2005; Prosser, 2015).  The 
relationship of emotional wellbeing to positive psychological health in adolescence is 
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difficult to understand in isolation of other socio-developmental processes occurring 
throughout adolescence, such as the formation of identity and the employment of agency in 
decision-making.  The consideration of these arguments and influence from research into 
adolescent experiences of therapeutic change (Gibson & Cartwright, 2013) motivated 
investigation to systematically explore the narrative contexts in which these words and 
associated language are produced.  As previously argued, this analysis would be difficult to 
disentangle from other experiences argued as central to socially constructed definitions of 
adolescence.  For this reason, these experiences were acknowledged as part of the narrative 
inquiry.  
2.9.1 Quantitative Research Study and Generating Hypotheses 
The study presented in Chapter 4 was designed as a quantitative method of nomothetic 
deduction, to analyse the correlates of, and variance within PWB, by employing measures of 
EI, PWB, and a measure of emotional word production (the frequency of positive and 
negative emotional words) applied to adolescents’ narratives of experience.  As a result of 
previous research noticing variance in PWB (Sagone & De Caroli, 2014) and emotional 
language use due to gender (O’Kearney & Dadds, 2004; Tenenbaum et al., 2011) and age 
(O’Kearney & Dadds, 2004), these factors were also included in the formation of hypotheses.  
As previous research literature suggested that a lack of adequate emotional language to 
describe affective states and experiences may indicate difficulties in emotional regulation and 
subsequent mental health (Kerr et al., 2004), the following questions for a quantitative study 
were developed (specific hypotheses are detailed in Chapter 4.2): 
 Are there significant differences in trait EI, PWB and emotional word production 
between adolescents who have engaged in therapy and those who have not?  
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 Are there significant differences due to age or gender in respect of emotional word 
production, EI and PWB? 
 Do emotional word production and trait EI contribute to the variance in PWB?  
 Do gender, age and therapeutic experience contribute to the variance in PWB, in 
addition to emotional word production and EI? 
2.9.2 Qualitative Research Questions 
To acknowledge specific developmental, ecologically valid and ethical considerations of 
conducting empirical investigation into adolescent therapeutic research, a qualitative study 
was designed to explore emotional language in a narrative context of adolescent therapeutic 
experience through a focus of performances of identity and agency.  The analysis (Chapter 5) 
is based on the principle of idiographic induction and employs narrative methods to 
complement the findings of the first study by aiming to explore the emotional contexts of 
adolescents’ narrative accounts of therapeutic experience, while acknowledging the 
importance of developing identity and agency for PWB at this point in lifespan development.  
The use of narrative inquiry adds to the exploration and qualitative depth of adolescents’ 
narratives that would be difficult to have achieved through statistical inference alone (Fraser, 
2004).  A secondary aim of using narrative analysis was to validate the voices of adolescents 
who chose to participate in research that furthers the understanding of counselling 
psychologists and professionals working with this population (Fraser, 2004).   
Using the guidance of Parker (2005) and Riessman (2008), I sought to explore the following 
questions through narrative analysis: 
1. What qualitative differences are there within narratives of adolescent experience of 
therapy?  
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2. How do adolescents construct and perform their identity scripts and accounts of 
agency in relation to their therapeutic experiences? 
3. What emotional markers or emotional tropes (McQueen & Henwood, 2002) are used 
by adolescents in the written expression of therapeutic experience? 
4. How are emotional markers used in the construction of narratives of therapeutic 
process and outcome?
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Chapter 3: Method 
3.1 Introduction 
Methods designed for the present studies were developed in response to methodological 
considerations detailed in the introduction of this thesis (Chapter 1) and the research 
questions denoted in the literature review (Chapter 2.9.1) to relating to the exploration of 
emotional word production and emotional narrative contexts.   
3.2 Method 
3.2.1 Data Collection Procedures 
School recruitment criteria 
Potential schools were invited to participate (see Appendix 4 for examples of recruitment 
documentation) via purposive sampling.  Recruitment was subject to selection criteria 
specifying: comprehensive secondary schools with a heterogeneous population, including 
socio-economic status (assessed through inspection of the percentage of students in receipt of 
the pupil premium; Ofsted, 2014), gender, ethnicity and an average distribution (A-C) of 
GCSE results.  Of the schools that agreed to participate, one had an above average number of 
students in receipt of the pupil premium.  The other school was a Pupil Referral Unit (PRU) 
for adolescents with emotional, behavioural and psychological problems.  Schools excluded 
from recruitment included grammar and private education to preserve the probability of 
achieving a heterogeneous sample.  
Adolescents between the ages of 11 and 16 years old were invited to participate in the 
studies, with recruitment criteria specifying that 11 year old students in Year 7 of secondary 
school could participate, subject to informed consent (see Ethical Considerations, section 
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3.7).  Younger students were asked to confirm their current English literacy levels (equivalent 
to predicted GCSE grades), to fulfil the inclusion criterion of adequate literacy due to using 
written English in the construction of narratives.  Parents of students under 16 years of age 
were provided with an invitation letter.  The schools also agreed to confirm consent in loco 
parentis.  Participants were provided with an invitation letter and consent form regarding the 
study prior to participation.   
Therapeutic population recruitment criteria 
To recruit adolescents and young people who had received therapeutic interventions, 
counselling organisations were approached in addition to potential participants at the PRU 
and those who had agreed to participate in the pilot study.  Inclusion criteria for adolescents 
or young people who received a therapeutic intervention were based on self-reported 
indication that they had received at least one therapeutic intervention.  Development of 
guidance for inclusion criteria was based on studies who sampled adolescent therapeutic 
populations (Gibson & Cartwright, 2014a; Lynass et al., 2012).  The criteria for therapeutic 
experience included participants who attended at least one type of therapeutic intervention 
and had received therapy within the last 18 months.  Gibson & Cartwright’s (2014a) study 
included a proviso to exclude participants who were still engaged in therapy.  However, they 
mentioned this was difficult and inferred that it may not have been strictly adhered to, due to 
irregular counselling attendance indicated by some of their participants.  Participants who 
were still engaged in therapy were included in the present samples for analysis.  This decision 
was made in line with ethical considerations (see section 3.7).   
Once the counselling organisation agreed to assist with participant recruitment, the primary 
researcher visited to explain the scope of the study and advertise for participant recruitment 
(see Appendix 5).  Counselling organisation participants who were interested in participating 
were provided with an invitation to the study and a consent form.   
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Online recruitment criteria 
As a result of recruitment difficulties, a third recruitment drive was conducted following 
approval of amendments from the University of Wolverhampton ethics committee in March 
2016, aimed at recruiting older adolescents (16 to 21 years old) through online social media 
sources (see Appendix 7).  For participants recruited online, inclusion criteria were based on 
the participant being above the age of consent (16 years old) and achieving average GCSE 
grades in English.  The purpose of requesting that participants provided their GCSE results 
was to fulfil an inclusion criterion of adequate literacy and comprehension of English due to 
using written English in the construction of narratives. 
3.3 Participants 
Overall, 107 participants consented to participate in the study.  Amendments made to the 
pilot survey were minimal (see section 3.5) so pilot study participants were included in the 
main sample for analysis.  15 participants did not complete the survey following consent to 
participate.  Three participants were excluded from further analysis as they exceeded the age 
limit.  89 participants constituted the final overall sample.  33.7% (n=30) indicated 
therapeutic experience.   
3.3.1 Quantitative Study Sample Characteristics 
Thirty participants were excluded from the sample due to non-completion of at least one of 
the scales.  59 participants between the ages of 11 and 21 years old (M= 15.78, SD= 2.51), 
constituted the final sample.  Table 1 provides a breakdown of participating adolescents by 
age group and gender.  Three participants did not report their age, though did report their 
school year group.   
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Table 1. Distribution of participants' ages by gender and year group 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The attrition rate calculated as 55%, based on participants who did not complete the survey.  
Table 2 shows a summary of the number of males and females per recruitment method.  Of 
the sample, 71% were female.   
Table 2. Recruitment summary of participants by organisation type 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 illustrates the number of male and female participants who reported receiving at 
least one therapeutic intervention.  Overall, 32% of participants reported receiving at least 
one type of therapeutic or counselling intervention.  Within male participants, 35% reported 
that they had engaged in therapy and within the female sample, 31% reported experience of 
counselling or therapy.   
Gender 
Age Group (Yrs) based on School Year (N) 
11-12 13-14 15-16 17-18 19-21 Total 
Female 5 6 9 18 4 42 
Male 1 7 3 4 2 17 
      59 
Participant Recruitment 
Method 
Gender (N) 
Total (N) 
Male Female 
Pilot 5 16 21 
Secondary school 11 17 28 
Counselling Organisation 0 2 2 
Online 1 7 8 
Total 17 42 59 
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Figure 1.  Male and female participants indicating experience of therapy. 
3.3.2 Narrative Analysis Selection Criteria 
For the narrative analysis study (Chapter 5), participants’ narratives were included if they 
conformed to the following narrative structure: 
 Included a temporal aspect; beginning, middle and end (Freeman, 1993; 
McAdams, 1995): narratives did not have to be constructed in a 
chronologically linear fashion by the author, but had to include these temporal 
elements to be considered a story of experience; 
 Composed of more than one sentence, developed beyond a single opinion of 
counselling, 
 Explicitly included an experience of engaging in a therapeutic intervention, 
and; 
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 Written about past counselling experiences rather than the referral process 
alone. 
3.3.3 Narrative Analysis Sample Characteristics  
Of the total sample, 27 potential authors provided an account of their counselling 
experiences.  Eight narratives were excluded from further analysis as they did not meet the 
narrative selection criteria (section 3.3.2).  Table 3 illustrates demographics of the sample of 
authors whose narratives were analysed.  Nineteen adolescents (Mage = 16.47 years old) 
provided narratives for further analysis.  Of these, 25% were male. 
Table 3. Demographics of author sample, illustrating gender and age. 
Gender 
Age (Years, N) 
Total 
13-14 15-16 17-18 19-21 
Females 2 4 5 3 14 
Males 2 2 0 1 5 
 
Table 4 illustrates the breakdown of authors by their gender and the type of therapeutic 
interventions they indicated receiving.  Two authors did not report the type of counselling 
they had received (Paul and Dora).  Dora did not indicate that she had received therapeutic 
intervention but mentioned her experience of seeing a psychologist and so her narrative was 
included for further analysis. 
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Table 4. Types of therapeutic interventions indicated by authors.   
Gender 
Recent Counselling Experience 
  
(N) 
Past Counselling Experience  
(N) 
More than 
one 
approach 
(N) 
 HTT PCA CBT SBC AMT DBT NTT HTT PCA CBT SBC  
Male 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 
Female 1 2 2 8 1 1 1 0 0 4 3 7 
Note: Table illustrates breakdown of participants who indicated receiving Humanistic (H), Person-Centred Approach 
(PCA), Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT), School-based Counselling (SBC), Anger-Management classes (AM), 
Dialectical Behavioural Therapy (DBT), Narrative (NT) and indicated receiving more than one type of therapeutic 
intervention. 
3.4 Materials 
Appendix 1 provides a portfolio of the scales and measures used in the online survey.  Where 
appropriate, permission to use measures was requested from the respective researchers who 
developed them (see Appendix 2). 
Emotional Intelligence (EI): The Trait Emotional Intelligence Questionnaire – Adolescent 
Short Form (TEIQue-ASF; Petrides et al., 2006) was developed as a 30-item scale to measure 
global trait EI.  Items included “it’s easy for me to talk about my feelings to other people” 
and “I would describe myself as a good negotiator”, which would be scored from 1 
(“Disagree”) to 7 (“Agree”) on a 7-point Likert scale.  Items such as “sometimes I think my 
whole life is going to be miserable” would be reversed scored.  Mean scores of the scale 
items were defined as global trait EI (Delhaye et al., 2013; Petrides, 2009; Petrides et al., 
2006); higher mean scores indicated a greater potential for EI (Petrides et al., 2004).  The 
TEIQue-ASF contains subscales defined as facets that when combined, provide an indication 
of global trait EI (Petrides, 2009; Petrides et al., 2006); Adaptability, Assertiveness, Emotion 
perception, Emotion expression, Emotion regulation, Impulsiveness, Relationships, Self-
esteem, Self-motivation, Social awareness, Stress management, Trait empathy, Trait 
happiness, Trait optimism.  For the purpose of this study, a global trait EI score was deemed 
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appropriate as an indicator of EI, to be used in a multiple regression analysis of predictors of 
variance in PWB.  The scale as a global trait EI score regularly yields high internal validity, 
between α = 0.76 (Petrides et al., 2004) to α = 0.84 (Petrides et al., 2006) and can be used 
with adolescents as young as 11 years old.   
Psychological Wellbeing (PWB): The 18-item Psychological Wellbeing Scale (PWBS; 
Clarke, Marshall, Ryff & Wheton, 2001) was originally developed as an 82-item scale (Ryff, 
1989), designed to measure PWB across 6 individual subscales, based on a 6-point Likert 
scale response, ranging from 1 (“Strongly Disagree”) to 6 (“Strongly Agree”). These 
subscales were described by Ryff (1989) as measuring the following components of PWB; 
Autonomy, Life purpose, Environmental mastery, Personal growth, Self-acceptance and 
Ability to have positive relationships with others (Garcia, 2011).  The higher the PWBS 
score, the greater the level of PWB (Garcia, 2011; Salami, 2011).  Garcia (2011) and Garcia 
and Siddiqui (2009) used an English shortened version for adolescents, adapted from Clarke 
et al.’s (2001) 18-item scale.  Cronbach alpha values were found to lie between α = 0.75 and 
0.78 for the global scale. 
Narrative elicitation tasks:  
The construction of a narrative elicitation prompt to collect data that did not prime 
participants to write explicitly about emotions aimed to reduce the potential for response bias.  
The rationale was that using a narrative task to elicit data would enable assessment of 
adolescents’ natural use of written language, serving to reduce demand characteristics and 
increase a sense of ecological validity.  A consequence of the pursuit of ecological validity 
was the possibility that this may influence subsequent data analyses in that adolescents may 
not produce any emotional words in their narratives.  However, this was considered a 
potentially accurate reflection of how adolescents may construct their narrative experiences. 
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To assess the emotional content of words spontaneously produced by adolescents for the 
quantitative analysis, participants were asked:  
“Please tell me something about your experiences of being an adolescent or teenager, 
growing up in England. Try to tell it as if it was a ‘life story’.  A life story can be 
defined as a plot or biographical account of your experience, memory or event, 
perhaps using characters, settings or events that occur in your life.  It might take the 
form of a beginning, middle and end, or you may wish to write it in a different way that 
makes sense to you” 
If participants indicated they had received therapeutic intervention, they were invited to 
provide a written narrative of their experience, which was to be used for the narrative analysis 
study.  The open-ended narrative prompt was designed to protect anonymity, while 
maintaining the principles of authentic narrative inquiry (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; 
Gibson & Cartwright, 2014a; McAdams, 1995; 2008).  Participants were asked:  
“Please can you tell me a story about your experiences of counselling or therapy.  You 
may start at whatever point you want, for example, it might be from the point that your 
GP/Doctor referred you, or from your first session.  You are not expected to give any 
details of the reason why you went to therapy, just a story about what going to 
counselling/therapy meant to you and how you feel and think about therapy and about 
yourself, now you have completed a number of sessions.” 
3.5 Pilot Study 
A pilot study was conducted with participants attending a psychology open day at the 
researcher’s university (n= 25, 75% female; Mage= 18.52 years, SD= 4.0).  The survey was 
piloted to ascertain the time required for completion, and to assess participants’ 
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comprehension of the questions, particularly the narrative questions requesting written stories 
of lived and therapeutic experience.  After completing the survey and narratives, pilot 
participants were invited to critique the survey and provide feedback on legibility.  As a result 
of the pilot study, two questions were amended to capture and include specific information 
that may be relevant to the validity and representativeness of data collection within the main 
studies: 
Types of counselling attended:  This was amended to include the possibility of clients having 
experienced more than one type of counselling.  
Number of sessions and length of time since the sessions ended: This question was amended 
to include the possibility that a participant may still be attending counselling sessions.  
The outcomes of the pilot study suggested minor amendments to how therapeutic experience 
was reported.  Due to these minor amendments, pilot study data was included in the analyses 
of the quantitative and qualitative studies for two reasons; difficulties in participant 
recruitment, and to acknowledge the contributions of these participants. 
3.6 Procedure 
Participants were briefed in a computer lab during a suitable school lesson, or in a quiet room 
within the counselling organisation and in line with ethical considerations (section 3.7). They 
were shown how to access the SurveyMonkey link online and read the introduction. 
Participants were asked to provide final consent (or assent if they were under 16) on the 
online survey.  The researcher sat opposite participants or away from them ensure 
confidentiality and maintain anonymity of the data, but advised participants that they could 
ask questions if they had any, during the survey completion.  Potential online participants 
were recruited through social media (Facebook and Twitter – see Appendix 7).  
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SurveyMonkey was amended to include a full information sheet and consent form for these 
participants prior to their participation in the survey (Appendix 8).   
Participants were asked to complete anonymous demographic information, two 
questionnaires (TEIQue-ASF, PWBS), and the narrative elicitation tasks.  They were asked to 
complete this for the duration of a school lesson, or for at least 30 minutes in the context of 
the counselling organisation or online completion.  Following the survey completion, 
participants were debriefed and invited to ask questions about the study.  A debrief 
information sheet including contact details of local counselling agencies and mental health 
information was provided to participants (Appendix 6).  
3.7 Ethical Considerations 
The project adhered to ethical considerations in seeking to promote research integrity and 
provide young people with agency in deciding to participate in the research project.  The 
promotion of adolescents’ agency in freely consenting to participate was particularly 
important in the school environment context; the researcher repeated points about students’ 
choice to participate and that if they did not wish to, alternative lesson activities would be 
provided.  Ethical considerations followed guidelines provided by the BPS (2014) and were 
deemed appropriate by the University of Wolverhampton (2014; 2015) ethics committee: 
 There was no physical risk to participants as the surveys were carried out in buildings 
or sites with health and safety regulations and staff supervision.   
 The study was deemed to present minimal psychological risk to participants. 
 Where recruitment included minors (those under 16 years of age), to fulfil criteria of 
informed consent, parents and schools were provided with an information letter about 
the study (see Appendix 4), to seek parental consent.  Participating schools provided 
consent in loco parentis. 
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 Participants were provided with an information sheet about the study and the 
conditions of informed consent.  Further consent or assent (dependent on age of 
participants and prior consent by parents/schools where appropriate) was sought from 
all participants immediately prior to beginning the survey. 
 Where the primary researcher was present (with exception of online recruited 
participants), assent was monitored throughout data collection, through observation of 
verbal and non-verbal behaviour by participants. 
 Signed consent forms were collected and stored separately and securely from the 
electronic data collected through the survey. 
 As the survey included questions that inferred reflection of emotional and mental 
health and experience of therapy, participants were assured that participation was 
entirely voluntary and they could stop participating at any point during the survey 
completion.   
 Participation was anonymous, but school students were advised (Appendix 4) that the 
data would be checked for any potential safeguarding or child protection issues, in 
order to report to the school if a particular cohort or class group contained a 
participant who reported a safeguarding issue.   
 In addition to being assured of their anonymity with the exception of a safeguarding 
disclosure, participants were given the option to withdraw from the study at any time 
until the point that their data were submitted online.  They were advised that they 
would not be able to withdraw after this as no personally identifiable information was 
collected in the survey.   
 A caveat for the online method recruitment was for participants to specify that they 
were 16 years old or older, to maintain competence for informed consent and ethical 
considerations (BPS, 2014; University of Wolverhampton, 2014; 2015).   
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 Participants at the counselling organisation and schools were fully debriefed about the 
study by the primary researcher and provided with information signposting them to 
sources of emotional support once they had completed the survey.  Online participants 
were provided with the debrief sheet and sources for support upon completion of the 
survey. 
 Participants were advised of the potential benefits of participating in the study and 
how to request a summary report of the study findings. 
3.8 Analysis Procedures  
3.8.1 Quantitative Study 
The narratives elicited in response to the first narrative prompt (generic adolescent 
experience) were analysed using deductive content analysis methods (see Chapter 4).  The 
Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC 2015; Pennebaker et al., 2015; Tausczik & 
Pennebaker, 2010) was used to calculate the frequency of positive and negative words 
occurring as a percentage of the total word count of each written narrative.  A measure of 
affective processes was also recorded.  Affective processes were defined as a total percentage 
of emotional words, and could be defined as the “emotionality” (Tausczik & Pennebaker, 
2010, p.32) of the language used in narrative production.  These values were used in the 
multiple regression analysis.  Pennebaker, Boyd, Jordan and Blackburn (2015) provided 
norms of internal consistency (Appendix 3).  
Prior to analysis, data were prepared in the following way:  
1. Using SPSS, PWBS and TEIQue-ASF items were reverse scored where necessary 
(see Clarke et al., 2001, for PWBS reverse scores; see Petrides, 2009, for TEIQue-
ASF reverse scores). 
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2. Where item responses in the TEIQue-ASF or PWBS were missing, a median score for 
the participant was calculated.  This method of completing missing responses was 
conducted when a scale was missing a maximum of two item responses.  Scales 
where a participant had neglected to complete more than this threshold were deemed 
incomplete and the participant data was removed from further analysis. 
3. PWBS scores were calculated as a total scale score (Garcia, 2011; Salami, 2011).  
TEIQue-ASF score was calculated as a mean global trait EI score (Petrides et al., 
2004). 
4. The experience narratives were entered into the LIWC2015 (Pennebaker et al., 2015) 
processor, which produced an analysis of each narrative, including percentages of 
positive and negative emotional word production and percentage of affective 
processes. 
5. Preliminary exploratory analyses were conducted to ascertain trends, comparison of 
means and normality (see Appendix 12).  This included testing if there were 
significant differences in positive and negative word production between adolescents 
who indicated engaging in therapy and those that had not.  
6. The variables of positive and negative word production, affective processes, gender, 
experience of therapy, and trait EI were entered into multiple regression analyses to 
determine their individual and collective properties in predicting PWB as measured 
by the PWBS. 
3.8.2 Narrative Analysis Study  
To promote trustworthiness throughout the narrative analysis process (Chapter 5), a 
systematic approach was applied.  Field notes were recorded (Appendix 13) to assist 
reflections and maintain awareness of how positions relating to my identity of counselling 
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psychologist and researcher may be impacting on the subjectivity of the accounts of 
adolescent authors (Gibson & Cartwright, 2013). 
Discursive narrative analysis guidelines were developed from Riessman’s (1994; 2004) core 
ideas about the temporality of narrative and the emergence and construction of identities 
through narrative lenses (Hunter, 2010).  Parker’s (2005) deconstructive guidance for the 
analysis of limited narratives structured the analysis focus on the entire text of each author, 
accounting for the presence of agency within identity performances.  To use this method of 
narrative analysis effectively and systematically, a coding protocol (Appendix 9) was 
developed based on the following questions: 
1. First, through reading each narrative: 
a. How does the author mark the beginning of their story?  Is the beginning 
accompanied by a sense of the author’s emotional state?  
b. How is the middle of the story marked?   Is there a further sense of emotional 
state at this point? 
c. What form of conclusion does the author make to close their narrative?  Does 
the narrative illustrate changes in the author’s emotional state between the 
beginning and its close?   
2. Second, once chains of events have been assigned a temporality: 
a. What plot devices, characters or devices signify turning points or signs of 
impact on the emotions of the author? 
b. Are there themes of thought/emotion/language use or tropes, or metaphors that 
convey an emotional tone of the story? 
3. Third, identification of scenes and genres: 
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a. What similarities do stories share?  Are similarities based on emotional tone, 
or other events that have taken place?  
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Chapter 4: Exploring Relationships between Emotional Intelligence, 
Psychological Wellbeing and Emotional Word Production in Adolescents 
4.1 Introduction 
The purpose of the present study is to contribute to the growing area of research in adolescent 
psychological wellbeing (PWB) and the potential effects of language use in therapy.  The 
analysis was designed to assess the potential differences in written emotional word 
production between adolescents who have engaged in therapy and those who have not, and 
assess potential predictors of adolescent PWB.   
4.2 Hypotheses 
 The therapeutic group will differ significantly in the frequency of positive and 
negative emotional word production compared to the non-therapeutic group 
(therapeutic group participants will produce significantly more emotional words in 
their narratives than non-therapeutic participants). 
 There will be significant gender differences in trait EI, emotional word production and 
PWB. 
 There will be a positive correlational relationship between self-reported trait EI and 
self-reported PWB for the therapeutic and non-therapeutic groups. 
 The variance in self-reported PWB can be significantly accounted for by the variance 
in self-reported trait EI, therapeutic experience, the percentage of positive and 
negative emotional words produced in narratives of experience, and gender. 
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4.3 Results 
4.3.1 Exploratory Descriptive Analysis 
Table 5 illustrates the mean TEIQue-ASF, PWBS scores and emotional word production 
percentages reported by therapeutic and non-therapeutic participants.  Table 6 provides mean 
scores by gender.  SPSS tables and output are detailed in Appendix 12. 
Table 5. Summary of EI, PWB, positive and negative emotional word frequencies for 
therapeutic and non-therapeutic groups. 
Group N 
TEIQue-ASF 
Global trait EI 
score 
Total PWBS 
Score 
LIWC Emotion Words  
Positive (%) Negative (%) 
  M SD M SD M SD M SD 
Therapy 19 4.04 0.79 67.74 13.04 2.31 1.74 2.81 2.16 
No Therapy 40 4.78 0.91 76.97 12.24 3.83 2.82 1.72 1.68 
 
Using parametric tests, the global trait EI score for the therapeutic group (M=4.04, SD=0.79) 
was significantly lower than for the non-therapeutic group (M=4.78, SD=0.91), (t(56)= -3.05, 
p<0.05).  The total PWBS score for the therapeutic group (M=67.74, SD=13.04) was also 
significantly lower than for the non-therapeutic group (M=76.97, SD= 12.24), (t(56)= -2.64, 
p<0.05).  Participants who indicated experience of counselling reported significantly lower 
trait EI and lower PWB compared to participants who had not had counselling.  In relation to 
the frequency of positive and negative words produced by adolescents who experienced 
therapy and those who had not, non-therapy adolescents produced significantly more positive 
emotional words (Mdn= 4.07) than negative words (Mdn=1.44, Z= -3.32, p<0.05).  In the 
therapeutic group, there was no significant difference between the percentages of positive 
(Mdn= 2.26) and negative words (Mdn= 2.70), Z= -0.71, p=0.48, produced in the narratives.  
Using non-parametric tests, the frequency of production of positive and negative emotional 
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words in narratives of experience did not differ significantly between therapeutic and non-
therapeutic groups. 
Table 6. Exploratory descriptive summary of means of EI, PWB, Positive and Negative 
emotional word frequencies for males and females. 
Group N 
TEIQue-ASF 
Global trait EI 
score 
Total PWBS 
Score 
LIWC Emotion Words 
Positive (%) Negative (%) 
  M SD M SD M SD M SD 
Males 17 4.95 0.89 79.12 12.61  4.12 
 
3.47 2.02  2.27 
Females 42 4.40 0.93 71.80 12.90  3.12 2.21 2.07   1.75 
 
In respect of gender differences in global trait EI, males scored significantly higher (M=4.95, 
SD=0.89) than females (M=4.40, SD=0.92) (t(57)= 2.08, p<0.05).  Males reported 
significantly higher total PWBS (M=79.12, SD=12.61) than females (M=71.80, SD=12.90), 
(t(56)= 1.98, p<0.05).   Using non-parametric tests, the frequency of positive and negative 
emotional words did not differ significantly between males and females. 
4.3.2 Normality Testing 
Prior to further statistical analyses, normality tests were conducted to assess if the samples 
could be determined as being drawn from a normally distributed population.   Appendix 12 
provides information on descriptive statistics for each relevant variable.  This included 
measures of skew and kurtosis and normality statistics.  
Shapiro-Wilk tests were performed on all relevant variables, based on the null hypothesis that 
the sampled data come from a normally distributed population.  With exception of the 
variables, percentage positive words” and “percentage negative words”, all variables were 
deemed to be drawn from a normally distributed population. 
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4.3.3 Regression Analysis 
Hypothesised predictors of PWB (measured using the PWBS) were entered into a multiple 
regression model.  The hypothesised predictors were trait EI, percentage of positive and 
negative emotional words, and percentage of overall affective processes.  The categorical 
variables of “gender” and “counselling experience” were transformed into separate, 
dichotomous, dummy variables for the purpose of using in the regression (Field, 2009).  
SPSS results are detailed in Appendix 12. 
Initial assessment of the correlation matrix, (Table 7) provided evidence of correlations 
between predictor variables and PWB.  Although very weak, trait EI (r= 0.74, p<0.01), 
production of positive emotional words (r= 0.24, p<0.05), overall affective processes (r= 
0.23, p<0.05), being male (r=0.26, p<0.05) demonstrated significant positive relationships 
with PWB.  Therapeutic experience (r= -0.33, p<0.01) demonstrated a weak negative 
relationship with PWB, suggesting that having therapeutic experience was related to lower 
self-reported PWB. 
Table 7. Correlational relationships between predictor variables  
and the criterion variable PWB. 
Variable rp P 
Global TEIQue-ASF 0.74 0.00 
Positive Emotional Words (%) 0.24 0.03 
Negative Emotional Words (%) 0.00 0.50 
Affective Processes (%) 0.23 0.04 
Males 0.26 0.03 
Therapeutic Experience -0.33 0.00 
 
The regression model is detailed in Table 8.  The Durbin-Watson statistic supported the 
model as providing a significant fit for the data (1.97) as it is less than 3 (Field, 2009).   
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The association between the criterion and explanatory variables of the model was moderate 
(R=0.76, p<0.05).  The regression coefficients (B) for each explanatory variable are listed in 
Table 8.  Together, the variables of trait EI, counselling experience, positive emotional 
words, negative emotional words and gender were positively related to self-reported PWB 
and account for 58% of the variance (R2=58.2, p<0.05).  The model provided a significant fit 
for predicting the criterion variable (F(6, 51)= 11.83, p<0.05).  
Table 8. Multiple regression model coefficents for prediction of PWB scores. 
Model B SE B t P 
Global TEIQue-ASF Score 9.69 1.47 0.69 6.58 0.00 
Positive Emotional Words % 6.64 7.66 1.32 0.87 0.39 
Negative Emotional Words % 7.28 7.61 1.05 0.96 0.34 
Affective processes % -6.30 7.67 -1.25 -0.82 0.42 
Male 1.14 2.79 0.04 0.41 0.68 
Had Counselling -2.42 2.87 -0.09 -0.84 0.40 
The standardised regression coefficients in Table 8 showed that TEIQue-ASF Global trait EI 
score is a significant predictor (t(57)=6.58, p<0.05) of the PWBS.  A positive Beta statistic 
supported the relationship where increases in TEIQue-ASF Global trait EI score significantly 
predicted increased PWB score. 
4.4 Discussion 
The purpose of this study was to explore potential differences in written emotional language 
production, trait EI and PWB between a group of adolescents who indicated experience of 
counselling and/or therapy and a group of adolescents who had not.  In addition to examining 
differences between these groups, the investigation sought to examine whether the production 
of written emotional language may be one of a number of significant predictors (including EI, 
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gender and therapeutic experience) to explain the variance in PWB of adolescents, as 
measured by PWBS (Clarke et al., 2001; Garcia, 2011; Ryff & Keyes, 1995).  While 
regression analysis did not provide support for the hypothesis that emotional word production 
significantly predicted variance in self-reported psychological wellbeing, the results arguably 
generate questions requiring investigation in relation to adolescent emotion and language 
research in the context of therapeutic interventions.  
Initial exploratory analyses provided statistical support that within this sample of participants, 
PWBS and EI scores for adolescents who had therapeutic experience were significantly lower 
than for adolescents who did not.  This result was interesting in light of Cassidy et al.’s 
(2015) and Tiabashvili et al.’s (2015) research that provided empirical support for 
psychological interventions improving trait EI.  However, these studies provided support 
through experimental design to assess effects of a specific intervention, rather than measuring 
the consequential impact of different interventions on EI.  In the present study, engagement in 
therapeutic experience could be defined from as little as one session of therapeutic 
engagement.  Only five participants indicated that they were still in therapy and all had 
experienced therapy within 18 months of participating in the survey, so it could argued that 
psychological interventions would lead to self-reported EI and PWBS scores that did not 
significantly differ to the non-therapeutic group.  This assumption is based on the premise 
that psychological or therapeutic interventions aim to improve emotional and psychological 
wellbeing (Greenberg & Korman, 1993).  However, it is important to caution that the non-
therapeutic group was a comparison rather than control group, so there will be additional 
extraneous variables affecting the difference between these groups.  The significant 
difference between the groups provided support for the argument that therapeutic intervention 
may influence a process of rumination rather than reflection; focusing attention on negative 
emotional content may produce a paradoxical effect on EI and PWB (Fernández-Berrocal & 
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Extremera, 2008; Şimşek, 2013b; Ellis & Cromby, 2004).  An alternative explanation may be 
that adolescents who engaged in therapy sessions were still experiencing environmental or 
psychosocial factors that continued to perpetuate their distress.  A further speculation may be 
that self-reported indication of engaging in therapy does not indicate whether the adolescent 
engaged in the intervention(s), or whether the intervention(s) were successful.  
Ciarrochi et al.’s (2002) study found that adolescents who reported lower EI or emotional 
competence were less likely to seek help from non-professional sources, so the results of this 
study appeared to corroborate their conclusion, as the therapeutic group indicated sources of 
professional help received and indicated significantly lower EI compared to the non-
therapeutic group.  Unfortunately, due to the scope of the present study, participants were not 
asked to indicate whether they had sought sources of non-professional help or other social 
support for mental health and emotional distress.  The addition of questions about alternative 
or non-professional sources of emotional support to the data collection method may provide 
further insights to the debate regarding EI and ability to seek help that was originally 
Ciarrochi et al.’s (2002) focus of study.   
There were no significant differences in the frequency of positive or negative emotional 
words produced in the narratives between the therapeutic and non-therapeutic groups, despite 
initial trends showing the therapeutic group produced a higher mean percentage of negative 
words and the non-therapeutic group produced a higher mean percentage of positive words.  
Despite the lack of significance, this potential trend may require further investigation due 
related adolescent studies focusing on the differential cognitive emotional regulation skills 
seen in internalising and externalising ‘disorders’ (Delhaye et al., 2013; Garnefski et al., 
2005; O’Kearney & Dadds, 2005) and the support of adult emotional language production 
research (Ramírez-Esparza & Pennebaker, 2006).   
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When looking at the emotional word production within the therapeutic and non-therapeutic 
groups, there was a significant difference between the amount of positive and negative words 
produced by the non-therapeutic group.  Non-therapeutic participants produced significantly 
more positive than negative words in their narratives.  Within the therapeutic group, 
participants produced marginally more negative words, but this difference was not 
significant.  These results indicate that the therapeutic group produced similar percentages of 
positive and negative emotional words through their narratives.  The significant results of the 
non-therapeutic group’s production of a higher frequency of positive words support previous 
findings from emotional disclosure research in the adult population (Pennebaker & Stone, 
2003; Ramírez-Esparza & Pennebaker, 2006) that suggested the production of more positive 
emotional words in narratives indicated improved PWB.  It is an interesting observation that 
the therapeutic group produced similar frequencies of positive and negative emotional 
language as there were no significant differences between the two groups in relation to 
overall affective processes/emotionality in the narratives.  These results are interesting as 
there were no significant differences in the percentage of overall affective 
processes/emotionality between the narratives of the two groups, yet the therapeutic group 
produced similar percentages of positive and negative words.  This finding lends to Ellis and 
Cromby’s (2004) argument that the increased use of emotional language may be 
counterproductive for the alleviation of distress if that language includes more negative 
connotations.  Based on this argument, it can again be speculated that rather than reflection, 
adolescents who have experienced therapy may engage in rumination (Şimşek, 2013b), which 
could lead to the production of a greater frequency of negative emotional linguistic content. 
The lack of significant difference in the production of emotional words between males and 
females in the present study is in contrast to studies that found differences in the production 
of emotional words as a speculated difference due to gender (O’Kearney & Dadds, 2004).  
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The novel method of eliciting emotional referent data (through the decision to use a free 
response narrative question) may have prevented the resulting data from containing enough 
emotional language to be interpretable.   
Within the overall sample, male participants reported significantly higher trait EI and PWB 
scores compared to females.  This finding appears to contradict previous research that 
suggested females would demonstrate higher levels of EI (Thompson, Waltz, Croyle & 
Pepper, 2007) or emotional awareness (Bajgar et al., 2005).  However, Sagone and De Caroli 
(2014) hypothesised that girls would indicate higher levels of PWBS than boys, but found 
that in contrast to their hypotheses, males in their sample reported a higher level of PWB than 
females, though trends for an increasing level of PWB with increasing age found support 
from their data.   
When all predictor variables were entered into the regression analysis, the power of the 
model as a whole to predict PWB increased.  Although there appeared to be significant 
correlational relationships between the production of positive emotional words and overall 
affective linguistic processes with PWB, trait EI was determined as the only significant 
predictor for the variance in self-reported PWB.  The predictive power of trait EI for PWB 
supports previous studies (Augusto-Landa et al., 2011; Salovey & Mayer, 1990; Schutte et 
al., 2007).  Martins et al.’s (2010) meta-analysis found statistically robust associations 
between TEIQue and improved mental health in adult populations.  Salami (2011), using a 
different measure of EI, found evidence that EI as measured by the Wong and Law EI scale 
(WLEIS; Law, Wong & Song, 2004) was a significant predictor of PWB (measured using the 
42-item PWBS; Ryff & Keyes, 1995).  Although the present investigation did not aim to 
provide further support for the significance of EI in predicting PWB, the significance of this 
result contributes to existing literature regarding the importance of developing interventions 
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that aim to improve emotional competence with adolescents, as a way to pursue 
improvements in PWB.  The implication of EI’s importance in the prediction of PWB is that 
the development of programs and interventions to promote understanding, identifying, 
clarifying and repairing of emotional states needs to continue.  However, the way in which 
these interventions and programs are developed requires attention, due to the controversy of 
assuming that EI can be taught (and marketed) as an ability or skill, rather than a multifaceted 
construct of healthy emotional regulation and expression (Ecclestone & Hayes, 2009). 
In respect of the predictor variables, the percentages of positive and negative emotional 
words and overall affective processes produced by participants did not significantly account 
for variance in PWB.  This may be a consequence of employing a free-response narrative 
elicitation method.  The potential trade-off of using an ecologically valid measure of 
emotional word production could be at a cost to the predictive validity of the emotional word 
production percentages in the regression analyses.  In an assessment of emotional word 
production, it may be necessary to prime participants to produce emotional language.  
However, by negating to prime participants, it could be argued that in identifying potential 
differences in the language production of the two samples of participants, a free-response 
narrative elicitation prompt is an accurate test of the differences between the therapeutic and 
non-therapeutic groups.  Adolescents in therapy may already be primed to focus on emotional 
language, a possibility arising from Ellis and Cromby’s (2004) argument that ineffective 
emotional talk or exposure to highly emotional expressivity in environments may perpetuate 
emotional dysregulation. 
Despite individual predictor variables (with exception of EI), providing insignificant 
predictive power to the variance of PWB, the addition of these variables to the model 
increased the overall predictive power (from 55% to 58%), and the model’s fit remained 
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significant.  This suggests that further investigations into the predictive power of additional 
variables with a larger participant sample are warranted before being able to definitively 
understand the relationship between the production of emotional language and PWB. 
4.5 Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research 
Limitations of this study have affected the significance of the outcomes and subsequent 
interpretation of the statistical analyses.  Some limitations are noted through the discussion 
(section 4.4).  However, in the context of previous research, the absence of significant results 
to support written emotional language production as a predictor PWB should not deter from 
further quantitative research in this area.   
In understanding that this study provided evidence of a significant positive relationship 
between trait EI and PWB and that trait EI was the only significant predictor variable of 
PWB, there may be questions to ask about the application and sensitivity of the instruments 
used to measure predictor variables. Despite reasonable internal reliability for both scales, 
employing global trait EI and PWB scale scores as variables for the data analysis may have 
led to a loss of representativeness and validity of the variables.  Global (mean) and total scale 
scores were used as indicators of a measure of EI and PWB respectively, due to the focus of 
the research questions being on the emotional language production variables.   The 18-item 
PWB scale in particular, was selected with awareness of the known time pressures associated 
with adolescents completing a survey within the time of a lesson or assembly (which could be 
as short as 30 minutes).  Despite its use in recently published wellbeing research, the 18-item 
PWB scale has been critiqued in previous research (such as Abbott et al., 2006), and more 
recently, by Ryff herself (Appendix 2b), as being too short to adequately capture the 
antecedents of a reliable and comprehensive measure of PWB.  As both scales included 
individual subscales detailed in the method (Chapter 3.4), focusing on individual subscale or 
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factor scores within the regression analyses may provide indication of how predictor 
variables relate to components of PWB, and further, which subscales of trait EI may predict 
specific components of PWB.  Petrides et al. (2006) suggested that the global TEIQue-ASF 
score of trait EI can mask the explanatory potential of using individual subscales (see Chapter 
3.4 for description of subscales).  If there remains a question of the sensitivity of global 
versus subscales, investigation into TEIQue-ASF individual subscales such as Emotion 
perception, Emotion expression and Emotion regulation, and their contribution to the 
prediction of PWB, or components of PWBS may be appropriate, though outside the scope 
and timeframe of this research. 
A limitation of inferring relationships between variables within this study and conducting 
regression analyses was the small sample size.  A result of participant attrition and missing 
data responses limited the total sample to 59 participants, and an even smaller sample of 
therapeutic group participants (n= 19), which reduced the power of prediction.  Participant 
recruitment of UK secondary schools and counselling organisations for a doctoral research 
project proved difficult due to a lack of adequate remuneration for the participating schools to 
spend significant amounts of time and effort required to organise students (and parents) to 
provide consent and participate, without disruption to the school day or curriculum.  In two 
cases, schools who originally agreed to accommodate the research withdrew as a result of 
timetable changes, issues of low return of parental consent and one school deeming loco 
parentis insufficient consent.  Future research that relies on the participation of schools would 
require significantly more time to build research relationships in order to provide reassurance 
of the importance of research that may assist young people with managing psychological 
difficulties and understanding antecedents of PWB. 
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Participant recruitment affected one of the variables that would have likely added a predictor 
variable to be included in this study.  The issue of participant age has been supported by 
previous evidence as a potential variable in correlational relationships with PWB (Sagone & 
De Caroli, 2014) and emotional word production (O’Kearney & Dadds, 2004).  Although 
participants provided their age, there were insufficient numbers per age group in the sample 
to use this as a reliable predictor variable (Field, 2009) so the age variable was excluded from 
the regression analysis.  With additional participants, this variable would be important to 
include in further analysis regarding the developmental differences within the period of 
adolescence, due to consideration of continuing cognitive and affective development that is 
now thought to persist throughout adolescence (Blakemore & Mills, 2014). 
As previously argued, the negation to prime participants to produce emotional language in 
their narratives provided the study with a degree of ecological validity.  However, in respect 
of the aim of predicting PWB from emotional word production, this method of data collection 
may prove unreliable for quantitative analysis, due to the lack of criteria specifying what 
participants could write about within their narrative. Further developments of this research 
may be to prime adolescents to discuss emotions specifically. 
Despite the limitations of this study, there are a number of points worth further research 
pursuit. As previously argued, if EI moderates the effect of negative stimuli on an 
individual’s PWB (Kotsou et al., 2011), there are additional factors or variables that are likely 
to moderate or mediate the relationship between emotion regulation and language.  While the 
predictor variables included in the regression analysis did not yield significant predictive 
power, weak correlational relationships in the context of a small sample size suggest that 
conducting the study with larger groups of participants may be worthy of consideration. 
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Further to critique of the data collection methods, a limitation of the study may relate to the 
operationalising of the variables, and the deterministic definition of EI as a variable in which 
to predict PWB.  By quantifying EI and measuring emotional language production, it is 
possible that the nuances, phenomenological and discursive associations of emotional content 
and context are overlooked.  A way to develop a comprehensive overview of the employment 
of emotional language in narratives may therefore be through qualitative inquiry. 
Although outside the scope of the current study, additional questions arose as an outcome of 
analysing and interpreting the data: 
- What trends in emotional word production may be attributed to age?  With an 
appropriate sample size, would variance in PWB be further explained by age? 
- Do adolescents referred for therapy demonstrate significant differences in their 
acquisition and subsequent expression of emotional language compared to adolescents 
who are not referred for therapy? 
- If adolescents are referred for therapy and attend a specified number of sessions, does 
this attendance/engagement have an effect on the language that they then use, their EI 
and their PWB, as measured by a validated measure of PWB? 
To address these questions, research development in this area may benefit from a 
longitudinal, experimental design, focusing on emotional language produced by adolescents 
at two time intervals: pre- and post- therapy.  Further control on selection of adolescents 
attending specific therapeutic interventions for specific durations may be necessary to ensure 
control of the data and pursue a comparably experimental design for further analysis and 
isolation of variables. 
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Chapter 5: Exploring the Emotional Narratives of Adolescents who have 
Received Therapy 
“Narrative is the performance of the self as a story of identity” (Parker, 2005, p.71) 
5.1 Initial Overview of Authors and Narratives – Preparation for Analysis 
By requesting that adolescent authors respond to the narrative elicitation prompt, the aim was 
to provide opportunity for adolescents to construct the written story of their therapeutic 
experience.  I prepared to analyse narratives by exploring how authors constructed and 
performed identity scripts in response to the therapeutic interventions they described.  The 
original research questions were designed to ascertain if there were commonalities in the way 
authors constructed their narratives and identities depending on the type of therapeutic 
approach, and whether they included or highlighted emotional markers in these constructions.  
As stated in the elicitation prompt, adolescent narrators were not expected to describe the 
problem or issues that led them to counselling or therapy.  However, sixteen authors provided 
this information, temporally marking the beginning of their narratives by explaining what 
positioned them to receive counselling. 
To assist authors with reporting what type of therapy they had received, they were provided 
with a number of different terms such as ‘Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT)’, 
‘humanistic’, ‘person-centred’, and ‘school-based’ counselling in the survey prior to writing 
about their therapeutic experience.  According to Cooper’s (2013) review of school-based 
counselling in the UK, the majority of counselling schemes within schools fall into either the 
humanistic or integrative approaches.  I included an option within the survey for adolescents 
to indicate additional therapeutic approaches.  This led to one author indicating that she had 
received narrative therapy.  Another indicated receiving Dialectical Behavioural Therapy 
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(DBT).  During the initial reading through of the narratives of students who received school-
based counselling, one author (Mary) mentioned being included in a group session with other 
students.  Therefore, when exploring the narratives provided by adolescents who indicated 
school-based counselling, variations in what authors interpreted as definitions of their 
counselling experience required acknowledgement, in spite of assumptions in the literature 
regarding the modalities typically delivered in school-based counselling (Cooper, 2013; 
Cooper et al., 2010; Kazdin, 2003; Weisz et al., 1995).  This acknowledgement required 
awareness of my own knowledge of therapeutic approaches, which could impact on the 
trustworthiness of my interpretations of the narrative experiences described.  Therefore, in 
pursuit of trustworthy accounts, if an author’s description of an intervention did not sound 
like the documented definition of that intervention, this was noted on the transcript for 
investigation after the first phase of analysis. 
Over half of adolescent authors provided narratives indicating they had received more than 
one type of therapeutic intervention, so the focus of the analysis was developed to explore the 
construction of adolescent identity and agency through holistic experience of therapeutic 
intervention.  Through this focus, I observed how adolescents employed emotional language 
as a function of these performances, and subsequently explored the purposes of emotional 
phrases or tropes in conveying narratives.  In the pursuit of maintaining a sense of 
authenticity to the storied experiences offered in response to the narrative elicitation prompt, 
excerpts of narratives are quoted within the following analysis verbatim; no spelling errors 
have been amended or corrected. 
During the initial reading of the therapy narratives, the stories were read and rough codes 
developed for marking the narratives based on ideas proposed by Parker (2005):  
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“five ideas in narrative analysis hold the key to the way a story may be heard and 
retold by a researcher, but only if the dialectical relationship between these ideas 
– ‘agency’, ‘temporality’, ‘event’, ‘context’ and ‘format’ – is taken seriously” 
(p.72) 
Following Parker’s (2005) guidance during the first phase of coding, the terms “settings” and 
“characters” within each narrative were labelled.  Initial narrative themes or concepts were 
noted, in preparation of developing the scenes for each story (see Appendix 10 for example 
and Appendix 13 for further details). 
Following this stage, transcripts were re-read to note additional aspects that were highlighted 
as adolescents constructed the story of their counselling or therapy experiences.  The first 
process of reading was focused to look at how authors used language to construct the 
problem that had led them to therapeutic intervention, and consequently the construction of 
the potential conclusions to the problem, by way of identifying the narrative’s genre (Parker, 
2005).  An example of highlighting this within one of the narratives would be: 
Problem: “I went to counselling for suicidal thoughts” (line 1), “brought up many memories 
that I’d buried” (Olivia, line 3) 
Conclusion: “it made me more stressed out and upset” (Olivia, line 4) 
The second process in this phase of analysis was to identify affective or emotive words 
within the transcripts.  This was done in three ways; the first was to note the use of emotional 
words employing DeRose’s (2005) emotional word dictionary for guidance.  This was 
followed by an examination of the surrounding context of the word, provided by the sentence 
structure.  Finally, to encourage transparency in the pursuit of dependability and 
trustworthiness (Jensen, 2008), the emotive or affective words and their contexts were judged 
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again following the coding protocol, two months after the initial analysis took place.  This 
method was employed to identify how emotional words were used to enhance or augment 
development of the scripts of identity and agency (Kleres, 2011).  To illustrate this point, 
Mary used an emotional marker to highlight the strength of her resistance to group 
counselling and a metaphor (or trope) to highlight her preference for family support in her 
story of therapeutic experience: 
“I was scared my feeling and problems were going to be spreaded” (lines 2-3) to “just talk to 
my mom about it and get it out of my system” (lines 6-7) 
5.2 Analysis 
Through developing and using a coding protocol (Appendix 9), I observed that narratives 
were composed of a temporal chain of events; transcripts could be divided into meaningful 
scenes that conveyed the author’s construction of experience. 
Once the transcripts were coded, it became useful to create storyboards of the narratives 
(Beausang, 2000).  The narratives were entered into storyboard tables by the coded scenes 
and temporal sequences of events (see Appendix 11 for example and Appendix 12 for further 
details).  From this, scenes were examined for central genres or themes.  Emotional words or 
markers associated with each scene (if any), were highlighted.  The tables were set up so I 
could observe the sequence of chronological and temporal events by the scene names 
resulting from the first and second phases of coding (Appendix 10).  These scenes were given 
the following titles: “triggering event” (beginning of the temporal chain of events), “scene 1”, 
“scene 2”, “scene 3”, “scene 4” and “Epilogue”, which denoted a conclusion and 
opinion/evaluation of the therapeutic experience.  Most narratives were composed of two 
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scenes.  Four narratives continued to one or two further scenes, which comprised of 
subsequent events and conclusion of the narratives.    
5.2.1 Scene 1: The Question of Agency 
How do authors position themselves in respect of help-seeking or help-receiving? 
 Concepts of agency within authors’ narratives were first constructed through the introduction 
to their counselling experience in the first scene.  Several authors did not use language that 
led to an explicit statement of their agency, yet the context of their narrative provided 
comment through the construction of a position of passivity.  Authors who indicated having 
school-based counselling introduced their experiences beginning with “being referred” 
(Nicky, Tara), “being taken” (Ellie), “being swapped” (Jill), “feeling pressure to talk” 
(Olivia).  Two authors specifically mention “being put into hospital” (Paul), and “being 
hospitalised” (Gez).  Within these narratives, the evaluation of agency can be described as 
one of passivity or of lacking agency.  Only two authors position themselves differently.  
Lucy mentioned that she “got into” (line 1) counselling, a phrase suggesting she entered into 
counselling of her own accord or made a decision to attend.  Of all of the counselling 
narratives, only Beth overtly mentioned asking for help (“I asked my mom for help and 
someone to talk to” – line 1).   
5.2.2 Scene 2: Helpful or Unhelpful Events 
How do authors position themselves in relation to the help they are offered/given? 
As the authors progress their narratives, each positions the experience of counselling as being 
defined through helpful or unhelpful events.  The idea of agency appeared to interact with 
how events are discussed by authors, through their employment of language.  In narratives 
where Scene 2 could be described as ‘unhelpful events’, agency is constructed as being held 
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by the professionals or counsellors; the experience could be described as disciplinary.  In 
Ruth’s narrative of school-based counselling, she described “getting into trouble for being 
anxious” (line 2), and having to be in lesson - “need to be in lesson” (line 1), “they would 
want me in lesson” (line 2), which positioned her as a naughty or difficult student rather than 
a counselling client.  From my counselling psychologist position, I would infer that Ruth’s 
narrative is describing an identifiable account of a CBT intervention – the concept of sitting 
through an anxiety-provoking situation in order to extinguish the safety behaviour of 
avoidance (Wills, 2008).  However, the way in which Ruth constructed her identity positions 
suggest little personal agency, as she describes her experience using terms like “she would 
just say I need to force myself” (line 6), “do things I don’t want to do” (line 7).  For Ruth, the 
help she is given is rejected as help that she is not agent in.  Therefore, the genre of her 
narrative could be defined as unhelpful.  
Olivia described her school-based counselling experience as focussing on talking about her 
feelings.  She constructs her position in this experience as one of lacking agency.  Olivia 
positioned herself in a reluctantly passive role (“I went to counselling… and I felt really 
uncomfortable” - line 1) of client against the “professional counsellor” (line 2) inferring 
components of the counsellor identity as one of pressure and discomfort, framed through the 
sentences “it brought up many memories that I’d buried so I could try to be happier.  He 
‘helped’ me to remember them and it made me more stressed out and upset” (lines 3-4). 
In contrast to authors who constructed counselling events as unhelpful, positioning their 
client identities as one of passivity or threatened agency, accounts describing helpful events 
do not appear to indicate the same lack of agency.  Helen’s narrative describes her 
counselling experience as “a positive way for me to get everything out of my system” (line 
4).  She does not mention the counsellor, instead describing ‘counselling’ as the helpful 
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character.  When she writes “it’s definitely made me feel more comfortable about being me 
and not feel so isolated” (line 5), the “it’s” she refers to, is the counselling.  By discussing her 
reaction to counselling rather than a specific counsellor identity, the concept of her own 
agency within this experience is more difficult to contest.  Simultaneously, Helen mentions 
that counselling has ‘made’ her feel more comfortable about being herself (line 5), which 
raises the question of whether being made to feel something positive is a negative 
contestation of personal agency. 
Jill’s narrative provided distinction between unhelpful events in the first scene she constructs 
and helpful events in the second scene.  This distinction is marked by Jill positioning her 
identity in the first scene as one of lacking agency in decisions about her counselling 
experience (“I was swapped between councillors which always took me out of my trust zone 
and made me not want to attend sessions” – lines 1-2).  She constructs this position in spite of 
knowing what would be helpful for her (“I never got to develop a relationship with any one 
councillor” – lines 2-3).  In Jill’s description of helpful events, she noted the development of 
a counselling relationship through having regular sessions (line 4).  Through this ‘helpful 
event’ development, Jill positions herself as acquiring a sense of agency, describing events 
that are attributed to herself – “I can really see a difference with me” (line 5) and “I have 
developed a lot of useful skills” (line 5). 
5.2.3 Scene 3: Significant Events that Change the Course of Narratives  
How do authors develop their account of the events they described in Scene 2? 
Four narratives developed a third scene.  Within these narratives, authors described additional 
events that appear to change the course of their counselling experience, and their identity as a 
young counselling client.  For one author (Sophie), the deliberate act of having her agency 
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removed by a professional acting upon a safeguarding disclosure initiates her performance of 
agency when pursuing and experiencing a second counselling experience.  She performs this 
agency in her decision to quit counselling through none attendance.  Although this could be 
viewed as surmising her experience of counselling as negative and her actions as self-
defeating, it could be interpreted that through reacting in this way, Sophie resolved the issue 
of losing control or agency in the earlier part of her narrative. 
Tara’s initial narrative scenes constructed a positive counselling experience, where receiving 
anger management guidance led her to a position of ceasing counselling.  However, the death 
of her brother, described in the third scene of her narrative, positioned Tara in a performance 
of grief, helplessness and isolation.  Fay and Gez’s narratives fit the construction of a third 
scene that signified a change within their narratives and identity performances.  Where their 
experiences of mental health help-receiving are initially presented as negative, they describe 
turning points in the constructions of their experience, transforming these counselling events 
from unhelpful to helpful.  In these narratives, counselling is constructed as developing 
helpfulness and the authors’ identities in turn become ‘helped’, or develop into ‘students’ of 
counselling techniques or even ‘fighters’ with the aid of ‘combative’ counselling, in pursuit 
of helping themselves.  These authors engaged with DBT and CBT respectively, both 
approaches being within the CBT family.  The way they continued to construct their 
experiences as becoming helpful share similarities: 
“it took me a while to be honest with my psychologist again…” (Fay, line 4) 
“when I started getting better we did DBT and CBT together, we mind mapped and created 
self soothe kits!” (Fay, lines 5-6) 
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“there I was taught how to think differently, which in turn helped me to combat my anxiety” 
(Gez, lines 4-5) 
Despite these similarities, when considering the performance of agency, Fay constructs her 
third scene with a sense of shared agency with her therapist, whereas Gez positions himself 
within a ‘student’ identity, being taught how to think differently.  Neither author reported a 
resulting emotional or affective state during their third scenes, though both mention negative 
affective states in earlier scenes. 
5.2.4 Scene 4: Significant Life Event 
How does a significant life event change the course of the counselling narrative? 
One narrative resulted in setting a fourth scene.  The life event that Tara describes, after 
constructing an experience of counselling she deemed positive or useful, was the death of her 
brother.  Tara’s description of this experience suggested that although she constructed her 
first experience of counselling as a helpful event, the death of her brother was traumatic and 
positioned her identity as one of ‘helpless’; no longer seeking help or resolution.  This is the 
final or concluding scene in Tara’s account, suggesting that she has constructed an ending to 
her narrative that infers her narrative is yet to be resolved or is currently without resolution, 
emulating a common experience of grief (Silverman & Klass, 1996). 
5.2.5 Epilogue: Opinion or Evaluation of Counselling and Agency 
How do authors conclude their counselling experience and construct the role of their own 
agency? 
I defined an epilogue or evaluative scene for each narrative by way of summarising authors’ 
accounts in the context of their inferences of agency within their constructed experiences, 
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using emotional markers and main events from the scenes to aid the summary development of 
their narrative experience and ‘client identities’.  Although each narrative differed in length, a 
final scene was defined as an epilogue: 
Preferring support outside of counselling: author’s agency maintained in seeking 
alternative support 
Where authors concluded narratives with a preference for seeking support from 
friends and family, they constructed their identity scripts as young people able to 
make choices about their help-seeking, rather than young counselling recipients. 
Within this identity script, family members become the preferred therapeutic support. 
Beth was previously mentioned as the only author who exhibited an explicit sense of 
agency in her first scene, through introducing her narrative of therapeutic experience 
by explicitly asking for help.  By the conclusion of Beth’s narrative, she maintained a 
sense of agency in acknowledging that although she has coped alone, she has a 
support network of friends and family (line 7), concluding that this suffices in 
alleviating her negative feelings. 
Mary encountered a challenge to her agency through the lack of choice she described 
as having from counselling.  As a result, she constructed agentic assertion through the 
preference for talking to her mother, “so counselling wasn’t that good for me id rather 
just talk to my mom” (line 6).  Although Mary was not able to maintain her agency 
through her counselling experience, she regained it through her preference for 
speaking to her mother. 
Counselling support being useful or helpful: question of agency 
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Within the collection of narratives, the majority of authors constructed narratives that 
positioned them in a place of questioning agency through their descriptions of 
receiving support.  Authors who provided narratives of how counselling was useful or 
helpful constructed identity scripts where they performed the identity of ‘patient’ 
(Fay), ‘student’ (Gez) or ‘receiver of help’ (Carl).  In concluding these narratives, 
eleven authors described their response to this help as largely positive.  The authors 
initially pose questions about their agency in their descriptions of help-seeking.  Fay 
mentioned her GP being “worried about my mental state” (line 2) and being admitted 
to hospital by her psychiatrist (line 2-3).  Ellie describes being “taken” (line 1) to a 
doctor.  Jill constructed an experience of difficulty in having little choice in who she 
received help from; she begins her narrative by mentioning being “swapped between 
councillors” (line 1), and explicitly states, “As I never got to develop a relationship 
with any one councillor, I didn’t receive the help I needed” (lines 2-3).  However, 
following this initial beginning, these authors conclude their narratives as being 
positive experiences, noticing positive changes as a result of the help they received.  
Alfie mentioned being “given CBT” (line 6), and concluded his narrative with “as a 
result, I now have a very positive view on my life” (line 7).  Helen concludes her 
initial questioning trust of therapists with “It’s definitely made me feel more 
comfortable about being me and not feel so isolated” (line 5).  
Counselling support being useless or unhelpful: compromise of agency 
Where authors constructed counselling experiences as largely negative, they 
constructed identity positions that I interpret as the ‘punished patient’ (Paul), or the 
‘problem young person’ (Ruth, Nicky).  Paul mentioned being “put in hospital” (line 
1), suggesting that he had no choice in being positioned as a ‘help-receiver’ and that 
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hospital was a negative consequence of his self-harm.  Olivia, Sophie and Nicky 
concluded their narratives with negative appraisals; these conclusions infer a 
continued lack of agency of the author in the decisions made: 
“We’re just talking about all of these depressing things so how am I supposed to be 
happy, how is this supposed to help?” (Nicky, lines 8-9) 
“He ‘helped’ me to remember them and it made me more stressed out and upset” 
(Olivia, line 4) 
“I didn’t feel like the real issues were being recognised” (Sophie, line 7) 
Counselling support being unhelpful: author’s agency being regained 
In this final epilogue theme, authors constructed an overall narrative of counselling as 
being unhelpful.  For these young people, their epilogues contained evidence of 
regaining agency from counselling experiences that compromised their agentic 
positions.  By making a choice about how they ended counselling, they reject the 
identity positions of ‘counselling client’, ‘patient’ or ‘student’ in the process.  
Although the outcome of these narratives could be interpreted as negative in respect 
of help-seeking, nevertheless, the outcome is that the individual regained their sense 
of active agency:  
“it was hard to talk about my feelings and it was hard aswell because it was a 
man”…“id rather just talk to my mom” (Mary, lines 4-6) 
“the experience was unhelpful to me… I missed a lot of sessions and eventually quit, 
yet again.” (Sophie, lines 6-8)  
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5.2.6 The Use of Emotional Markers 
Of the 19 authors, 15 provided accounts that included emotional language to describe 
affective states.  Through the process of coding adolescents’ constructed narratives, 
emotional terms, tropes or metaphors were incorporated as notes within the storyboards 
(Appendix 11).  Table 9 provides a summary of authors who used emotional language within 
their narratives.  As this table illustrates, emotional markers were used to emphasise the 
emotional tone and context throughout authors’ stories.   
Emotional words or phrases were used to demark a narrative of helpful counselling, 
describing negative emotional states which change to positive ones, or to emphasise a 
narrative of unhelpful counselling, where the author’s affective state appears unchanged or 
deteriorated.  Both helpful and unhelpful categories of narrative provided evidence that where 
emotional markers were used by authors, they were used throughout the narrative and a 
concluding emotional or affective phrase was used in summarising the narrative, which 
assisted in the development of the Epilogue (5.2.5).  
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Table 9.  Illustration of emotional states, tropes or descriptions presented within authors’ narratives
Author, 
Age 
Scene 1 Scene 2 Scene 3 Scene 4 Epilogue 
Narratives that provided accounts of helpful counselling events 
Alfie, 13 "Stumbling" through life 
Really enjoyed [the CBT], 
Felt like I could talk  
 Very positive view. 
Beth, 17  
Easier to reflect, 
Upset or worried 
  
Anxiety or feelings of depression.  
Relieves a lot of negative feelings. 
Carl, 16 Get […] off my chest Get over [some of the problems]   
Gave me confidence [about my 
future] 
Fay, 16 GP worried Frightened Self-soothe kits!   
Gez, 19 
Suffering, 
Suffered [daily],  
Emotional and physical feelings of 
anxiety 
Severe panic attack Combat [anxiety]  
[counselling is] an extremely 
powerful tool. 
Helen, 17 
Suffering [from anxiety],  
Don’t like talking about my emotions, 
Worried about burdening,  
Positive way… everything out of my system 
Made me feel more comfortable,  
Not feel so isolated. 
  
Iyesha, 20 
Get through all of the issues. 
 
    
Kyle, 15 
Emotional wellbeing 
 
    
Lucy, 21 
[talk about] fears.  
[helping me to] open up. 
 
    
Narratives that provided accounts of unhelpful counselling events. 
Mary, 15 
Was scared, 
Hard to talk about my feelings 
Get it out of my system.    
Nicky, 14  
Talking about depressing things, 
How am I supposed to be happy? 
   
Olivia, 19 
Felt really uncomfortable. 
[not good at talking about] feelings. 
Felt pressured. 
Buried… to be happier.  
 
  More stressed and upset. 
Ruth, 15 Felt anxious. 
I hated [writing about the day]  
Get over my fears 
   
Sophie, 17 
Reassuring,  
[someone there who would] show 
concern. 
Made me upset. 
I didn’t feel like the real issues were 
being recognised. 
  
Tara, 18 
Overly frustrated,  
My anger,  
[counsellor would ask me] how I felt, 
Didn’t really open up much, 
Not used to opening up 
Try and control my anger. 
 
 
Felt like people were trying. 
Felt like there was no point. 
Didn’t feel like there was a point. 
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In two cases, authors employed emotional terms to emphasise their situation as becoming 
worse: 
“I didn’t feel like the real issues were being recognised” (Sophie, line 7) 
“I did feel like people were trying with me, but I didn’t feel like there was a point” (Tara, 
lines 12-13) 
These authors employ the phrasing, “feel like”.   This phrase could be argued as being 
interchangeable with the word ‘think’.  Yet, an affective state or component can be inferred 
through the context of the sentences Sophie and Tara construct, to describe their continuing 
difficulties. 
Four authors (Jill, Paul, Ellie and Dora), did not present any emotional markers or language 
in their narratives.  Three of these narratives described accounts of ‘helpful’ counselling 
events.  However, Paul was from the group of authors who provided narratives of unhelpful 
counselling experiences.  Within this group, he was the only author who did not use any 
emotional language.  The six female authors of unhelpful counselling experiences appeared 
to employ negative emotional language more frequently throughout their narratives.  This 
observation is illustrated in Table 9.  In addition to results from the quantitative study (see 
Chapter 4), this illustration potentially provides further support to suggest discussing 
emotions or emotional problems within a therapeutic context may not always be helpful to 
the client, and may in fact impact negatively on the client in respect of their emotional  
wellbeing (Şimşek, 2013b; Ellis & Cromby, 2004). 
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Emotional Tropes and Metaphors  
In addition to authors using emotional words to provide context and emphasise their 
counselling experiences, a number of young people used what could be termed emotional 
tropes.  These tropes or idioms do not contain emotional words per se, but are figures of 
speech or language that convey an emotional context (McQueen & Henwood, 2002).  They 
appear to relate to the emotional processes that occur through the receipt of therapeutic 
intervention, and can be divided into the following themes: 
As relief: 
“get problems off my chest”, “getting over some problems” (Carl, 16 years old) 
“getting everything out of my system” (Helen, 17 years old) 
“getting it out of my system” (Mary, 15 years old) 
Or as a medium to resolve issues: 
“get through all of the issues” (Iyesha, 20 years old) 
“get over my fears” (Ruth, 15 years old) 
“helped to open up” (Lucy, 21 years old) 
 “not used to opening up” (Tara, 18 years old) 
Where the authors use emotional tropes as relief or as a medium, these phrases appeared 
temporally towards a narrative ending, or as a concluding remark, with the exception of Tara, 
who constructed a longer narrative.  Tara’s comment about “opening up” marks the midpoint 
of her narrative, before describing the bereavement of her brother. 
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In understanding how young authors constructed emotional identities, it appears common 
within this group to use idioms by way of conveying a sense of understanding about 
emotional purposes of psychological intervention, even when the intervention appears to be 
talking about problems with a trusted family member, such as that described by Mary.  
5.3 Discussion and Reflexive Analysis 
From conducting analysis of performances of identity and agency (Parker, 2005) and the 
function of emotional markers within the context of narrative constructions of experience, 
adolescents constructed accounts of counselling/therapeutic interventions through adopting 
identity positions and performing responses to their help-receiving experiences.  Through 
these identity positions, the majority of authors used emotional markers to emphasise the 
significance of helpful or unhelpful events, as oppose to employing emotional or affective 
terms, tropes or phrases to mark significant transitions through the temporal chain of events 
as they developed their narratives. 
The analysis did not illustrate character representations (Bamberg & Georgakopoulou, 2008; 
Parker, 2005) of ‘counsellor’ or ‘counselling’ within the narratives that led to distinct 
descriptions of these representations belonging to a particular counselling modality or 
approach.  Despite the lack of overt ‘counsellor’ or ‘counselling’ character identity scripts, 
there appeared to be characteristics of these identity scripts described and elaborated by 
authors through the construction of identity performances developed in response to the 
interventions that are offered or given. Carl constructed his identity as being capable of 
talking about his problems, due to the help provided by ‘counselling’: 
“counselling and therapy has helped me with being able to talk about my problems” (line 1) 
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“… it helped me with some of my opinions about life and gave me confidence about my 
future” (Carl, lines 3-4) 
In the majority of narratives, whether describing helpful or unhelpful events, ‘counselling’ 
was constructed as a verb, being done to or with the authors, or being done by an agent such 
as ‘counsellor’, ‘psychologist’ or ‘psychiatrist’.  In these narratives, authors constructed their 
identity positions as recipients of counselling, provided by the identity scripts of the ‘helpful’ 
or ‘unhelpful’ therapy professional.  
One of the functions of narrative analysis is to place the researcher in a subjective position 
within the reading of the stories as data (Bleakley, 2005), so as to promote authors’ accounts 
of experience as being their reality, rather than being solely subject to the researcher’s 
interpretation.  This meant that the subjectivity of the researcher and my identity positions in 
the analysis of the narratives was acknowledged.  The disclosure of the researcher’s identity 
positions may be viewed as a bias, but the aim was to attempt trustworthy accounts of each 
narrative by acknowledging biases that may arise as a result of my taking up researcher and 
counselling psychologist identity positions through the collection and analysis of adolescent 
authors’ narratives (Gibson & Cartwright, 2013; Parker, 2005). 
Through the initial reading, processing and coding of the therapy narratives, two general 
observations became apparent that were not anticipated while developing the narrative 
elicitation prompt.  The first was that several narratives constructed stories of overall 
counselling experiences, rather than a story that could relate to a singular counselling 
experience.  The second was that it was possible for me to observe a polarisation of the 
authors’ narratives as either helpful or unhelpful counselling experiences, which supported 
previous literature where helpful and unhelpful events in therapy have been identified (Dunne 
et al., 2000; Freake et al., 2007; Gibson & Cartwright, 2014a; Paulson & Everall, 2003).  This 
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polarisation between helpful and unhelpful experiences consequently defined the identity of 
the counselling agent or character in each narrative, and impacted on the author’s account of 
what defines counselling for them during their construction of identity scripts as either 
‘helped’, ‘unhelped’ or ‘helpless’.  This polarisation was comparably more noticeable than 
the authors’ use of emotional markers in the early stages of analysis. 
During the second reading of narratives, I noticed that authors employed emotional 
components in the development of emphasis on the narration of helpful and unhelpful events.  
Emotional markers provided emphasis to the narratives and informed my interpretation of the 
conclusion or epilogue.  I must note my bias in being primed to attend to and acknowledge 
the emotional words within the narratives due to my original research questions.  However, 
the awareness of this bias provided me with the ability to look at inferences I was making in 
relation to assessing the overall context of the narratives and in the development of the 
‘epilogue’ of each narrative.   
It would have been difficult to address the analysis of young people’s narratives of 
counselling and their performances of identity through these experiences if I had neglected to 
attend to the interaction between therapeutic experiences and the question of young 
therapeutic clients’ agency (Gibson & Cartwright, 2013; Rennie, 2010).  The exercise of 
adolescent agency is arguably limited through the necessity of conforming to societal 
structures such as school (Aaltonen, 2013; Bandura, 2006; Eccles & Roeser, 2011; Gibson & 
Cartwright, 2013); full-time education is now mandatory in England until the age of 18 
(Department for Education; DfE, 2015).  These environmental limitations challenge Schwartz 
et al.’s (2005), assertion that in order for young people to harness opportunities to develop a 
secure adult identity, they require opportunity to develop and exercise a sense of personal 
agency.  If adolescent agency is compromised by the education system and then further 
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through therapeutic intervention, there are arguably fewer opportunities open to adolescents 
to enable the development of assertive and agentic identity scripts. 
Where authors presented narratives relating to receiving counselling in a school environment, 
a number of narratives constructed experiences where the author infers they had no choice in 
how their counselling experience developed; their sense of personal agency in what type of 
help-seeking they could pursue was questionably absent:  
 “counselling was a bad thing for me because it was group counselling.  I couldn’t really talk 
about my problems” (Mary, line 1) 
“I was swapped between councillors” (Jill, line 1) 
“my old high school [name of school] referred me to counselling since I was skipping a lot of 
school… so they referred me to counselling thinking that it would help” (Nicky, lines 1-4)  
“my secondary school referred me to the school counsellor as the teachers noticed I was 
having problems in school” (Tara, lines 1-2) 
These constructions suggest a pessimistic view of adolescents’ ability to exercise choice in 
the therapeutic interventions they can receive.  This view contests one of Gibson and 
Cartwright’s (2013) observations of the adolescents in their study, who constructed their 
experience as one of having choice in whether they attended counselling and saw (or 
developed relationships with) particular counsellors.  As mentioned in the analysis of the 
present study (section 5.2), only one author (Beth) began the narrative of her counselling 
experience by asking to see a counsellor.  Other authors may have indirectly sought help 
through admitting to experiencing difficulties, or engaging in behaviour that signified their 
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distress (“I admitted to Self-Harm”, Ellie, line 1; “I went to counselling for suicidal thoughts” 
Olivia, line 1).   
A minority of authors in the present study constructed helpful experiences as being attributed 
to the support of their family and friends’ network rather than a counselling or therapy 
intervention.  These authors (Mary, Beth) concluded with a preference for family and friends.  
This attribution and preference is not surprising as previous research has confirmed that the 
fulfilment of psychological needs by parents contributed to greater satisfaction in adolescents 
(Şimşek & Demir, 2013), and may even prevent referral to professional forms of 
psychological help (Ciarrochi et al., 2008). 
In analysing what adolescents chose to present through written identity performances, 
whether they received professional intervention or preferred non-professional sources of 
support, there remained questions regarding the influence of previous experiences of 
accounting for therapeutic or help-receiving events.  Although it was my first time reading 
the narratives as a counselling psychologist or researcher, I could not presume it was the first 
time these authors had shared their stories with a professional, even with the safeguard of 
anonymity.  It would be naïve to formulate these accounts and assume that they had not been 
subject to previous rehearsal.  The self-report that these adolescents received at least one 
form of psychological or therapeutic intervention suggested the potential that they have 
rehearsed this narrative several times.  What this means for the current analysis is that the 
accounts may be considered credible and dependable, as it is likely that rehearsal has 
influenced the author’s authentic recollection of that experience.  If the same narrative 
elicitation prompt was given to these adolescents, a similar account may be produced in 
response.  However, the likelihood that these were not first-time accounts is something to be 
mindful of, as the re-telling or rehearsing of narratives may be the reason why the accounts 
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are polarised in the opinions of counselling as helpful or unhelpful.  They are potentially 
narratives of accounts of experience, rather than narratives of the experience itself, which is 
likely to impact on my analysis of the subsequent identity performances and emotional 
context.  Confirmation and exploration of this possibility may be the subject of future 
empirical enquiry.  This could be conducted by attempting to elicit ‘first-time’ narratives, or 
comparing therapeutic narratives to non-therapeutic narratives of a different, but rehearsed 
account of a significant experience. 
Ellis and Tucker (2015) evaluated the analysis of emotion within discursive psychology, 
noting: “perhaps no one word, phrase or sentence conveys emotion, but the rhythm of the 
text, the story, the intonation, etc. facilitates the expression” (p.153).  The way emotions are 
presented, described or accounted for within texts create significant ambiguity as a result of 
the ways in which the presence of emotions, or emotional contexts are intertwined within the 
overall narrative.  The challenge in analysing emotional accounts within the narratives of 
adolescents may be compounded by the possibility that adolescents employ idiolects for their 
emotional expression and disclosure (McQueen & Henwood, 2002; O’Kearney & Dadds, 
2004), that are less obvious to me as a researcher outside of their shared group experience. 
During the analysis sections of this study (section 5.2), my own identity as an adult 
counselling psychologist researcher will have inevitably influenced some inferences I made 
during the analysis of adolescent narratives.  I continually maintained awareness of my 
identity in the pursuit of transparency and trustworthiness.  The question and challenges of 
adolescents and young peoples’ agency in help-seeking or making choices about therapeutic 
intervention is a significant one.  Noting those narratives that do not reach an overt resolution 
to their goal of help-seeking, or exercise their agency by deciding to stop attending 
counselling provided me with insights into the reasons why young people sometimes stop 
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going to counselling.  This is not a common privilege for counselling professionals.  Once a 
client has finished their counselling or decided to stop attending, aside from standard 
outcome measures or a service evaluation survey, there is little opportunity to receive a 
qualitative evaluation of the counselling experience from young people themselves.   
There was an initial inference I made in relation to one narrative that could be seen as 
bordering on judgemental due to my own identity. Ruth performed the identity script of an 
anxious and fearful, resistant student in response to her school-based counselling experiences.  
She described: 
“all she [the therapist] would ver say to me is I need to be in lesson and I would get in trouble 
if I felt anxious and they would want me in lesson” (lines 1-2) 
“she [another therapist] would never give me advice on how to get over my fears, she would 
just say I need to force my self to do things I don’t want to do” (lines 5-7). 
Through performance of my counselling psychologist identity, I could interpret that Ruth was 
being asked to engage in activities that allowed her to challenge her negative automatic 
thoughts, in a style of a CBT approach (Wills, 2008).  My researcher identity, focused on 
highlighting the agency performed through adolescents’ engagement in therapeutic 
intervention would question the lack of Ruth’s agency in the counselling decisions that were 
made for her and that this lack of agency is potentially unhelpful for her future help-seeking.  
However, through making these inferences, I am performing my professional identities rather 
than accepting that for Ruth, her experience is one of performing an identity of anxious, 
fearful and ‘unhelped’ adolescent. 
As a counselling psychologist working with young people in different settings, the analysis 
highlighted questions in respect of how counselling or therapy could be offered to young 
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people with an increased sensitivity to the promotion of agency, particularly within school 
environments.  As demonstrated to some degree through this analysis, there are additional 
challenges to agency for adolescents and adults within the mental health system.  Gordon and 
Russo (2009) used content analysis with children and adolescents to explore young peoples’ 
experiences of clinical psychology services.  One of their findings was that children were 
often unaware of the reason for their referral to, or attendance at psychological services when 
they began receiving psychological intervention.  During the present analysis, the majority of 
adolescents demonstrated understanding of the reasons why they required psychological or 
therapeutic assistance, despite the narrative elicitation prompt stating that they did not have to 
disclose the reasons for receiving therapeutic intervention.  However, many authors 
constructed accounts of experience that indicated an ambiguous understanding about how 
therapeutic interventions were going to be of help to them, in alleviating 
psychological/emotional distress or mental health difficulties.  
The use of narrative analysis to identify how adolescents performed their identities through 
counselling experiences provided opportunity to understand how emotional language may be 
employed in the construction of identity scripts that emphasised experiences of “helped” 
(Carl, Fay, Alfie, Kyle, Helen, Lucy, Iyesha), “unhelped” (Tara, Nicky, Olivia, Sophie), 
“patient” (Carl, Paul, Ellie, Gez), “student” (Gez, Jill).  As stated by Ellis and Tucker (2015), 
the expression of emotion within written narratives can be difficult to translate without the 
context.  In the present study, the context of helpful or unhelpful events, and personal 
accounts of the perceived efficacy of psychological interventions allowed for emotional 
language to be analysed as a qualitative function of the intensity, or the degree to which 
events were considered helpful or unhelpful by the authors. 
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Although emotional language was not used in four of the nineteen narratives produced by 
adolescents, all authors demonstrated a sense of agentic assertion or passivity during their 
constructed identity performances and therapeutic experience.  This observation may be in 
part a consequence of employing narrative inquiry as the method of analysis, as one of the 
focuses of this method is to make agentic processes in narrative and discourse explicit.  
However, even with this consideration, the relevance of agentic positions cannot be 
underestimated, due to arguments regarding the importance of exercising personal agency 
and exploring developing identities as pathways to the promotion of healthy psychological 
wellbeing in adulthood.  The focus of how adolescent agency may be compromised or 
negotiated during this stage of development as a result of psychological intervention requires 
further investigation because the outcomes of the current analysis suggest a paradox.  If the 
development of personal agency is important for healthy psychological wellbeing, and the 
nature of psychological interventions compromise adolescent agency, what potential 
consequence is this having on the pursuit of psychological wellbeing during this important 
stage of development? 
5.4 Limitations and Suggestions for future research 
In combining analysis of performances of identity, agency and the emotional context of these 
performances, there are several considerations to address in the development of theories 
regarding psychological support provision for adolescents.  The present study uncovered 
observations that warrant future investigations into the areas of adolescent agency, identity 
and written emotional language.  Adolescent agency in therapeutic decision-making and 
engagement is important due to the aim of therapy being the promotion of healthy 
psychological wellbeing.  Investigations that build on findings from the present study and 
from Munford and Sanders’ (2015) study of adolescents enacting agency in their support-
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seeking relationships would appear a valuable direction to pursue research aiming to increase 
adolescents’ ability to exercise agentic assertion, without compromising routes to 
professional help provision. 
Another progression of this research would be further qualitative investigations of the 
construction of adolescent help-seeking and help-receiving experiences, which maintain a 
focus on the employment of emotional language.  In the present climate where online and text 
counselling may be potentially preferable to adolescents that are experimenting with help-
seeking and exploring psychological interventions, the use of language in these modes of 
therapy could potentially be the difference between support and attrition (Gibson & 
Cartwright, 2014b).  Continuing to explore how adolescents use written emotional language, 
and how they make sense of face-to-face professional and traditional methods of 
psychological support remain important avenues of inquiry in informing the developing 
therapeutic disciplines of online and text message counselling. 
To progress this study in a way favoured by narrative analysts seeking fidelity and 
trustworthiness within the accounts, and in the context of providing adolescents with an 
authentic voice within the research, I would seek to corroborate the analysis.  To validate the 
voices that contributed to this project, I would have appreciated opportunity to take the 
accounts, and the narrative genres and interpretations I have made from them, back to the 
authors to find out if analysed interpretations resonated as truthful accounts that adolescents 
had intended to convey.  However, due to the time limitations of conducting this study and 
the importance of maintaining anonymity, I was unable to arrange this.  
Through the development of this study, difficulties of augmenting narrative analytic methods 
to answer the original research questions were highlighted.  Potential limitations that required 
consideration related to the following: the ambiguity of adolescents selecting ‘school-based 
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counselling’ as the type of counselling they had engaged in, and the proportion of authors 
who narrated storied experiences that included more than one counselling intervention.  Upon 
looking at the narrative data, it became clear that asking authors to confirm the “type of 
counselling received” would not lead to trustworthy accounts of specific counselling 
interventions or modalities, due to the difficulty adolescents had in knowing what type of 
counselling they had received, particularly if they identified the modality as ‘school-based 
counselling’.  The other issue for “type of counselling” was that many authors indicated 
receiving more than one type of therapeutic intervention and several narratives formed a 
temporal chain of events that spanned more than one therapeutic intervention.  For these 
reasons, and to preserve an aim of exploring emotional markers and language use, the 
narrative method was adapted to accommodate an inductive philosophy by applying a focus 
on the performances of adolescent identity and agency through narratives of counselling 
experience, and how emotional language provided emphasis to these stories and their 
temporality. 
One of the most difficult compromises involved in this research was the substitution of a 
method that requested adolescents provide narratives using a means of anonymity to reduce 
the power imbalance noted between researcher and interviewee (Gibson & Cartwright, 
2014a) for the richness of additional emotional tone that a verbal interview can provide.  In 
applying the selection criteria, I excluded eight narratives, which was inevitable as requesting 
that adolescents provide free-response narratives through the narrative elicitation prompt was 
the only briefing given to them.  Although this was a planned limitation, in classic narrative 
interviewing, techniques to continue prompting and encouraging interviewees are an aspect 
of the process that allow the researcher to develop an enriched account of limited or 
autobiographical narratives of experience (Mishler, 1986).  By excluding eight narratives, 
there was an uncomfortable sense of excluding some of the voices that had been willing to 
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contribute their story about counselling, and a sense of unsatisfied curiosity about the lost 
narratives.  I may have been able to resolve this, had I engaged with these adolescents in a 
semi-structured interview process.  
In summary of the reflexive analysis and despite limitations of the research methods and their 
influence on the analysis, the outcomes of this study can be viewed as providing useful 
observations of adolescent identity, agency and emotionally linguistic behaviour within the 
realms of qualitative adolescent therapeutic research.  There are few studies that have 
concentrated on the use of written language by adolescents who are attending or engaged in 
therapeutic intervention, and fewer studies exploring potential links between adolescent 
agency, identity formation, therapeutic relationships and psychological wellbeing.  It could 
therefore be argued that the present study provides a small step into areas of research that 
branch across psychology, sociology, politics and education policy.  Although the breadth of 
intersectional research may be viewed as outside the scope of a counselling psychology 
doctoral study, its necessity within academic disciplines cannot be underestimated, 
particularly in the context of young developing lives being marred by the restriction of social 
structures due to funding cuts in education and mental health provision and associated 
political agendas.
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Chapter 6: Overall Discussion of Studies 
6.1 Summary of Project 
The introduction (Chapter 1) and literature review (Chapter 2) highlighted a minority of 
studies that focused on the areas of emotional language production, emotional intelligence 
(EI) and the development or demonstration of agency as process factors in the pursuit of 
healthy adolescent psychological wellbeing (PWB).  Therefore, initial investigation in this 
research thesis concentrated on quantitatively analysing adolescent emotional expression 
through the frequency of emotional language production and analysing this frequency to 
provide evidence of relationships between emotional language, EI and PWB (Chapter 4).  A 
second study explored the way in which adolescents employ language to construct written 
narratives of their experiences, with the aim of developing an understanding and explanation 
of the emotional context in which these narratives occur (Chapter 5).  
The overall findings from the studies presented within this thesis relate to issues associated 
with adolescent therapeutic process factors, and development or enhancement of effective 
therapeutic processes and outcomes with these clients.  These factors were EI, and helpful or 
unhelpful events within therapy.  Qualitative analyses of adolescent authors constructing 
narrative experiences of attending and engaging or not engaging in therapeutic interventions 
led to the performance of agency in the context of therapeutic experience being highlighted 
an additional factor.  The expressions or performances of agency within adolescent narratives 
provided opportunity to make interpretations of how emotional contexts intertwined with the 
construction of helpful and unhelpful events within adolescent authors’ accounts of 
therapeutic experience.  The findings collectively produce material for discussion regarding 
the importance of understanding not only process factors that may occur within therapeutic 
interventions, but also individual and social factors that may account for adolescents’ 
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preparedness for help-seeking and help-receiving.  These factors and accounting for them in 
the complex formulae of ‘what works’ in therapy potentially offer critique of the current 
therapeutic interventions that are on offer to adolescents.  The factors discussed within this 
project, particularly in respect of agentic assertion (Côté, 2000), provide tentative evidence of 
the sophistication of adolescents’ use of language and self-awareness in their construction of 
narratives to provide commentary on the subject of help-seeking efficacy.  This finding, 
while not an expected outcome, provides an area of debate in respect of how this type of 
research may benefit or contribute new insights for counselling psychologists working in 
different environments with adolescents in distress. 
6.1.1 Quantitative Study 
The quantitative study explored whether adolescents who indicated attending therapy 
demonstrated significant differences in the frequency of their production of emotional words, 
the level of emotional intelligence (EI) and psychological wellbeing (PWB) compared to 
adolescents who had not attended therapy.  Additionally, it was hypothesised that emotional 
word production frequency, along with other variables, would significantly predict variance 
in self-reported PWB.  Multiple regression analyses provided evidence that global trait EI as 
measured by the TEIQue-ASF (Petrides et al., 2006) was the only significant predictor of the 
selected PWB measure (PWBS; Ryff & Keys, 1995; Sagone & De Caroli, 2014).  Other 
factors or predictors that were entered into the multiple regression did not significantly 
predict PWB.  These predictors were experience of therapy and the number of positive or 
negative emotional words produced in the life story/experience narratives.  While the use of 
positive and negative emotional words were not significant predictors for the variance in 
adolescents’ PWB in the regression model, the addition of these variables into the regression 
moderately improved the model’s overall strength of prediction.  It may be due to sample size 
that a more representative analysis of other predictor variables for PWB could not be 
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statistically supported.  Despite retaining null hypotheses in respect of emotional word 
production, results of the quantitative study do not negate the relevance of findings from 
other studies.  Ciarrochi et al., (2008) identified significant relationships between a lack 
emotional identification skills (using a measure of the degree of alexithymia), increased 
negative affect and decreased social support, and Venta et al.’s  (2012) study of adolescent 
in-patients found that high alexithymia scores correlated with deficits in emotional regulation. 
The first study provided statistically significant results to support that individuals who 
received therapeutic intervention indicated significantly lower trait EI and PWB compared to 
non-therapeutic adolescents in the sample.  This study was not an experimental design as 
participants who had not engaged in therapy could not be defined as a control due to the 
impossibility of controlling extraneous variables.   This made it difficult to ascertain valid 
comparisons between the two groups.  It could be speculated from previous studies that have 
provided evidence of psychological intervention improving wellbeing (for example Cassidy 
et al., 2015; Tiabashvili et al., 2015) that the therapeutic sample may have indicated similar 
or even improved global trait EI and PWB as a result of therapeutic intervention.  This was 
not the case in the quantitative study as the therapeutic sample of adolescents scored 
significantly lower on EI and PWB compared to the non-therapeutic group.  This provides 
opportunity to investigate the effects or outcomes of therapeutic interventions, when those 
outcomes offer alternative perspectives to more established clinical outcomes measures such 
as the SDQ (Goodman, 1997), Young Person’s CORE (Cooper, 2009) and the Beck 
Depression Inventory-II (Beck, Steer & Brown, 1996).  Further to this, an in-depth 
consideration of the length of time that adolescents attended psychological interventions, or 
development of an indicator of their level of engagement in therapeutic intervention may 
have also been helpful to exploring the result of lower EI and PWB scores.   
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6.1.2 Qualitative study development 
Although development of the qualitative inquiry was concurrent with the quantitative study, 
it provided opportunity to explore how adolescents use emotional language when narrating 
their experiences, in addition to objectively measuring their production of positive and 
negative emotional words, despite the absence of significant findings that the production of 
positive or negative emotional language could predict PWB.  The development of this study 
allowed in-depth exploration of adolescents’ experiences of therapeutic interventions.  .  A 
rationale to explore language that a therapeutic group of adolescents employed in their 
written narrative experiences was supported through critique of quantitative emotion research 
literature that relied on the operationalisation of EI, and could be argued to respond to a 
suggestion for further research from the quantitative study (Chapter 4.5).  As has been argued 
by theorists within and outside the discipline of psychology, the treatment of emotion and EI 
as quantifiable variables reduce possibilities of how emotion may be understood, and 
oversimplify what is a multifaceted and complex social, philosophical and psychological 
construct (Boler, 1997; 1999; Burman, 2017; Ecclestone & Hayes, 2009; Izard, 2001).  
6.1.3 Qualitative study 
The narrative study enabled development of insightful analysis into adolescents’ therapeutic 
identities through their accounts of therapeutic interventions they had received.  Narrative 
analytical ‘lenses’ (Hunter, 2010) were systematically applied to limited narratives of 
therapeutic experience, to understand commonalities in narrative structures and to highlight 
differences within emotional context.  The lenses included observation and interpretation of a 
temporal chain of events in the stories (beginning, middle, end/conclusion; Freeman, 1993; 
McAdams, 1995), the progression and development of ‘characters’ in the stories, and the 
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identity positions taken up by authors in response to temporal events and interactions with the 
constructed characters (Parker, 2005). 
Narratives were categorised by genre, based on events (helpful or unhelpful) and positive or 
negative outcomes of therapeutic intervention.  While noting my researcher-practitioner 
identity positions in making reflexive analytical decisions, analysis provided evidence that 
authors were able to describe how helpful and unhelpful events shaped their ‘client’ or 
‘adolescent’ identity positions as they constructed performances of their agency in the help-
seeking/help-receiving process. 
Through identification of narrative genres, tentative interpretations of emotional contexts 
were explored when narratives employed emotional language.  The function of emotional 
phrases or tropes were identified for analysis and although emotional language did not 
explicitly mark the construction of narrative patterns or common discursive features specific 
to defined therapeutic modalities, authors demonstrated that providing emotional context 
enhanced the discursive power of their conclusions in respect of whether interventions had 
been helpful or unhelpful.  
A salient outcome of the reflexive analysis was the relative importance of adolescent agency 
in engaging in psychological interventions.  The analysis provided evidence of different ways 
in which adolescents either asserted their agency (sometimes resulting in an end to their 
therapeutic intervention), or passively accepted the default positions of ‘helpless’, ‘helped’ 
‘patient’, ‘problem’, ‘student’ within the help-provision context.  Gibson & Cartwright’s 
(2013) thematic narrative analysis suggested that in the context of the counselling 
relationship, adolescents were able to assert their agency by actively accepting or rejecting 
aspects of their counselling experience.  The present study differed qualitatively in the 
agentic positions demonstrated by adolescent authors.  Adolescents’ performance or exercise 
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of agency were constructed in a comparably pessimistic context.  Three narratives 
constructed personal agency as relating to attrition or disengagement from further 
counselling, rather than adolescents actively using helpful aspects of counselling and 
rejecting components that were less described as unhelpful. 
6.2 Discussion: meta-narrative of research 
The analysis methods of the qualitative study were developed partly in response to an 
arguable critique that quantitative measurements of emotional word production and EI were 
deterministic in exploring complexities of the emotionality of language.  To look at the 
studies in tandem, it may be difficult to appreciate how they relate to each other.  However, 
both studies offer valuable observations about the nature and function of emotional language 
in communicating constructions of adolescent experience. 
These studies collectively provide evidence to support the importance of adolescents 
possessing the qualities required to engage in therapeutic intervention and ‘readiness’ for 
help-seeking.  If EI significantly predicts PWB across the two groups of adolescents, as 
demonstrated through the regression analysis of the first study, EI may be an important 
requirement for the promotion of PWB within an adolescent population.  However, 
therapeutic adolescents indicated significantly lower EI than their non-therapeutic 
counterparts.  It is beyond the scope of this research to determine whether the lower EI scores 
in the therapeutic group were a potential causal mechanism or moderator of PWB for 
adolescents who indicated that they had received therapy.  It is worth consideration in light of 
Ciarrochi et al.’s (2002) study that concluded adolescents who scored lowest in emotional 
competence were the least likely to seek help from non-professional sources and 
demonstrated the highest intention to refuse help from any source.  The quantitative findings 
of the present study suggest that the relationship between adolescents’ trait EI and PWB is 
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mediated by other factors.   The unexpected observation of the importance of personal agency 
as a therapeutic factor illustrated in the narrative study is an example of one of myriad 
additional factors potentially affecting differences in EI, or emotional competence between 
these two groups of adolescents.    
When exploring therapeutic adolescents’ experiences in the second study, although a focus 
was retained on adolescents’ use of emotional language to qualify their experiences of 
therapeutic intervention, the concept of agency appeared to be an important aspect that could 
not be ignored in the analysis.  For individuals across the lifespan in the current UK mental 
health system, personal agency may be a concept that challenges the way that ‘help-giving’ 
from professional sources and institutional structures can be developed and provided 
(Rickwood et al., 2005).  This is because, as has been indicated in this study, agentic 
assertion may be exercised through young people’s decision to refuse or resist therapeutic 
intervention.  The development of personal agency in adolescent populations can be argued 
as a potentially important process in the actualising of mentally healthy adulthood.  If this 
argument is approaching a social truth, the results of the narrative study in particular may 
require examination in addressing the question of whether collective agency (Bandura, 2006) 
has influenced the development of psychological interventions at a cost to the personal 
agency of adolescents. 
Due to the current political and economic climate in respect of funding for mental health 
services, the scope of mental health provision is limited to what can be afforded by the 
institutions that are held responsible for providing psychological intervention, such as schools 
or NHS commissioners.  At a time where adolescents are typically developing aspects of their 
identity through exercising personal agency, limited therapeutic intervention options and the 
lack of adolescent awareness of the function of different therapeutic interventions may 
negatively impact on development of agency and impede future help-seeking behaviour for 
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psychological difficulties.  The concepts of informed choice and informed consent of 
therapeutic intervention are areas of adolescent therapeutic research that require 
investigation, encouraged by the findings of the current research (see Chapter sections 5.3 
and 5.4 for further discussion).  
In addition to the concept of relevant client factors that pre-empt ‘readiness’ for therapeutic 
intervention, such as EI, emotional language and agency, a finding from both studies also 
provides a link between them.  This relates to the debate regarding emotional language and its 
function in alleviating psychological distress.  In Chapter 4.3.1, a result of comparing 
therapeutic and non-therapeutic groups in relation to positive and negative word production 
was that the non-therapeutic group produced more positive than negative emotional words in 
their narratives, whereas the therapeutic group demonstrated no significant difference 
between positive and negative word production.  During the discursive narrative analysis, 
authors of unhelpful counselling experiences appeared to employ negative emotional 
language more frequently throughout their narratives (see Chapter 5.2.6 and Table 9).  To 
speculate from these findings, the discussion of emotional distress within a therapeutic 
context may not always be helpful to adolescent clients and may paradoxically be unhelpful 
for emotional wellbeing.  Şimşek (2013b) and Ellis and Cromby (2004) have conducted 
enquiries into this theory and although the outcomes of this thesis may only be accepted 
tentatively due to the associated limitations, investigation in this area with this age group 
would be a welcome direction to continue research. 
6.2.1 Evaluation of methodology 
A review of the combined results and discussion from these studies illustrate avenues for a 
revised focus on additional processes that may be important additions to the established 
‘common factors’ therapeutic research debate (Karver et al., 2005).  However, the 
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methodology requires a degree of revision to increase the ability of this type of research to 
evaluate the relevance of emotional language as a therapeutic process factor and a potential 
outcome of successful therapeutic intervention.   
During the construction and piloting of the studies, the impact of additional variables on 
interpretations of the data were difficult to anticipate.  One variable was participants/authors’ 
selection of more than one type of therapy.  This variable affected the way quantitative and 
qualitative studies were subsequently analysed and led to reconsideration of how research 
questions were framed.  It was through the pilot study that the survey required augmentation 
to include the possibility of young people having more than one type of therapy.  This 
augmentation posed challenges to biases held in initially designing a study based on the 
assumption that young participants would only have experienced one type of therapy. 
The absence of anticipated variables also requires note.  A limitation following the literature 
review, initial development of research questions, quantitative study design and subsequent 
analyses was the difficulty in participant recruitment.  This provided challenges in discussing 
the results within each of the studies, and as previously mentioned (Chapter 4.5), resulted in 
age being an unsuitable predictor variable for the multiple regression model to predict 
variance of PWB, due to too few cases for the age to be included as a reliable predictor 
variable.  Participants were selected based on definitions of adolescence derived from a 
combination of sources (APA, 2002; Patel et al., 2007; Rutter & Smith, 1995; WHO, n.d.), 
due to the variation in defining this period of lifespan development.  Using these definitions, 
it was possible to include all participants who consented to the study as adolescent 
participants.  However, this inclusion could not be considered without acknowledging 
potential differences in literacy or socio-cognitive development between an 11 year old and a 
21 year old (Blakemore & Mills, 2014; Rutter & Smith, 1995).  Inclusion of a wide age range 
for adolescence was a consequence of difficulties in participant recruitment and the resultant 
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small sample sizes for the studies, rather than being based on the assumption that a pubescent 
adolescent will necessarily demonstrate the same level of literacy or written language 
production as an older adolescent or young emerging adult.  This limitation can be 
understood in the context of arguments set out in the literature review regarding adolescent 
development (Chapter 2.3-2.6), and limits the validity of quantitative study analysis.  
However, Burman (2017) argues that linguistic competence does not necessarily rely on the 
rate of language acquisition or literacy.  Gibson & Cartwright (2014a) and Reese et al. (2010) 
suggested that young adolescents’ ability to construct meaningful ‘life story’ or 
autobiographical narratives are perhaps underestimated and under-researched.  In relation to 
the narrative analysis detailed within the current project, evidence from the qualitative study 
would support Burman (2017), Gibson and Cartwright (2014a) and Reese et al.’s (2010) 
arguments. 
There were additional challenges for the methodology, relating to philosophical debates that 
question the feasibility of research on and with emotional expression, language and 
regulation, arising from the psychological and social sciences literature (Cramp et al., 2012; 
Ecclestone & Hayes, 2009; Ellis & Tucker, 2015).  The issue is that perhaps a working and 
comprehensive understanding of emotion may only be understood within the realms of 
critical-interpretivist or constructivist epistemology due to its quintessentially subjective 
nature.  Prosser (2015) framed this argument by stating “I define emotion as a semiconscious, 
irrational, social construct that is experienced and shared amongst humans” (p.176).  
Prosser’s (2015) quote provides insight into the complexity of the topic – emotions are 
fundamentally subjective and yet they are a process or expression that social humans can 
share and have in common.   
In challenging the quantifiable or operational components of the complex definition of EI 
seen in the first study, Boler (1997; 1999) argued that by quantifying EI, a difficult precedent 
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is set for the way that the construct is used within meritocratic educational and social 
contexts.  This argument is grounded in the problems of academic education and the attempt 
to reduce complex socio-psychological phenomena to cognitive abilities (Burman, 2017), 
rather than “emotive, aesthetic and creative knowing” (Prosser, 2015, p.176).  The issue of 
reducing emotions to operational or measurable variables was critiqued prior to Mayer and 
Salovey’s (1990) paper, or Goleman’s (1995) popular work regarding emotional literacy and 
EI.  Campos et al. (1989) argued that individual differences between emotional meaning and 
subsequent emotional expression complicates the work of those who wish to measure 
emotion through observing its expression in individuals.  In reducing these phenomena to 
measurements, Boler (1999) posited that the construction of an emotional experience 
becomes a concept requiring tight control in its expression, in order for individuals to be 
deemed effective and successful members of society.  She argued that EI measures are 
indicators of how controlled an individual can be in expressing their emotions, rather than 
how adept they are at emotional regulation and resilience.  This critique challenges the 
reasons why psychologists have become so interested in EI and its measurement as a way to 
predict emotional and psychological wellbeing.  Boler’s (1999) argument bridges the gap 
between psychology and education as she is suggesting that children and young people who 
are able to control their emotions and express them in a ‘healthy way’ are considered more 
likely to succeed in the education system. This may be viewed as a cynical reason for policy 
makers to focus on maintaining emotional literacy within the curriculum (Ecclestone & 
Hayes, 2009).  
One of the difficulties in assessing the suitability of the chosen methodology for answering 
questions raised through the literature review was the confounding factors of written and 
spoken language, as was explored when making methodological decisions for the studies 
(Chapter 1.3 and Chapter 2.8).  The different cognitive mechanisms through which spoken or 
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written language is processed are well established and supported by research (Harley, 2001).  
As a result of this, the way in which emotional contexts are produced and expressed in 
written form may influence how the narrative data is interpreted (Ellis & Tucker, 2015).  In 
spoken language, researchers have the privilege of emotional tone, intonation and other non-
verbal signs/behaviours, providing additional prompts to interpret understanding of the 
speaker’s affect in expressing emotional material.  Within written language, rather than the 
advantage of affect conveyed through non-verbal behaviour as is interpretable in spoken 
language, the context in which language is situated becomes key to its emotionality.  This 
increases the variable difficulty of analysis and perhaps of the quantitative study in particular, 
due to the potential for implicit emotional context to be missed in assessing the frequency of 
emotional word production, despite employing an empirically reliable content analysis 
program.  Within the narrative analysis, although there may be a risk of misinterpretation of 
the context in which ‘emotional language’ being expressed, the construction of the narratives 
demonstrated levels of processing that written forms of narrative provide over the potential 
spontaneity of spoken narratives.  With the analytic process including attempts to achieve 
trustworthy accounts, it could be argued that while interpretation of written narratives may be 
more difficult due to the lack of non-verbal cues, the opportunity for adolescent authors to 
plan their responses may have encouraged authenticity in the accounts provided. 
The analysis and discussion points arising from overall project provide support for the 
argument formulated in pluralistic empirical design (Chapter 1.2.1), which stipulated that 
research paradigms can be informed by the data collected, rather than the paradigm 
determining the type of data to expect.  The aim of exploring narrative constructions of 
therapeutic experience initially arose out of a practice-based assumption developed from 
clinical training, that different types of therapeutic intervention would have a qualitative 
influence on how the recipient of that intervention constructed their account of emotional and 
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therapeutic experience.  Through employing narrative methods in examining contributors’ 
therapeutic experiences, it became clear that the agenda to explore if these narratives would 
be qualitatively different due to the type of therapeutic modality was the agenda of the 
practitioner-researcher, rather than the agenda of the authors.  The agenda of the narrator is 
fundamental to the process of narrative analytical research (Clandinin & Connolly, 2000; 
Parker, 2005).  By assuming that adolescents receiving different therapeutic approaches 
would describe their experiences differently, a researcher-biased agenda was set, but could 
not be pursued as it did not fit the inductive nature of the method, nor did it comply with 
disciplined or trustworthy empiricism.  
A confounding factor in ecologically valid research informed by a quantitative paradigm is 
the difficulty of isolating and measuring particular variables when it is impossible to control 
all potential variables that may be adding to the effects of emotional word production, EI and 
PWB.  Understanding the complexity of designing research protocols for exploring complex 
phenomena in ecologically valid environments, one has to remain mindful of the difficulties 
in accepting that confounding variables cannot be controlled, as in experimental design.   
 Although regression analyses provide scope for controlling certain variables, even in 
conducting a pilot study, the infeasibility of isolating the influence of therapeutic modality 
was rendered impossible.  Future quantitative research in the area of the effects of therapeutic 
experience on emotional word production may be better suited to experimental design, where 
participant recruitment criteria includes clients who have received a specific therapeutic 
modality.  This could be the basis of a future research direction, in pursuit of assessing the 
relevance of emotional language in therapeutic process research.  
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6.2.2 Application of Research to Clinical Practice 
From the position of a scientist-practitioner considering the applications of the current 
research to clinical practice, a finding from the quantitative study that may be of consequence 
for practice and potentially future adolescent mental health policy development was that EI 
significantly predicted PWB in the sample of adolescents.  If global trait EI is a significant 
predictor of PWB and adolescents who indicate having received therapeutic intervention also 
indicate significantly lower global trait EI scores, perhaps a first step in the provision of 
therapeutic intervention by professionals who work with adolescents is in the development of 
communicating the mental health benefits of emotional competence, and emotional 
regulation.  Currently, accepted interventions for children in education are emotional literacy 
programs (Liau et al., 2003).  However, as has been mentioned within the discussion of this 
project and speculated in its conclusions, translation of the importance of emotional 
regulation may require reconsideration if it is to avoid being taught as a meritocratic variable 
of academic success.  Even terms such as ‘emotional competence’ and ‘emotional literacy’ 
may insinuate learning emotions as another academic ability, rather than as a necessary 
component of adaptability and resilience for the development of an autonomous and mentally 
healthy adulthood.   
In considering the outcomes of the current research from the position of a clinician, 
conducting this research provided insight into the experiences of adolescents and young 
people who have encountered therapy, in respect of reinforcing perceptions regarding 
autonomy, agency and adolescents’ choices in seeking or receiving therapeutic intervention 
for psychological difficulties.  In the UK’s current political climate, mental health provision, 
particularly in respect of talking therapies, is limited and no more so than for children and 
young people (Burstow & Jenkins, 2016; Cooke, 2014).  Within counselling and 
psychotherapeutic research literature, theories suggest that rather than therapeutic modality, 
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the relationship with the therapist is equally, if not more important for positive counselling 
outcomes (Oetzel & Scherer, 2003).  The qualitative study raised an issue that adolescents 
designated therapeutic interventions in response to expressing signs of mental health 
difficulty, did not include in their accounts the possibility that they were provided with 
informed choices about the types of professional help they could receive.  It was not clear 
from their narratives whether they were provided with the opportunity to build relationships 
with their therapy providers so as to appreciate the therapeutic benefits of the therapeutic 
relationship (Messer & Wampold, 2002).  One author explicitly mentioned that she was not 
given opportunity to form a relationship with any one counsellor and inferred disruption in 
her psychological support through accommodating changes in counsellors.  As the narrative 
question did not include scope for the inclusion of details regarding choice and the 
therapeutic relationship specifically, any conclusions must remain speculative.  However, 
despite the small sample size within the qualitative study, what appeared clear was how 
difficult young people find it to be aware of their agency in decision-making regarding their 
mental health and in their process of seeking help or professional support (Gibson & 
Cartwright, 2013; Oetzel & Scherer, 2003).  
In relation to models of psychological intervention for adolescents, research regarding the 
consideration of language use and written emotional expression may be gaining increased 
importance due to modern methods of conducting therapeutic work, particularly with young 
people.  Online counselling, telephone counselling and counselling via modes such as email 
and text have increased in popularity (Abbott, Klein & Ciechomski, 2008; Aboujaoude & 
Salame, 2016) and are being seen as potential solutions to the problems associated with 
adolescent attendance and engagement in therapy (Gibson & Cartwright, 2014b; Gibson et 
al., 2016).  These methods of psychological and emotional support are areas where the use of 
language by therapist and client become vital in the absence of other non-verbal 
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communicative cues such as body language and tone of voice in the case of written modes of 
communication. 
6.2.3 Applications of Research to Counselling Psychology 
Conducting studies consisting of theoretical elements of opposing epistemological positions 
that have informed analysis has been an illuminating challenge.  The Division of Counselling 
Psychology’s (BPS, n.d.) practice guidelines recommend that while aiming for practitioners 
to foster a difficult union between “rigorous empirical enquiry” and the values of 
psychotherapy, counselling psychologists: 
“engage with subjectivity and intersubjectivity… to respect first person accounts as 
valid in their own terms; to elucidate, interpret and negotiate between perceptions and 
world views but not to assume the automatic superiority of any one way of 
experiencing, feeling, valuing and knowing” (pp.1-2). 
In reading this statement as part of the Division of Counselling Psychologists’ professional 
mission, the aims of the profession appear to reflect the conflict in undertaking research and 
maintaining professional ethics in clinical practice.  Epistemologically, counselling 
psychology practice is guided by the appreciation of subjectivity.  Simultaneously, the 
application of counselling psychology requires support from empirical research, where in 
many cases the traditional epistemological positioning of psychology has been informed by 
positivism.  An appreciation of objectivity has been viewed as necessary to gratify 
psychology with the integrity of scientific rigour.  In relation to how the professional 
guidelines relate to the conflict within this thesis, the pursuit of engaging in research to 
support the improvement of adolescent-focused therapeutic intervention appears to come at a 
cost.  Requesting participants’ narratives of experience and then employing methods of 
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reduction to identify factors that allow a degree of empirical analysis in some ways 
compromises the subjectivity that is valued by the profession.   
The findings from the studies may be of use to counselling psychologists working with young 
people as there have been few studies that have concentrated on the linguistic representations 
of therapeutic process and outcomes with adolescents.  A minority of research has begun to 
further the relationship between language use, emotion and PWB or emotional regulation 
such as that of Şimşek & Ҫerҫi (2013).  However, the current preference for randomised 
controlled trials (RCTs) has taken precedence in child and adolescent therapy research, as 
demonstrated by Cooper et al. (2010), McArthur, Cooper and Berdondini (2013) and 
previously commented on by Fonagy, Target, Cottrell, Phillips and Kurtz (2002) in the UK 
and Kazdin (2000) in the US.  It could be argued that before counselling psychologists can 
continue to conduct RCTs to evaluate the efficacy of counselling interventions for 
adolescents, process factor research that includes an appreciation of the potential importance 
of language use and agency is required.  As mentioned in the literature review (Chapter 2.4), 
there has been research and debate regarding the use of adultomorphic language in providing 
therapeutic intervention to younger children (Grave & Blissett, 2004; Zeimet, 2012).  
However, focus on this debate has not included the potential impact of using adult therapeutic 
language with adolescents, a group who can be defined as developmentally distinct 
(Blakemore & Mills, 2014), nor the potential barriers adult therapists may experience in 
understanding adolescent emotional language or tropes (McQueen & Henwood, 2002).  For 
counselling psychologists working with this population, consideration of language used to 
communicate in therapy, and awareness of the language used to inform adolescents of the 
discussion regarding psychological intervention may influence how interventions are 
developed for adolescents, using language they understand and aids development of their 
agency in the decision-making processes of mental health provision. 
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As mentioned in the discussion section of the qualitative study, a privilege of using narrative 
analysis was the contribution of the adolescent authors’ therapeutic experiences as a direct 
learning experience for my clinical practice.  What conducting this research provided was an 
awareness of the language that practitioners use and the potential barriers adultomorphic 
tendencies (Zeimet, 2012) may pose when addressing the emotional needs and emotional 
regulation of adolescents.  What I hoped to find out on a professional level was how the 
language use by professionals may be improved or augmented to enhance the therapeutic 
experience of the clients that I work with.  Despite the design and analysis of data from these 
studies diverging from focussing on this potential learning outcome, I was able to collect and 
analyse evidence of a different aspect of the therapeutic experience of clients.  Though 
analyses still related to the use of language, the outcomes related to two distinct issues; one 
concerning the preparation of adolescents to receive psychological support and the other 
relating to power and agency of adolescents who are experiencing emotional difficulties and 
may require therapeutic intervention.  In relation to this finding for my own clinical practice, 
I think it has exerted a profound effect on how I work with adolescents and young people, in 
enhancing my awareness of their choice in how they receive help, or how the offer of 
psychological support is communicated to them.  A future direction for research as a result of 
this current project would be in interviewing clinical practitioners to explore their awareness 
and sensitivity to the agency and rights of their young and vulnerable clients, using narrative 
methods (such as journal-keeping) to do so.   
In respect of research that aimed to investigate previously neglected process factors occurring 
within therapeutic interventions with adolescents, the developmental process of the research 
itself has added further questions to the debate about how counselling psychologists can best 
use their ability and skills to provide suitable and cost-effective evidence based practice.  
During the time of conducting these studies as a postgraduate researcher, an awareness of 
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RCTs for effective counselling practice in schools has been cited throughout this research 
project.  The development of young person’s Improving Access to Psychological Therapies 
(YP-IAPT) services is the next step for government endorsed mental health provision for 
children and young people (Cooper, 2013).  The current project suggests that there is still a 
great deal for counselling psychologists to investigate and explore in respect of the processes 
and mechanisms that contribute to effective interventions with young people.  Yet the 
provision of YP-IAPT services may discourage continued interest in process factor research 
due to the level of research funding required.  It is clear from this research that the seeking of 
and provision for mental health support and therapeutic interventions is a multifaceted and 
complex area. In our understanding of the process factors involved in understanding ‘what 
works’ in the therapy room with young people, it may be that ‘what works’ to enable the 
adolescent to begin working through their emotional contexts of experience requires in-depth 
investigation.  This investigation may be required before we can continue to explore the 
efficacy of therapeutic modalities and the common factors associated with an improvement in 
psychological wellbeing as the adolescent develops into autonomous and agentic adulthood.
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Chapter 7: Critical Appraisal of Research Process 
This chapter will critically evaluate and discuss the research process as a whole and my 
reflexive process as a researcher-practitioner in the development of research questions from 
their initial conception.  This includes an account of the achievements and challenges 
associated with beginning a doctorate with idealistic rather than empirical motivations for 
conducting research that may inform clinical practice, counselling psychology research and 
my identity as a counselling psychologist.  During this appraisal, I intend to describe how I 
developed ways to overcome obstacles in marrying opposing philosophies of a mixed-
methodology approach, the difficulties of participant recruitment and the practicalities of 
methodological limitations.  Negotiating these obstacles has provided me with an increased 
respect for the role of researchers in providing evidence to improve clinical practice.  
My motivations for conducting research in the area of adolescence and language stemmed 
from the same motivations to become a counselling psychologist.  During my undergraduate 
degree, I was interested in the ideas of social psychology, cultural discourse and the 
importance of epistemological stances such as social constructionism in understanding how 
individuals make sense of their realities.  As an undergraduate, I was keen to use the 
opportunity of my dissertation to explore factors affecting help-seeking, developing a 
research project that investigated the effects of stigma.    I recruited school student 
participants when conducting my undergraduate dissertation project, which assessed the 
effects of causal attributions of mental health difficulties on students’ perspectives of mental 
health stigma.  Going to different school environments and working with young people gave 
me experience in engaging young people in research.  The subject matter of investigating the 
effects of stigma on help-seeking appealed to my interest in combining political awareness 
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with interests considered psychological in nature, such as mental health difficulties and their 
potential biomedical or socio-psychological origins.   
My early doctoral research ideas were motivated by my experiences of working 
therapeutically with adolescents and young people.  I was interested in the observation and 
analysis of power dynamics and relationships formed between therapy practitioners and 
vulnerable, disempowered clients.  Whether these dynamics could be subject to empirical 
analysis became an initial pathway of enquiry.  From my background in humanistic, longer-
term therapeutic interventions with young people, I argued that the use of Rogerian 
approaches could reduce the powerful position of the therapists as being the expert, enabling 
work with the client to highlight their own expertise in their life.  It was during this time that I 
began to develop prejudice against Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT).  I saw a 
distinction between the two approaches as one of differential power dynamics, which in part 
were a result of the way in which the associated interventions were communicated to clients.  
The nature of CBT being to teach clients how to think and behave differently appeared to 
position the therapist as pedagogic, as the expert and potentially as exerting power over their 
clients.  I saw a research question within this prejudice: was there a way in which to analyse 
the linguistic processes of each type of intervention, or a way to analyse the discursive turns 
of therapist and client to explore differences in the ways that power is represented in each 
type of therapeutic relationship?  At the time this was developing as a potential research area, 
my confidence in providing academic rigour to argue for and pursue this idea was not 
developed enough to convince a supervisor to support it.  I returned to researching literature 
that might serve the interests of the young people I wanted to support through my research, 
and inform the counselling psychology community.   
In researching literature for the purpose of assisting young people in empowering themselves, 
my interest developed in studying the experiences of young people and specifically, their 
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construction of emotion and therapeutic support experiences.  I found adolescence as a 
developmental period was still under-researched in comparison to child and adult therapeutic 
research.  Beyond standardised outcome measures, I became interested in exploring and 
understanding how therapeutic interventions may augment aspects of adolescents’ cognitions, 
emotional and identity development and became committed to communicating this 
exploration to the wider practitioner community.  
My initial questions revolved around whether adolescents who had experienced a form of 
psychological or therapeutic intervention would use language differently to describe their 
experiences compared to those who had not encountered these interventions.  Further to this, 
and incorporating my previous practice-based assumptions about the differences in the 
communication and delivery of humanistic and CBT interventions, my other question of 
interest was whether one could observe linguistic differences in the accounts of an adolescent 
who experienced a humanistic therapy compared to adolescents who had experienced a CBT 
intervention. 
The concepts of client and therapeutic process factors became salient areas for further 
investigation in light of achieving general questions or areas of enquiry.  In relation to 
process factors, researchers focussed on helpful and unhelpful events (Dunne et al., 2000; 
Paulson & Everall, 2003) and micro-processes of moment-to moment-recall (Kagan, 1975; 
Rennie, 1994).  Within this literature however, there appeared to be an absence of research 
regarding the use, employment and function of language.  The question arose that if the 
process of therapy relies heavily on linguistic communication, in addition to non-verbal 
communication, would young clients adapt and change the way they used or employed 
emotional language to identify, conceptualise and repair their narratives of distress? 
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Throughout this period of reviewing potential research questions within the literature, I 
tentatively considered the possibility of using a quantitative method of analysing the 
emotional language produced by adolescents who had engaged in therapy compared to those 
who had not.  This was informed theories that therapeutic intervention may increase the use 
of emotional language but negatively impact on wellbeing (Ellis & Cromby, 2004; Şimşek, 
2013b) versus theories that the production of reflective language regarding trauma and 
inhibited emotional content may alleviate psychological distress (Ellis & Cromby, 2009; 
Pennebaker, 1997).   
I initially considered my researcher identity to be heavily leaning on the side of social 
constructionism as an influence to my professional and scientific worldview.  I found 
quantitative empiricism to be an uneasy philosophical fit, despite my ability to use 
quantitative research outcomes to inform development of my therapeutic practice, 
particularly in neurodevelopmental assessment.  As a compromise between my research 
interests and potential process factors that are yet to be understood in adolescent therapeutic 
research, I developed questions that could fit gaps in different areas of process factor research 
concerning the use of emotional language in therapy.  One area related to investigating the 
production of emotional words as a result of therapeutic intervention.  The other was how 
attendance at therapy may influence adolescents’ employment of language to describe their 
therapeutic experiences through narrative.  Although these areas appeared epistemologically 
distinct, there were two reasons for wishing to accommodate both ideas in one project.  In 
respect of employing quantitative methods of data analysis, I aimed to challenge my 
researcher identity and paradigm biases by using quantitative analysis to empirically test 
theories relating to emotional competence and factors that could aid adolescents in promoting 
their psychological wellbeing.  Simultaneously, I wanted to use the opportunity and privilege 
of conducting exploratory research with adolescents to learn from them, not only from a 
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personal and professional viewpoint, but also in a way that acknowledged the importance of 
their voices in research.  The literature reviewed during my early search for research 
questions provided support to develop research that would be of benefit to young people 
rather than solely of benefit to practitioners and researchers.  I did not want the outcomes of 
my research to be achieved at a cost to the adolescents who chose to invest time in 
completing a survey and sharing their personal stories with me. 
The most difficult practical aspect of the research process and preparation was in seeking 
participant recruitment for the studies, which became the most time-consuming aspect of the 
project in its entirety.  I initially approached participant recruitment with optimism and high 
expectations, partly motivated by my previous success in recruiting schools and participants 
during my 2007 undergraduate research.  I had to temper my research excitement and 
academic aspirations with the reality of accessing participant populations, due to the main 
source of participant recruitment being through secondary schools.  I was not prepared for the 
comparable difficulty I encountered in recruiting schools to participate in 2015 and 2016.  
Secondary schools appeared to be an obvious choice as they provided opportunity to 
approach adolescents and young people in an ethical manner.  I began the recruitment process 
through emailing schools in Birmingham and Wolverhampton, viewing Ofsted reports to 
gauge whether the intake of pupils would be a cross-section of Socio Economic Status, 
ethnicity and average GCSE grades.   
In respect of approaching adolescents who may have received therapeutic intervention, I 
approached several counselling organisations in the West Midlands.  Many were 
unresponsive to my requests, but during pilot studies of the survey, 20% students indicated 
experience of at least one counselling approach.  I therefore was able to work on the premise 
that in general school populations, a percentage of students will have had experience of 
counselling.  Further to this, I successfully approached a school that specialised in supporting 
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students with emotional and psychological wellbeing difficulties, which provided me with a 
number of therapeutic adolescents who were willing to participate in the research. 
Although I remained optimistic in my pursuit of participant recruitment, it appeared that 
choosing to approach schools for participation now is more challenging in the wider social 
and political contexts of heavy expectations placed on schools to support and ensure that 
students attain all standards set out in the national curriculum, tight timetable schedules and 
school results’ league tables.  The process of emailing schools began in February 2015 and 
continued throughout 2015 and into mid-2016.  As a result of these difficulties, I submitted 
ethical protocol amendments in order to widen my participant recruitment to older 
adolescents (those who were old enough to grant consent) online.  The outcome of the online 
recruitment drive was an additional 8 participants who completed the entire survey and so 
could be included in the final analyses.  If I were to design a similar study in future within a 
similarly time-limited research window, I would designate more time resource to online 
recruitment. 
In respect of the research process, a challenge to my researcher integrity is through the 
differential attention the studies may individually garner in wider socio-political contexts.  
The concept of emotional intelligence and its preventative properties for mental health 
difficulties may be viewed as possessing higher importance or value compared to findings 
regarding adolescent agency in help-receiving.  The reason for this may be that quantitative 
paradigms lend their structure and clearly reported outcomes to the development of evidence-
based policy development, because outcomes are measureable and objectively interpreted.  
The increased responsibility that UK secondary schools are being given to prevent 
psychological difficulties in students are a result of the frequent changes introduced into 
school policy and curriculum through the DfE (see Ecclestone & Hayes, 2009).  This 
responsibility means that schools will seek cost-effective and clear interventions to improve 
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psychological wellbeing and prevent mental health difficulties in students.  The outcomes of 
the quantitative study and the relevance of findings emotional intelligence in predicting 
variance in psychological wellbeing can be applied to delivering interventions to improving 
emotional intelligence.  Promoting personal agency of adolescents in the school environment 
is more challenging.  Yet, in completing both studies, I have learnt on a personal and 
professional level that the concept of agency and choice in promoting psychological 
wellbeing is important when adolescents have moved beyond the prevention of psychological 
distress.  In my continuing work, I aim to use the observations from my second study to 
promote the importance of acknowledging agency in adolescent decision-making regarding 
psychological and social support. 
Despite the potential relevance and importance of agency, the nature of the qualitative study 
does not lend its outcomes to information that schools may be able to use in improving their 
psychological health interventions in schools.  For that reason, as a final acknowledgement of 
the contributions made by participating schools, a summary report will be available to 
communicate the findings of both studies, along with recommendations so that schools may 
choose to use the information.  This exercise is a further example of my own growth in being 
able to communicate and apply evidence from research to clinical and consultancy practice. 
Although I was aware of the reasons why I had to select a question and undertake this 
research project, in order to fulfil a thesis module requirement in the pursuit of attaining my 
doctoral qualification, I was also aware of personal motivations for wanting to select a 
question that could directly relate to furthering understanding of adolescent experiences.  
Prilleltensky et al.’s (2001) paper argued for the importance of hearing young participants’ 
voices in research.  I introduced my research to contributing schools, counselling 
organisations and participants by explaining that our role as counselling psychologists and 
our development is enmeshed in the work we do and the alliances we foster with our clients, 
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collaborators and wider stakeholders.  I think that through my research, I wanted to 
demonstrate these qualities and values.  This was a more difficult feat in consideration of the 
methodology I developed, made use of and had to come to a sense of peace with, but I 
maintained this idea all of the way through.  If research is designed to both satisfy the rigour 
of empiricism, but can keep participants central to the presentation and production of 
findings, then this in itself would be the contribution I would wish to make to clinical 
research.  I would not assume arrogance to suggest that this is something I was able to 
achieve in this piece, but I would say it was a work in progress. 
Following the completion of the present thesis project, my intention to pursue research is 
encouraged by my process of engagement during the preparation of this project.  This 
challenge has proven to me that research and academic confidence develops through the 
engaging with literature, methods and reflexively overcoming obstacles as they occur.  
Throughout my training to become a practitioner-scientist, my practical and clinical work has 
led me to gain a reverent understanding that change does not occur solely in the individual, 
but more in the social systems and structures that surround them.  It appears counter-intuitive 
to me, particularly in respect of the findings of my second study, to offer psychological or 
therapeutic help to adolescents and young people that inadvertently compromises their 
personal agency and ability to empower and help themselves.  Therefore, I intend to continue 
research by focusing on the agency that adolescents perceive themselves to possess, both in 
therapeutic intervention and in their experiences of society in general, to find out how 
mechanisms of this agency manifest and develop.  I see this as a development of my 
researcher identity towards intersectional research; combining the psychology of 
empowerment with the disciplines of sociology, education and politics.   
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Appendix 1 
Measures & Questions used within Survey: 
a. Demographics: 
 Are you… [please tick one]   1. Male _____  2. Female ______ 
 How old are you (in complete years)? 
 If you are still at school, what year group are you in? 
Year 7, Year 8, Year 9, Year 10, Year 11, Year 12, Year 13  
 Ethnicity/Cultural background: 
e.g., Black British:   White British:   Asian British:   Other:_______ 
 Is English your first language (language spoken at home)? 
 If English is not your first language, please provide your first/home language: 
 Do you know your predicted GCSE grades for English/Maths/Science are? 
Have you engaged in therapy or counselling before?  
Yes or No (If no, SurveyMonkey will direct to Questionnaire 1) 
If yes, how long for (how many sessions)?  
1-3 sessions, 4-7 sessions, 8-13 sessions, 14+ sessions.  
How long ago did you finish your counselling/therapy? 
Still going, 1-3 months, 4-6 months, 7-11 months, 12-18 months, 18+ months 
Do you know what type of therapy or counselling you received?  
 Most 
Recently 
In the 
Past 
Humanistic   
Person-centred   
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT)   
School-based counselling   
Anger management classes   
Other (please specify):   
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b. TEIQue-ASF: Instructions, Scale, Scoring, Norms 
TEIQue-ASF (Petrides et al., 2006) 
 
Instructions:  
The following questions are about how you generally feel as an individual.  There is no 
right or wrong answer to the questions.  Please answer by putting a circle around the 
number that best shows how much you agree or disagree with each sentence below.  If 
you strongly disagree with a sentence, circle a number close to 1.  If you strongly agree 
with a sentence, circle a number close to 7.  If you are not too sure, circle a number close 
to 4.  Work quickly, but carefully.  We would like you to answer as openly as you can as 
it will help us understand adolescents’ feelings better.  However, you can leave out 
questions that you don’t feel comfortable with.     
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c. PWBS:  
18-item Psychological Well-Being Scale (Clarke et al., 2001) 
Instructions:  
The following questions are about your experiences and views as an individual.  There is 
no right or wrong answer to the questions.  We would like you to answer as openly as 
you can as it will help us understand adolescents’ thinking better.  However, you can 
leave out questions that you don’t feel comfortable with.     
To be answered on a 6-point Likert Scale: 
1=Strongly Disagree ----------------------------------- 6= Strongly Agree 
I tend to be influenced by people with strong opinions. (-Aut) 
In general, I feel I am in charge of the situation in which I live. (+EM) 
In many ways, I feel disappointed about my achievements in life. (-SA) 
I think it is important to have new experiences that challenge how you think about yourself and the 
world. (+PG) 
Maintaining close relationships has been difficult and frustrating for me. (-PR) 
I live life one day at a time and don’t really think about the future. (-PL) 
When I look at the story of my life, I am pleased with how things have turned out. (+SA) 
I sometimes feel as if I’ve done all there is to do in life. (-PL) 
I have confidence in my own opinions, even if they are contrary to the general consensus. (+Aut) 
I have not experienced many warm and trusting relationships with others. (-PR) 
The demands of everyday life often get me down. (-EM) 
For me, life has been a continuous process of learning, changing, and growth. (+PG) 
People would describe me as a giving person, willing to share my time with others. (+PR) 
I gave up trying to make big improvements or changes in my life a long time ago. (-PG) 
Some people wander aimlessly through life, but I am not one of them. (+PL) 
I like most aspects of my personality. (+SA) 
I judge myself by what I think is important, not by what others think. (+Aut) 
I am quite good at managing the responsibilities of my daily life. (+EM) 
The codes in parentheses following each item statement indicate the particular well-being dimension that is 
being assessed and whether it is phrased/scored negatively or positively. Aut = Autonomy, EM = 
Environmental Mastery, SA= Self Acceptance, PG = Personal Growth, PR = Positive Relations, PL = Purpose 
in Life.
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d. Narrative Questions 
Narrative and Content Tasks: 
 
For all participants: 
“Please tell me something about your experiences of being an adolescent or teenager, 
growing up in England. Try to tell it as if it was a ‘life story’.  A life story can be defined as a 
plot or biographical account of your experience, memory or event, perhaps using characters, 
settings or events that occur in your life.  It might take the form of a beginning, middle and 
end, or you may wish to write it in a different way that makes sense to you” 
For the therapeutic group: 
“Please can you tell me the story of your experiences of therapy.  You may start at whatever 
point you want, for example, it might be from your referral or your first session.  You are not 
expected to give any details of the reason why you went to therapy, just a story about what 
going to therapy meant to you and how you feel and think about your therapy and about 
yourself, now you have completed a number of sessions” 
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Appendix 2 
a. Permission to use TEIQue-ASF measure in study 
From: Petrides, Dino <k.petrides@ucl.ac.uk> 
Sent: 27 April 2015 11:32 
To: Apter, Nora Tessa 
Subject: RE: TEIQue-ASF: Request for Use in Research 
Dear Nora, 
Thank you for your email.  You do not need special permission to use any TEIQue 
instrument, provided it is for academic research purposes.  You can download the instruments 
directly from www.psychometriclab.com  Please make sure you read the FAQ section at 
http://www.psychometriclab.com/Default.aspx?Content=Page&id=18.  In particular, note 
that we do not provide free information regarding norms or free feedback reports.  Norms 
information and reports are available for a fee.  You will find additional relevant information 
in the links below.  
http://www.psychometriclab.com/Default.aspx?Content=Page&id=14          
http://www.psychometriclab.com/Default.aspx?Content=Page&id=15          
http://www.psychometriclab.com/Default.aspx?Content=Links&id=19           
The TEIQue-ASF is very similar to the TEIQue-SF and they share the same scoring key, 
which you can download from the links below.  If you are not sure how to apply the scoring 
key, please consult with relevant faculty in your department. 
TEIQue-SF 
♦ Download the TEIQue-SF, along with the scoring key and a brief description of the 
instrument, from here in pdf and here in Microsoft WORD.  Download the full SPSS syntax 
for scoring the TEIQue-SF from here.  Please note that we cannot provide any advice on how 
to run this syntax in SPSS or other statistical software. 
I hope this helps, 
Dino  
------- 
London Psychometric Laboratory (UCL) 
www.psychometriclab.com.
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b. Permission to use PWBS measure in study 
Greetings, 
Thanks for your interest in the well-being scales. I am responding to your request on behalf of Carol 
Ryff. She has asked me to send you the following: 
You have her permission to use the scales for research or other non-commercial purposes.  
They are attached in the following files: 
"14 Item Instructions"  
lists 14 items for each of 6 scales of well-being (14x6=84 questions total), and includes details about: 
- how to use shorter versions of the scales 
- scoring instructions (for all lengths of the scales) 
- psychometric properties 
- a list of published studies using the scales  
(If the instructions do not answer your questions about the scales, see the publications by C. D. Ryff at 
the beginning of the list.) 
"14-item Questionnaire"  
is a formatted version of the full instrument with all 84 items.  
- If you want to use one of the shorter scales, you will need to modify this file.  
- See the "14 Item Instructions" for which questions to include.  
- We do not have formatted shorter instruments to send out. 
Please note, Dr. Ryff strongly recommends that you NOT use the ultra-short-form version (3 items 
per scale, 3x6=18 items). That level of assessment has psychometric problems and does not do a good 
job of covering the content of the six well-being constructs. If length is a concern, the 7-item scale 
(7x6=42 items) is a far better choice than the 3-item scale. The attached file called “Psychological 
Well-Being Documentation” provides information about the 7-item scale (starting on p. 6) used in 
MIDUS II (for information about our MIDUS study, see http://www.midus.wisc.edu/). 
There is no charge to use the scales, but we do ask that you please send us copies of any materials you 
may publish using the scales to berrie@wisc.edu and cryff@wisc.edu. 
Best wishes for your research, 
Theresa Berrie 
Administrative Assistant 
UW Institute on Aging 
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Appendix 3 
LIWC2015: Psychometric Properties and Reliabilty  
The Development of Psychometric Properties of LIWC2015. 
Excerpts from Pennebaker et al. (2015): 
“The default LIWC2015 Dictionary is composed of almost 6,400 words, word stems, and 
select emoticons.  Each dictionary entry additionally defines one or more word categories or 
subdictionaries” (p. 2) 
LIWC2015 Output Variable Information (Pennebaker et al., 2015) 
Category Examples 
Words in 
Category 
Internal 
Consistency 
(uncorrected α) 
Internal 
Consistency 
(corrected α) 
Affective processes Happy, cried 1393 0.18 0.57 
Positive emotion Love, nice sweet 620 0.23 0.64 
Negative emotion Hurt, ugly, nasty 744 0.17 0.55 
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Appendix 4 
School Recruitment Invitation Pack 
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Appendix 5 
Counselling Organisation Advert and Communication 
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Appendix 6 
Debrief letter 
 
 
Debrief Sheet for Research Project in  
Adolescent Wellbeing and Experience 
 
Dear Student, 
 
You have just taken part in a study investigating your views about being an adolescent in 2016 and 
reporting of your wellbeing and knowledge of emotions. 
 
In this study, we are interested in how you articulate your experiences of being an adolescent and 
whether your way of describing your experience is linked to your wellbeing.  By doing this, we hope to 
learn from you about how you and your social group talk about emotions and experiences as 
teenagers and how professionals in education and health services can learn from this study to 
communicate better with your social group.   
 
By taking part in this study, you may have additional questions or wish to find out more about mental 
health issues. If so, advice can be found at the following places: 
 
 Base25: http://youthlink.btck.co.uk/ (Wolverhampton young person support 
hub/centre, provides information, advice and referrals for counselling support) 
 Pause: https://forwardthinkingbirmingham.org.uk/node/102 (Birmingham young 
person support hub, provides information, advice and referrals for emotional and 
counselling support) 
 http://www.youngminds.org.uk (information & advice on mental health issues) 
 http://www.youthspace.me/ (specifically aimed at young people for information and 
support) 
 Childline: 0800 1111 – www.childline.org.uk (free, confidential telephone service) 
 ‘The Mix/Get Connected’ (free, confidential telephone & email helpline): 0808 808 
4994; www.getconnected.org.uk or email: help@getconnected.org.uk 
 Alternatively, talk to a trusted teacher, school counsellor, parent or your doctor/GP 
who will be able to direct you to suitable forms of help. 
 
Thank you for taking part in this study; you have been very helpful. A summary of the results of this 
study will be sent to your school and, if you are interested, you will be able to obtain a summary of the 
results from them.  
 
Yours Sincerely 
 
 
 
 
Nora Apter        
Counselling Psychologist in Training, University of Wolverhampton
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Appendix 7 
Online Recruitment Adverts 
Facebook advert: 
 
Twitter advert: 
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Appendix 8   
SurveyMonkey Consent Form (Online Recruitment) 
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Appendix 9 
Coding Protocol 
First Reading: 
Drawing out aspects of the story: settings, characters, narrative themes in each transcript. 
Characters:  In drawing out which characters were described by the author, one question in 
the construction of each narrative was whether ‘counselling’ itself could be defined as a 
character or a verb. 
Second Reading: 
Descriptions of “The Problem” – first scenes 
Descriptions of action taken – middle scenes 
Conclusions – final scenes 
Temporal: Affective/Emotional Descriptions – emotional identity development 
 Noting emotional idioms: off my chest; out of my system, open up(?) 
Noting the difference between describing an emotional or affective state and a 
cognitive one that is marked by the language “I feel like…” 
Temporal: Cognitive/Action Descriptions – what actions happened to change the narrative, or 
to provide example of how counselling worked/did not work. 
Third Reading: 
Noting chronological events:  Noting triggering event and then temporal events that move the 
story through from beginning to end. 
Noting scenes and the theme that marks them as a scene:  
 Generally, a scene is marked by a chronological fact, or a new ‘character’.  
This is combined with an agent or action that then defines the scene. 
 For each named scene, the title is given as the subject of the chronological 
movement or character, accompanied by a sub-theme, or quality that defines 
the scene.  This may be named as emotion, if the author conveys it. 
Fourth Reading: Storyboarding 
Processing 
Once scenes had been defined, each narrative was entered into a story board, and stories were 
arranged around different aspects that narratives could be group by, based on the literature, 
the research question, and the variable or qualities that were shared between authors (e.g., 
age, type of counselling, concluding opinion about counselling, emotional markers). 
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Appendix 10 
Example of 1st Phase of Coding Counselling Narrative Transcripts 
Example of Raw Data Coding Removed to Preserve Anonymity of the Authors 
Example of 2nd Phase of Coding Counselling Narrative Transcripts 
Example of Raw Data Coding Removed to Preserve Anonymity of the Authors 
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Appendix 11 
Example of 3rd Phase of Coding Counselling Narratives: Storyboards 
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Appendix 12 
List of Electronic Appendices 
 
 Chapter 2:  
a) Pilot Study Descriptives 
 
 Chapter 3:  
a) Final Quantitative Data Set_19_10_2016 
b) Descriptives 
c) Exploratory Descriptives 
d) Comparing Means 
e) Normality tests_ all dependent variables 
f) Final regression outputs 21 01 2017 
 
 Chapter 4: 
a) Final Qualitative Data Set 19 10 16 
b) Rough Coding Notes_Phases 1and 2 
c) Annotated Counselling Transcripts_Phases 1 2 3 
d) Narrative Story boards 
 
 Electronic Appendix 4: “Supervision Meeting Record” 
